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HISTORY 

The National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal 
Justice was created by the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets 
Act of 1968 and activated on October 21, 1968. 

This Act was the culmination of much debate and thoughtful 
deliberations during the 1960 1 s on the issue of law, order, and 
justice. A monumental study was conducted by the President's 
Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice 
which was established on July 23, 1965. The Commission's final 
report of February 1967 strongly urged that research on law 
enforcement and criminal justice be expanded greatly, both in 
magnitude and scope . 

"The Commission has found and discussed many needs of law
0 - enforcement and the administration of criminal justice. But 

what it has found to be the greatest need is the need to know. 
America has learned the uses of exploration and discovery and 
knowledge in shaping and controlling its physical environment, 
in protecting its health, in furthering its national security 
and in countless other areas • •• But this revolution of 
scientific discovery has largely bypassed the problems of crime 
and crime control • •• There is virtually no subject connected 
with crime or criminal justice into which further research is 
unnecessary." 

At the same time, valuable experience in research and 
training was being accumulated by the Office of Law Enforcement 
Assistance which implemented the Law Enforcement Assistance Act 
of 1965. During ·its three-year life, the Office sponsored a 
fruitful grant program, involving hundreds of projects throughout 
the country. 
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The urgent need for a focal point to bring the 
Nation's research and development potential to bear on the 
problems of law, order, and justice led to the conception 
and proposal of the National Institute of Law Enforcement 
and Criminal Justice as a part of the bi-partisan Law 
Enforcement Assistance Administration of the Department of 
Justice. 

CHARTER 

The following charter was assigned to the Institute by 
the Act: 

(a) There is established within the Department 
of Justice a National Institute of Law Enforcement 
and Criminal Justice (hereafter referred to in this 
part as "Institute"). The Institute shall be under 
the general authority of the [Law Enforcement 
AssistadceJ Administration. It shall be the purpose 
of the Institute to encourage research and develop
ment to improve and strengthen law enforcement. 

(b) The Institute is authorized-
fl) to make grants to, or enter into contracts 
~ith, ·public agencies, institutions of higher 
education, or private organizations to conduct 
research, demonstrations, or special projects 
pertaining to the purposes described in this 
title, including the development of new or im
proved approaches, techniques, systems, equip
ment and devices to improve and strengthen law 
enforcement; 
(2) to make continuing studies and undertake 
programs of research to develop new or improved 
approaches, techniques, systems, equipment, 
and devices to improve and strengthen law enforce
ment, including but not limited to, the effectiveness 
of projects or programs carried out under this 
title; 
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(3) to carry out programs of behavioral 
research designed to provide more accurate in
formation on the causes of crime and the 
effectiveness of various means of preventing 
crime, and to evaluate the success of correctional 
procedures; 

(4) to make recommendations for action which 
can be taken by Federal, State, and local 
governments and by private persons and organi
zations to improve and strengthen law enforce
ment; 

(5) to carry out programs of instructional 
assistance consisting of research fellowships 
for the programs provided under this section, 
and special workshops for the presentation 
and dissemination of information resulting 
from research, demonstrations, and special 
projects authorized by this title. 

(6) to carry out a program of collection and 
dissemination of information obtained by the 
Institute or other Federal agencies, public 
agencies, institutions of higher education, or 
private organizations engaged in projects under 
this title, including information relating to 
new or improved approaches, techniques, systems, 
equipment, and devices to improve and strengthen 
law enforcement; and 

(7) to establish a research center to carry out 
the programs described in this section. 

ORGANIZATION 

The organization chart is shown on the next page. The 
missions and functions of the principal elements are as 
follows: 

Institute Advisory Council advises on critical areas of 
the enforcement of law and the administration of justice to 
which research and development can contribute significantly; 
recommends policies, procedures, and approaches; assists in 
the recruitment of professional personnel; and conducts 
special studies upon request. 
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National Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice Research 
and Development Coordination Council coordinates research and 
development activities of Federal agencies in law enforcement 
and criminal justice, encourages the elimination of unwarranted 
duplication, and facilitates the exchange of information. 

Project Managers are executive agents of the Director 
in spearheading the solution of problems of exceptional 
importance. 

Plans, Programs, and Review Office generates long-range 
plans, objectives, and programs; conducts progress reviews 
and management analyses; and formulates annual budgets. 

Visiting Fellows Office manages the fellowship program. 

Administrative and Fiscal Office provides administrative, 
personnel, and fiscal services. 

User RequireIµ.ents, Standards, and Evaluation Division 
identifies and describes operational needs and problems for 
research and development; directs objective user evaluations 
of proposed new techniques, procedures, tactics, equipment, 
and systems; and advises on standards and specifications for 
user agencies. 

Crime Prevention and Rehabilitation Research Center 
encourages, sponsors, and conducts programs to identify 
factors contributing to crime, the means to its prevention or 
reduction and ways in which offenders may best be processed 
and rehabilitated. Its interests include juvenile and adult 
offenders; activities of organized, professional, white collar, 
and casual criminals; violations of regulatory as well as 
criminal statutes; and the social and moral conditions which 
constitute the environment of crime and its control. 

Detection and Apprehension Development Center encourages, 
sponsors, and conducts programs for the development of tech
niques, procedures, tactics, equipment, and systems designed 
to increase capabilities for deterring criminals and reducing 
criminal opportanities; for responding to and interfering 
with crimes in process; and for apprehending, securing, and 
convicting offenders. 
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Criminal Justice Management and Systems Center encourages, 
sponsors, ~nd conducts programs on systems analysis of law 

., 

enforcement and criminal justice operations, application of 
operation research techniques in the reduction of crime and 
the administration of justice, and the applications of modern 
techniques of the management sciences. 

National Criminal Justic~ Statistics Center coordinates, 
collects, and disseminates statistical data related to law 
enforcement and criminal justice; develops standard definitions, 
and reporting procedur~s; analyzes crime trends, effects, 
and costs; and evalua~es the impact of various intervention 
efforts. 

Demonstrations and Professional Services Division demon
strates new and improved techniques, procedures, tactics, 
equipment, and systems to law enforcement and criminal justice 
agencies throughout the country; provides professional support 
to these using agencies; and disseminates technical information 
to the research and criminal justice communities. 

PHILOSOPHY 

The Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 
contains the following declaration: 

"Congress finds that the high incidence of crime in the 
United States threatens the peace, security, and welfare of 
the Nation and its citizens. To prevent crime and to insure 
the greater safety of the people, law enforcement efforts 
must be better coordinated, intensified, and made more 
effective at all levels of government. Congress finds further 
that crime is essentially a local problem that must be dealt 
with by State and local governments if it is to be controlled 
effectively. It is therefore the declared policy of Congress 
to assist State and local governments in strengthening and 
improving law enforcement at every level by National assistance." 

To fulfill its charter and the intent o~ Congress, the 
policy of the Institute emphasizes the importance of service to 
State and local agencies - and,... personnel. ,,One important! 
service is to provide financ;ial support for programs of 
research and development. So that -this support can become 
effective with the greatest speed, impact, and utility, the 
following goals have been enunciated. 
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1. To encourage the Nation's scientists and engineers, 
with collateral managerial and human behavioral experts, 
to focus their talent and resources on the solution of 
problems encountered in the enforcement of law and the 
administration of justice. The Institute seeks a 
national mobilization of ideas and talents so that 
effective and democratic operations are insured in all 
aspects of police services, the courts, corrections, 
and ancillary institutions. · 

2. To stimulate collaboration between physical and 
social scientists, engineers, management experts, and 
other skilled professionals, and local law enforcement 
and criminal justice agencies and personnel. Effective 
cooperation is needed so that shared problems can lead 
to shared problem-solving. 

3. To develop a comprehensive view of the activities 
and challenges of the agencies of law enforcement and 
criminal justice so that operational requirements may 
be set forth and priorities for assistance and develop
ment may be set. The Institute hopes that personnel 

\,of operating institutions, investigators in the research 
and development community, and the citizens they serve 
will all contribute their knowledge, energy, and 
dedication to these efforts. 

4. To acquaint those serving in law enforcement and 
criminal justice with the range and depth of knowledge 
and technique presently available from science, 
technology, management, and human relations endeavors 
so that it may be applied to local problems. It is 
important that they soon become capable of exploiting 
the potential of research and development on their 
own. 

. 
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5. To enhance communication among local personnel 
so that they may share in one another's problems and 
advances with maximum speed and with minimum dupli
cation of effort. Information dissemination and 
coordination will not only improve operations, but 
also will provide individual stimulation, strengthen 
confidence, and assist in maintaining high standards 
of performance. 

Improvements in the enforcement of law and the adminis
tration of justice come about in a multitude of ways. The 
support and encouragement of all citizens is a necessity. 
Collaboration is required among workers and professionals 
whose capabilities, experience, and understanding are 
relevant to the fundamental issues, as well as to the 
improvement of daily operations and services. Even with 
all of these energies and resources, the prevention of 
crime and disorder is and will continue to be difficult. 
Because crime and disorder reflect multiple and complex 
forces and events, one date not expect to find simple 
causes nor simple solutions. 

It is likely that there will be disagreement on the 
nature and priority of problems requiring attention as well 
as disagreement on the most desirable paths to solution. 
Even men of great wisdom and abundant good will differ when 
assessing complex legal, social, moral, and human issues. 
Yet out of these differences there will come stimulation, 
progress, and accomplishment. The Institute seeks the 
interest of all citizens in the furtherance of these 
ideas -- in particular, the participation of the research 
and development community in joining with law enforcement, 
the courts, and corrections toward this objective. As the 
resources and capabilities of the Institute expand, worth
while requests for assistance and proposals for research 
and development will be honored with the increasing frequency 
they deserve, so that law, order, and justice will continue 
to prevail in our Nation. 
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FOREWARD 

There has been much discussion during the past 
several years toward the establishment of a national 
center for the standardization, collection, and dis
semination of statistics pertaining to all facets of 
law enforcement and criminal justice. The very use
ful reports, such as the Uniform Crime Index of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation, and the National 
Prisoner Statistics of the Bureau of Prisons are to 
be supplemented with other data bearing on critical 
facets of the total picture. A stack of commentaries 
and reports of these deliberations laid on my desk 
one morning when Dr. Richard Blum of Stanford University 
walked in. 

I pounced upon his generous offer of assistance 
and asked him to distill the essence of the hundreds 
of documents, as well as give us the benefit of his 
off-hand reactions. Sitting at the typewriter, he 
dashed off an analysis within a few hours. 

His notes are reproduced in this pamphlet 1n · 

the spet=r€aneity of their~·unedited·..:~erb:i:bn. :-- .- -
e~:::lCrfl 

RALPH G. H. SIU 
Director 
N~tional Institute of 

Law Enforcement and 
Criminal Justice 

November S, 1968 
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Review of Prior Deliberations 

A review of available documents, comments and pro
posals reveals the following: 

1. Since the Wickkersham Report with its original recom
mendations there has been a felt need for improved 
statistics on criminal justice and related areas. The 
Uniform Crime Reporting system inaugurated· by IACP in 
1929-30, spearheaded by Vollmer and later Smith, has 

. not provided the kind of data which present agencies 
and authorities require. 

2. The recommendations of the President's Crime Commission 
in 1967, particularly the Task Force Report: Crime 
and Its Impact, an Assessment are most often cited as 
evidence for the need. 

3. A large number of individuals and agencies have been 
considering the form and function of statistics rele
vant to crime and the administration of justice. Con
ferences, scholarly articles, agency reports and the 
like all represent the thrust to expand greatly our 
present methods and knowledge. Agencies contributing 
proposals include Department of Justice, OLEA, Bureau 
of the Budget, Bureau of Prisons, Bureau of Census,the 
FBI, etc. Agencies whose advice has been solicited 
include these former but extend to HEW, Am. Statistical 
Assn., IACP, Am. Correctional Assn., National Council 
on Crime and Delinquency, Am. Bar Foundation, and re
sponsible criminal statistics bureaus in California, 
Colorado and other states, and also individual police 
departments among which Los Angeles and Washington, 
D. C. recommendations were detailed. Individuals whose 
work or thinking bears on the possible function and 
nature of an enlarged criminal statistics enterprise 
include (not order by priority or importance) Beattie 
(California), Vincent (Justice), Green (Congress), 
Bowman (BOB), Pat Murphy, Leslie Wilkins (University 
of California, Berkeley), Mccafferty (U.S. Courts), 
Lehman (Am.Statistics Assn), Daunt (FBI), Guildford 
(National Center for Education Statistics of HEW), 
Woolsey (National Center for Health Statistics of HEW), 
Lumbard (former New York Crime Commission Chairman), 
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Hammond (Home Office Research Unit), Crumlish (National0 Bureau of Standards), Blumstein (Institute of Defense 
Analyaes), T. Sellin (University of Pennsylvania), 
M. Wolfgang (University of Pennsylvania), Emrich (OLEA), 
McNellis (Census Bureau), Barbour (BOB Statistics 
Standards Center), Griffin (7), Pearlman (HEW Children's 
Bureau of Juvenile Delinquency Statistics), Ohlin 
(Harvard University), Dickey (Radio Corporation Am.), 
Martensen (IACP), Magill (Dominion Statistics Bureau, 
Ottawa), Holt (Dominion Statistics Bureau), Hermann 
(Systems Development Corporation & RAND), Yeager (Bureau 
of Corrections Pennsylvania), Ward (Survey Services, 
NCCD), Davis (California Youth Authority), P. Kusuda 
(?), McConnell (N.J. Courts), Saari (Am. Bar Foundation), 
Thompson (IACP reviewer), Shulman (CCNY), and Hovey(St. 
Louis Police Department). This list is not exclusive 
and does not cite all of the conference participants 
in the three recently held conferences on crime stat
istics. 

4. There are a number of problems associated with the 
establishment and operations of such a statistical 
service. This includes:0 
a. Jurisdiction: (apparently solved by putting it 

in LEAA but not an act which involves enthusiastic 
cooperation by itself) 

b. Cost: estimates of which run from one million to 
twenty million per year 

c. - Personnel: depending on orientation, whether 
management will be drawn from biostatistics, 
criminal statistics, census-survey specialties, 
etc. Most of the names suggested to date are 
academicians. 

d. Priority of service: Most discussions agree that 
statistics are to service functions of varied sorts 
and that these functions depend upon the operations 
of various agencies and upon the awareness of those 
~gencies of the need for and importance of data 
subsumed under the statistics rubric. Thus one 
problem is the decision about which set of agencies 
(courts, corrections, police) or publics (press ~ 
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universities, legislators, etc.) one wishes to 
serve. Given such priorities the decision re
mains as to which components within these 
categories one wishes to serve (e.g., in courts-
parole? pre-trial? judges?) There is further 
the very difficult problem of having these priority 
components decide what their statistical and in
formation needs are; even when that is done their 
requirements must be evaluated to learn if what 
they see they need is actually information rel- . 
evant to theirr stated functionsi whe~her - that in" 
formation can be gathered by the mechanism set up. 

e. Variety of services: Implicit in d above is 
that a wide range of data is included in expressed 
desire'is' for statistics and that no matter what 
priority system designated kinds of agencies and 
components therein, there remains an immense 
number of possible kinds of information which can 
be developed. Decisions will have to be made as 
to the range of data of interest to the service 
and the potential range for the future which sets 
development and organizational goals. A list of 
possible kinds of data and . its related functions 
is appended. It is to be recognized that service 
goals· will shift as information itself -'fs generated 
which forms a data base for the stat center to 
evaluate its work and also, as a research base, 
to point to new directions for data gathering. 

f. Methodology: It is remarkable that in all of the 
material presented the least emphasis has been on 
the problems of data gathering in the field. Rec
ognition was given to the elemental difficulties 
in terminology and classification and the mechanical
operational problems in processing information. 
Yet as a problem in elemental description, there 
can be no question that individual observers and 
recorders form the central data-gathering mechanism. 
As such they must be taught and supervised. Each 
step up from the individual observer provides for 
opportunities for distortion (loss of information, 
error, the additional of irrelevant info, etc) and 
for reporting failures. Any statistical efforx 
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0 • must devote itself to elementary methodological 
problems some of which will emerge as re
markably complex, e.g., perceptual bias, inter
personal judgment, the absence of records and 
systems, political interests dictating against 
assurate data, value systems (invasion of privacy 
concerns) mitigating against data gathering and 
storage etc. 

g. Storage and dissemination: The presumption in 
most discussions appears to be that data once 
gathered will be integrated, rationalized, stored 
and disseminated with ease. An unlikely assumption, 
a major task is to link processing with storage 
and dissemination procedures. Included must be 
non-routine evaluation procedures, essentially 
research, will allow data to be available for new 
forms of classification. Dissemination of course 
is not limited to printing reports; responsibility 
includes defining consumers for each kind of re
port, revising reporting procedures on the basis 
of feed-back from consumers, and· ·: ,-'neeessa~:idy -
evaluating the reception by consumers of data as 
a source of that feed-back. 

h. Organization, staffi~g and financing within LEAA: 
Assuming that the statistical service is assigned 
to .LEAA, the question of its location within the 
Administration is important. Given the liklihood 
that there will be considerable demand for in
creasing funds over the years as well as large 
facilities (computors, files, publications center, 
etc) the service might well come to be a source 
of internal admin. headache. It is also the case 
that, administrative action to insure reliability 
of data ga·thering at the grass roots might have 
to be taken,again a headache. Finally, by way of 
influence, the personnel in statistical services 
will presumably have interests in record keeping 
and descriptive functions whereas other elements 
of the Institute might be interested in demonstra
tion programs, research of a more theoretical sort, 
program implementation and what-have-you. It 
would be sad if the descriptive emphasis, so favored 
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by some managers and criminologists, would hold 
sway so as to inhibit other activities. 

i. Information aspects: It appears that the call for 
statistics, including data gathering prq,cessing, 
integration, storing, and dissemination (even. with
out implementation of new information at loca.l 
levels) embraces desires for information that ex
ceed conventional notions as to descriptive 
statistics, records keeping, or census functions. 
Thus when a call is made for statistics on the 
ecology of the court system (which courts in which 
census tracts receive what kind of population and 
act differentially toward whom, etc) or longi
tudinal data banks on offenders (implying observa
tion of their between-arrest activities and 
identification of factors associated with reduction 
in criminality) or statistics on victim-proneness 
(which is a study of life styles of victims com
pared with others, etc) it is evident that research 
of a complex order is in mind. Thus the problem 
of overlap between statistical services and re
search services is raised and requires what is 
necessarily an abritrary and approximate division 
of labor. It is also the case that since much of 
the stat service effort is on data storage, re
trieval, and dissemination that its activities 
correspond closely to the information analysis, 
storage, and dissemination activities which arise 
from research and from pilot development projects. 
It is likely that these storage and dissemination 
functions can be joined. It is well to recognize 
that the statistical service is essentially an 
information service. 

LIST OF DATA NEEDS 

The following represent major needs and functions set 
forth by agencies and personnel consulted or cited. De
tailed needs are not cited and it ,is not to be assumed 
that all necessary or possible sets of data are included. 

1. Systems and agencies: 

a. Identification of all agencies in the U.S. active 
in any aspect of the administration of justice. 
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0 b. Description of the personnel by class, train
ing, function, and cost who are operating within 
agencies concerned with the administration of 
justice. Official agencies specified. 

c. Cost data on all aspects of the operation of 
agencies in the crim justice system. Includes 
fund sources, expenditures and some means for 
cost effectiveness evaluation. The latter is a 
systems interpretive activity, the former straight 
data gathering. The purpose is to evaluate effec
tiviness of operations in terms of cost and 
productivity. 

d. Description of the functions and philosophy of 
all agencies in the administration of justice 
system. Implied but not stated are needs for 
statements of asserted goals and actual goals, 
of asserted activities and actual activities. 
Any contrast between formal and informal operations 
involves considerable organization study and is 
also going to be a stormy enterprise.

0 e. Descriptions of the system of criminal justice 
from intake to termination, defined in a number 
of ways: Careers of offenders from apprehension 
through arrest, disposition, jail relapse, parole, 
and rearrest, etc. Sequence of operations defined 
by offense and case. Sequence of activities with
in a process, as for example within a court. 

f. Determination of the needs of agencies for statistics 
as a service function to set goals of the stat 
service. 

g. Information on programs and program development 
within agencies that are part of the system of 
administration of justice. Further, description: 
of relationship of programs to stated goals. De
scription of facilities of agencies within admin. 
of justice. 

h. Description of resource allocation within the system 
of admin of justice including facilities, process~s,

0 
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burdens, output analyzed as systems and de
scriptions of policies and considerations 
bearing on (a) resource availability and (b) 
allocation of resources. This will assist in the 
evaluation of current policies and aid in setting 
up long term plans. 

i. Description of training programs for personnel 
involved in admin of justice. Implied are 
descriptions of training goals, personnel in
volved, procedures and content and evaluation of 
training outcome. This will assist the proper 
setting up of training programs. 

j. Specific descriptions of police activities by 
police task, by classification of individuals, 
by actions liilked to events (a) complaints, (b) 
offenses, (c) offenders, (d) victims, etc. Also 
overall descriptions by kinds of departments on 
the chain of offender-related offenses from 
apprehension-arrest-charge, disposition, bail, 
clearance rates, etc. 

k. No proposals were made but it is apparent that 
non-official crime prevention and crime handling 
agencies, also quasi-judicial ones may be subject 
to study. Consider community social workers .deai{ng 
with offender populations, psychiatrists-physicians 
so doing. Consider also kangaroo courts, informal 
complaint handling by employers, clerks with shop
lifters, families with within-family delinquency, 
etc. The entire process of informal accomodation 
may be compared to the formal system. More and 
less formal systems may also be compared a la 
Wilson, i.e. Boston vs San Diego police. 

2. Management: 

A number of proposals distinguish between needs for 
data for research, planning, crime prevention and the like 
contrasted with daily management of agencies. Especial 
mention is made of the need for police management data. 
Many of the forgoing systems and agency needs can be applied 
to management needs. Conventional data gathered by admin-
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Q istrators is also required, although it was not pro-
posed that the stat service do this in a department basis. 
Even so one may consider (a) model records systems 
developed by the service. (For one model system see Blum 
and Ezekiel, Records Keeping for Mental Health Services; 
see also Comber's work in California) which would be dis
seminated to local agencies along with training methods 
(workshops, teams) and (b) organizational statistics based 
on stat service studies of management functions and problem 
areas that may be of general interest to all operating 
agencies, i.e. studies of recruitment problems, turnover, 
exit interview findings (See Blum and Osterloh, 1967) 
within organization communication network studies, the 
"preceptor" system in police informal "acculturation" 
officer performance in various neighborhoods, group and 
supervisor setup, and operational effectiveness evaluation 
(criteria never mentioned). 

3. Offender and offense: 

It is generally acknowledged that data on offenders 
and data on offenses require two or more data systems. 

a. Characteristics of offenders classified according 
to various schemes, as for example by type of 
offense, type of disposition, time and locale of 
offense, "career" within the system of admin of 
justice, (incl recidivism, response to correctional 
programs, etc) lifetime career of offenders etc. 
The latter often repeated proposal for a data bank 
on offenders raises a number of policy questions. 
Does it become Big Brother to maintain a federal 
dpssi.er on all offenders? Does one maintain a 
file of suspected offenders not convicted? Does 
one include in that file data or..ly from police
corrections-justice agencies or does one also add 
data from other public agencies? Does one add to 
that data from private sources including the offender 
himself? Is there an argument for destroying 
dossiers after X years? Can one set up, in order 
to guarantee anonymity, a totally insulated federal 
group charged with filing dossiers which would not 
be available to any federal action agency? 

b. Broader contextual-ecological studies are pro-
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posed in which the offender is but one element. 
Multivariable descriptions of offender by 
characteri·stic linked to setting, offense, others 
in the setting, victim are proposed. Here too 
one includes descriptions of the environment of 
the criminal act (Comber) or normal studies of 
environmental standards for criminalistic com
parison. 

c. Crime reporting as such. Included are require
ments which are methodological such as more 
adequate definitions and elaborated subclasses 
of events. Crimes as events, offenses, are also 
to be linked to process events such as circumstances 
(nature of environment, of complaining person, 
observing officer, etc) disposition (at all steps 
through the system from the curbstone magistrate 
on). Curiously, no mention is ever made of (a) 
multiple events observed by the complaining person 
of the officer and the sequency by which these are 
condensed to a one-event crime report and (b) the 
career of an offense from its initial definition 
by victim, observer~ officer, and transition to 
booking charge, DA charge, ~plea and bargaining,etc. 

d. It is also remarkable that given all of the 
criticisms of the inadequacy of the one of the 
principal crime statistical reports there is no 
reference in the proposal, other than by definition 
and systematization of terminology, to improvement 

, •bf reporting. That is, reporting is not con-
, ceived of as a human plus records system frought 

with distortion. 

e. Special offender populations are proposed as 
statistical objects, i.e. recidivists, juveniles, 
suspects not convicted, professional and habitual 
oftenders, those involved in organized crime, 
public policy offenders, narcotic offenders, capital 
offenders, etc. 

f. Criminal characterics defined in terms of personal 
descriptive data of the sort leading to arrest or 
recognition of wanted persons. The California 
program aims to set up speedy access to data banks 
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with such person-identifying data. No mention 
is made of hazards in person identification 
based on disguise, faulty vision or unfavorable 
circumstances etc. The assumption is made that 
visual data can be matched to abstract verbal 
data fed back from computers with a high rate 
of success. This is a methodology problem re
quiring test of assumptions and of variables 
affecting human data matching. 

g. Cost data on crime is sought. Included here are 
direct and indirect costs to individual victims, 
to secondary victims, to organizations--again 
direct and indirect, and measured as costs functions 
of agencies in the admin of justice. A different 
sort of cost data is linked to the system of crime 
definition and reporting and stems from the 
scaling methods of Sellin and Wolfgang which pro
pose reporting by moral seri-ousness rather than 
legalistic definiton. As a parellel system of 
reporting, it would perform that which Ohlin talked 
about as a "moral barometer•, for the community. 

h. Trend data on offenses is often requested. These 
requests remark on the need for making comparisons 
possible by requiring reliable classifications, 
control over observation and reporting, control 
of time periods, etc. 

i. Crime reporting with prevention reporting associated 
is asked. The requirement is that observing 
officer, observers, victims and offender contribute 
to a post offense review which results immediately 
in a set of statements as to how the offense might 
have been prevented, presumably by victim, observers, 
officer and by interventions noted by offender him
self. 

j. Special groups of crimes are specified as de
serving particular effort in description. These 
include organized crime, crimes by professional 
and habitual criminals, white collar crime, unre
ported crime, crimes of complaint without affirming 
classification, etc. 
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k. A classification of criminal events differentiated 
in terms of the occasion, but specifying situations 
(locale, ecology, kind of victims, etc), intent 
of offender, actual impact of offender, outcome to 
offender is proposed. 

1. A social cost index is requested. No suggestion 
as to means of measuring pain, anxiety, interrupted 
activities, associated anxiety or anger in others, 
etc,is offered. Perhaps the Sellin and Wolfgang 
moral seriousness scale could be related to this. 
Wilkins proposes social welfare economics as the 
focus, i.e., indirect real costs to society in 
terms of operating associated progress and agencies 
plus dispersal of human resources, etc. 

m. Trend analysis in terms of shifting types of crime, 
and development of new criminal styles and the 
abandonment of old ones is proposed. Presumably 
these changes would be linked to social analysis 
of opportunities and settings and also to legal 
changes, shifts in characteristics of offenders, 
offender morality, etc. Violations of admin
istrative law and regulatory codes by persons 
and organizations which would embrace all industrail 
and commercial violations as Shulman proposes. 

4. Victims: 

a. A number of proposals ask that crime victims be 
identified, their experiences and characteristics 
described, that these be linked to pre-crime 
events and to the offense itself--(relationship 
to offender, reason for the setting, internal 
crime-proneness, etc). 

b. The acts of victims as contribution to crime 
statistics through complaints are to be analyzed 
including comparison of complaining and non
complaining victims i.e., unreported crime or 
non reporting victims. 

c. Victimization is also to be studied (Wolfgang) 
according to the attractiveness of victims (measured 
presumably by risk and offender reports), the public 
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concern accorded, victim provocations, victim 
compensation, the subsequent history of the 
victim (career, disposition). Indirect victims 
are to be specified, their data on the offender 
as victim are to be examined and vice versa, 
victim as offender. 

d. Victimization by organizations and business is 
proposed as an area, including specification of 
kinds of risks depending upon their settings and 
characteristics. 

e. Victimless crimes (vice) are also to be examined. 

5. Publics and environments: 

a. It is occasionally proposed that broad population 
data be gathered, sometimes the information is 
to be linked to specific crime risk or reporting; 
on other occasions general ecological or 
epidemiological concerns are apparent. 

b. Crime and race. Requests are made for data on 
the crime experiences of members of races, their 
reporting behavior, their differential definition 
of crimes, differential anxiety, and their role 
vis a vis one another (i.e. white vs black) as 
victims and as perpetrators. 

c. Citizens as crime observers. The phenomenon of 
observing and reporting or of not reporting is 
held important. 

d. Data on public attitudes and emotion is sought 
including the impact of offenses or news thereof, 
or of police or court actions on public ,views 
and feelings. The relationship between actual 
crime and simultaneous public anxiety is of interest. 

e. Public opinion of the police is sought and, also 
of police attitudes toward their functions and 
the public. Special race relation or police
community relations information is sought. 

f. The various sources of information about crime 
are to be probed. Specially noted are insurance 
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companies. whose records can be compared with 
private, victim and police reporting. 

g. The community as set.ting is of interest, again 
social-ecological-anthropological data is sought, 
comparing kinds of crime, locales, offender and 
victim relations, public views, kinds of dis
positions, assignment to agencies, the daily 
operation of officers-judges, etc; all in relation
ship to socfal variables, and also to .possible 
geographic, economic, climatic, etc. ones. 

6. Methodological Considerations: 

Most of those concerned are aware of methodological 
problems and of related administrative ones. 

Problems of common terminology and classification are 
repeatedly mentioned, although no one discusses the need 
to test definition systems against events, to test field 
recording systems for efficiency, nor how to train personnel 
to use such recording systems.

0 One or two observers show awareness of the possibility 
of intentional bias in the system; as for example, when 
one proposes that the stat service be autonomous from any 
action agency or when another demands that the police be 
only one reporting agency and that parellel means for 
crime report:i_.ng• ·-be- ,set -up to sidestep bias from local 
departments. However, little discussion of non-intentional 
bias in reporting is offered, although clearly the im-
pact of prior definitions, the action requirements that 
negate certain kinds of reporting (e.g., officer cannot 
report a felony which he has handled by admonition or 
bribe accepting) and similar factors affect system operations. 

Awareness of the cost and difficulty of setting up 
the apparatus for data collection, processing, storage is 
shown. The experience of other centers (FBI, Census, 
Health, California system) show these problems can be dealt 
with providing it is worth the time and cost. 

There is recognition that a data collection system 
set up to serve operational purposes (e.-g., daily police

0 
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management) cannot be expected simultaneously to serve 
other ends (research or planning data collection). Thus 
the requirements that multiple channels of input be 
developed each linked to re~ired data characteristics 
must be recognized. 

The impact of political or Social pro~lems on the 
data collection program is noted. There appears to be 
reluctance on the part of some agencies to continue 
its data collection. Certainly some local departments 
will refuse to go to the trouble of setting up a records 
system just to please outsiders. The privacy problem 
about identifying suspected offenders and doing life
time follow-ups is considerable. 

Sampling methods must be decided on ih terms not 
only of the kinds of data needed but the field opportunities 
for gathering data and the resources and resource al
location priority within LEAA. Thus periodic random 
sampling is easiest and cheapest but has the greatest 
error, continuous sampling (random units) costs more, 
periodic whole universe data gathering is expensive, 
continuous whole universe data gathering is the most 
difficult. 

There are immense differences in the procedural
methodological requirement is for gathering and pro
cessing data which is from (a) existing records in 
public agencies, (b) regular records capable of being 
developed in public agencies, (c}- de~a not useful for 
public agencies or not capable of being incorporated in 
regular records, (d) special data not capable of being 
gathered by regular personnel in agencies, (e) non
agency organizational data available, (f) organizational 
data (non-public) not available but capable of being 
developed for regular records systems, (g) unusual 
data not capable of being developed by regular personnel 
in (non-public) organizations, and (h) data from in
dividuals or samples or other non-institutional sources. 
Although these differences are obvious the call for 
data to be part of the program of a statistical service 
covers all of these sources and necessarily implies a 
number of different systems for data gathering which 
range in sophistication from simply forwarding ot agency 
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data to elaborate research on constructs which must 
rely on indirect observation and inference with highly 
skilled scientists acting as observers. 

The assumption of the easy availability of simple 
records at agency levels has been challenged by 
criticisms of crime reports and indirectly by calls for 
improved terminology systems. Yet the extent of the 
inadequacy of even first level gross statistics from 
the local level is only suspected but not determined. 
Studies conducted of records systems in very sophisticated 
settings (see Blum and Ezekial) reveal horrendous gaps 
between fact and record, record requirements and actual 
recording capabilities, between staff interests and 
supervisor record demands, and between what administrators 
think they have by way of facts and what they do possess. 
It is unlikely that police services will prove more 
satisfactory in an across the board evaluation of records 
adequacy, even though some functions (warrants, prints, 
etc) may be expected to be efficient. A necessary first 
step for a stat system relying on local personnel for 
data flow is an evaluation of present adequacy of such 
agencies, identification of forces affecting inadequacy, 
development of programs of assistance, training (and 
political handiwor~if necessary) to improve such records, 
evaluation of the results of these endeavours, and then-
once reporting is inaugurated--constant supervision of 
the network of information flow at all steps along the line. 
Implicit too is the need for the maintenance of optimal 
conditions for data flow, including relationships between 
personnel within agencies and between stat service personnel 
and first and intermediate information exchange points 
along the way. It is to be remembered that a program of 
federal collection of court statistics was dropped after 
16 years of endeavour because the courts failed to co
operate. It is also to be kept in mind that the develop
ment of recording for health statistics took almost a 
century. 

REVIEW AND SUGGESTIONS 

LEAA has been apparently given the responsibility to 
develop a criminal justice statistics service or center. 
The demand for this center which appears to have been 
continous since 1930, is spread widely among academic and 
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public agency personnel, is not met by the existing 
reports and is seen as serving management, planning, 
evaluation, research, and a variety of other needs. 

The diversity of demands among those consulted is 
such that it is apparent that no service can meet all 
of the requirements posed, for these range from local 
agency administrative needs to national social accounting 
schemes. It also appears that whilst each person 
calling for the records system is aware of how it might 
serve an end of which he is aware, that there has been 
no explicit linking of statistics to the needs felt at 
the agency level, thus it is likely that many agencies 
which would be asked to contribute resources as well as 
data to the statistical service would not understand the 
utility of that data and may be expected to cooperate 
reluctantly. They may further fail as consumers of the 
data which, hopefully, would have been gathered just so 
their activities would be enhanced. Thus when some 
authorities call for need determination at the local level 
they are also calling for a series of local contacts 
designed to help people think in terms of national in
formation programs, the difficulties of participating in 
such programs, and the potential gains from them. 

This need for local agency participation which only 
partly serves to acquaint LEAA with needs (for presumably 
these are fairly general and will be reidentified over 
and over) is a matter of setting up a social system which 
will allow a statistical system to be innovated. The · 
need for local agency contact differs from the conference 
series already supported by Department of Justice, FBI, 
Bureau of Census, etc1 for it calls not for program develop
ment by experts, but rather for involvement in program 
conception and operation by non-experts who may well be 
the majority source of data as well as the abstractly 
conceived target for dissemination and implementation 
arising from the new knowledge which the statistics service 
derives. 

Because of the difficulties in institution statistical 
programs, the high cost of sophisticated endeavours, 
the variety of information requested, the inevitable de
lays in work, et~it is imperative that LEAA speak modestly 
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when it describes its endeavours. There is no way of 
avoiding disappointment to and frustration of those who 
have rather grand hopes for the service, at least in the 
beginning years. One can only make sure the disappoint
ment is not a reaction to LEAA's claims or boasts. The 
best approach is one which shares the problems fully 
with the police-corrections-courts and research community 
which LEAA serves and who are its constituencies as well 
as product consumers. 

Because much of the data which may be generated, 
given time and competence, is not of a census nature 
nor of the simple kin& ,.of records .entry,- it would be 
misleading to refer to the service as a statistical one 
only. More appropriate would b.e...a term such as Statistics 
and Information Service. This combining of several 
kinds of data implicit in the name also implies an 
operational task which goes well beyond descriptive 
data collection. The requirement for data processing, 
analysis, storage and dissemination is there. These 
tasks apply to other kinds of information, as for example 
model systems available, new developments in methods and 
research, etc. The task of nationwide or worldwide in
formation collection and dissemination may well be 
assigned to the service so that it functions as a clear
inghouse, see for example the NIMH clearinghouse and its 
abstracts in a number of areas, its short publications 
and the like. It is also the case that the information 
developed by -the service will be directly relevant to 
the research and development needs of other branches of 
LEAA, also for example in assigning priorities for re
search, in targeting regions with impending crime or 
race relations crises, in drawing inferences from data 
which lead to law enforcement endeavours in organized or 
professional crime, and so forth. Thus the sel:'Vice must 
be functionally close to the research and development 
activities. It would be well if joint staff meetings 
served to stimulate research and development personnel 
in company with statistical and information service 
personnel. The exchange of all publications within these 
two groups would also be desirable. 

Since it is clear that there will be a heavy demand 
for funds on the part of the service, since it could 
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grow rapidly, and since its facility requirements may 
be considerable, these growth potentials must be .rec
ogpized. Priorities should be considered in the 
beginning as to the distribution of present as well as 
near-future resources. In terms of organization it 
would aiso be well to recognize that the orientation 
of persons in the statistical and information branch 
may be different from research and development folk, 
and these in turn different from various model program 
units. There must be a guarantee of non-ascendancy of 
any rigid point of view, especially in the beginning when 
small hobby horses can suddenly become enveloping dragons. 
I am not equipped to recommend wise organizational 
structures. 

It is not wise to recommend binding first steps for 
a unit which has yet to come in existance and whose to
be-chosen head may well wish to decide for himself how 
to proceed. My own judgement is that there should be 
(a) immediate friendly listening-teaching contact to 
local agencies as set forth above, (b) an immediate pro
gram of methods studies to identify and correct re

0 porting prob½ems of the sort set forth in the methods 
section, and (c) the establishment of priorities for 
effort and of planned growth for coming years which would 
constitute a policy both for the service and with -the 
service in perspective within LEAA. As policy I would 
recommend the more clearly scientific research functions 
called for by some not to be part of the service but be, 
if worthwhile, under research programs in the Institute. 
I would give first priority in establishing data needs 
to local agencies--police--courts--correction rather than 
to academic persons, although these latter may certainly 
be consulted. 

There seems no need for any further study committees, 
commissions of inquiry and the like. Conference aplenty 
there have been. However it may be desirable to form 
an Ad ~Hoc Advisory Committee to serve as either midwife 
or pediatrician to the new child. Such a committee 
would be drawn partly from among the names listed on page 1. 

The eventual relationship between the Statistics and 
Information Centers and the to be established Nationa-1
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Data Center must also be kept in mind. Matters of 
coordination and matters of sensitivity as for ex
ample, invasion of privacy, will be of considerable 
importance in this long-range planning. 
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OMNIBUS CRIME CONTROL AND SAFE STREETS 

ACT OF 1968 

The omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 became 
law on June 19, 1968. Its purpose was "to assist S~ate and local 
governments in reducing the incidence of crime, to increase thee~
fectiveness, fairness, and coordination of law enforcement and crim
inal justice systems at all levels of government, and for other pur-
poses." 

In Title I,' Law Enforcement Assistance, Congress fin~s "that 
crime is essentially a local problem that must- be dealt with .by 
State and local gGvernments if it is to be controlled _erfecti~e~y. 

11 

Toward this end C~ngress wished to encourage the local authorities, 
provide appropriate financial assistance and support related research 
and development. 

LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION 

,'\ A Law Enforcement Assistance Administration was established within 
~ e Department of Justice. It consists of an Administrator of Law 

Enforcement Assistance and two Associate Administrators. In carrying 
out the provision of the Act, the administration is charged with four 
principal functions. These are: 

1. Provision of grants toward the establishment and ~peration of 
state law enforcement planning agencies. 

2. Provision of grants toward improving and strengthening law 
enforcement. 

3. Provision of grants and/or contracts for related training and 
education purposes. 

4. Exercises general autho~ity over the National Institute o~ 
Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. 

STATE LAW ENFORCEMENT PLANNING AGENCIES 

A state planning agency is to be established within each state or 
territory and subject to the jurisdiction of its chief e~ecutive. It 
represents the state's law enforcement agencies and units of local gov

rnment. The three main functions are: 
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(1) "develop • a comprehen,sive state-wide plan for the 

improvement of law enforcement throughout the state." 

(2) "define, develop, and correlate programs and projects for 
the State and the units of general local government in the 
State or combinations of States or units for improvement 
in law enforcement." 

(3) "establish priorities for the improvement of law enforcement 
throughout the State. 

Within six months after the enactment of the Act, the state plan
ning agency may apply for an operational support grant from the 
Administration. Each state (o.c., P.R., territory or possession) is 
allocated $100,000 plus a pro-rata share of the funds available for 
this purpose according to relative population. 

At least 40 per cent of the Federal funds is to be made available 
to units of general local governments to contribute toward the formu
lation of the comprehensive state plan. Unexpended portions of this 
40 per cent may revert to appropriate use by the state planning agency. 
In any case, no more than 90 per cent of the expenses of establishing 

,-,{!nd operating the state planning agency is to be charged against the 
V'eder_al grant. 

LAW ENFORCEMENT GRANTS 

Grants are also authorized to states for programs to improve and 
strengthen law enforcement in the following areas: 

(1) "Public protection, including development, demonstration, 
evaluation, implementation, and purchase of methods, devices, 
facilities, and equipment designed to improve and strengthen 
law enforcement and reduce crime in public and private places." 

(2) "Recruiting of law enforcement personnel and the training of 
personnel in law enforcement." 

(3) "Public education relating to crime prevention and encouraging 
respect for law and order, including education programs to 
improve public understanding of and cooperation with law 
enforcement agencies." 

(4) "Construction of buildingsor other physical facilities which 
would fulfill or implement the purposes of this section." 
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Q (5) "Organization, education, and training of special law 
enforcement units to combat organized crime." 

(6) t•organization, education, and training of regular law 
enforcement officers, special law enforcement units, and 
law enforcement reserve units for the prevention, detection, 
and control of riots and other violent civil disorfers." 

(7) "~ecruiting, organization, training, and education of 
community service officers to serve with and assist 
local and State enforcement agencies." Grants in this 
subcategory require prior approval of local law enforce
ment agency. 

The compensation of personnel shall not account for more than a 
third of the Eederal grant made under this part. This does not in
clude the pay of person~el undergoing training. Up to 50 per cent 
of the program cost under (4) above, 75 per cent under (5) an~ (6), 
and 60 per cant for (1), (2), (3), and (7) may be paid by Federal funds. 
No part of a grant can be used, however, for the acquisition 
of land. 

In order to obtain Law Enforcement Grants, the state, through 
its planning agency, needs to submit a comprehensive state plan, 
within six months after approval of its planning grant. Grants for 
law enforcement may be awarded by the Administration to state 

r ~ lanning agencies with an approved state plan on file with the 
v aministration not more than one year in age. The plan shall: 

(1) "provide for the administration of such grants by the 
state planning agency." 

(2) provide at least 75 per cent of Federal funds for use 
by local units by specified dates; unused balances may 
be utilized by the State 1planning agencies in accord
ance with the approved plans. 

(3) "adequately take into account the needs and requests 
of the units of general local government in the State 
and encourage local initiative in the development of 
programs and projects for improvements in law enforce
ment, and provide for an apprmpriately balanced alloca
tion of funds between the State and the units of general 
local gove1mment in the State and among such units." 

(4) "incorporate innovations and advanced techniques and contain 
a comprehensive outline of priorities for the improvement and 
coordination of all aspects of law enforcement dealt within 
the pian, including descriptions of: (A) general needs and 
pr~blems; (B) existing systems; (C) available resources; (D) 
organizational systems and administrative machinery for im
plementing the plan; (E) the direction, scope, and general 
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types of improvement to be made in the future; and (F) to 
the extent appropriate, the relationship of the plan to 
Gther relevant State or local law enforcement plans and 
systems." 

(5) "provide for effective utilization of existing facilities 
and permit and encourage units of general local government 
to combine or provide for cooperative arrangements with 
respect to services, facilities, and equipment." 

(6) "provide for research and development. 11 

(7) "provide for appropriate review of procedures of actions 
taken by the State planning agency disapproving an appli
cation for which funds are available or termination or 
refusing to continue financial assistance to units of 
general local government or combination of such units." 

(8) "demonstrate the willingness of the State and units of 
general local government to assume the costs of improve
ments funded under this part after a reasonable period of 
Federal assistance." 

(9) "demonstrate the willingness of the State to contribute 
technical assistance or services for programs and projects 
contemplated by the statewide comprehensive plan and the 
programs and projects contemplated by units of general 
local government." 

(lO)"set forth policies and procedures designed to assure that 
Federal funds. • will be so used as not to supplant 
State or local funds, but to increase the amounts .• 
for law enforcement." 

(ll)"provide for proper fiscal control and accounting. 11 

(12)provide for proper reporting of activities. 

Local government units may receive funds from the state planning 
agency, if their proposals are judged to be in conformity with the
state plan. They may also receive funds directly from the Administra
tion under certain conditions, i.e., a plan has been submitted to the 
state planning agency, which has not filed or received approval for its 
overall state plan by the Administration. Up to 60 per cent of the 
cost of the proposed local program may be funded. 
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85 per cent of the appropriation for this part of the Act is 

distributed among the states on the relative basis of population. 
The remaining 15 per cent, together with funds withdrawn for non
compliance with the provisions of the Act, is distributed as the 
Administration determines. 

Special emphasis is given, where appropriate, to" the pre
vention, dection, and control of organized crime and of riots and 
other violent civil disorders." 

TRA~NING, EDUCA~ION, RESEA~CH, DEMONSTRATION 
and SPECIAL GRANTS 

A National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice 
was established within the Department of Justice, under the general 
authority of the Administration. The purpose of the Institute is 
11 to encourage research and de.velopment to improve . and strengthen law 
enforcement." It . is authorized: 

(1) "to make grants to, or enter into contracts with, public 
agencies, institutions of higher education, or private 
organizations to conduct research, demonstrations, or 
special project~ pertaining to the purposes described in 
this title, including the development of new or improved 
approaches, techniques, systems, eqvipment, and devices to 
improve al'ld strengthen law enforcement." 

r 

(2) 11 to make continuing studies and undertake programs of 
research to develop new or improved approaches, techniquesr 
systems, equipment, and devices to improve and strengthen 
law enforcement, including, but not limited to, the effec
tiveness of projects or programs carried out under this 
title." 

(3) "to carry out programs of behavioral research designed to 
provide more . accurate information on the causes of crime 
and the effectiveness of various means of preventing crime, 
and to evaluate the success of correctional procedures." 

(4) 11 to make recommendations for actions which can be taken by 
Federal, State, and local governments and by private persons 
and organizations to improve and strenc;gthen law enforcement." 

(5) 11 to carry out programs of instructional assistance consis
ting of research fellowships for the programs provided under 
this section, and special workshops for the presentation 
and dissemination of information resulting from researchr 
demonstrations, and special projects." 
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0 (6) "to carry out a program of collection and dissemination of 
information ••• including information relating to new or 
improved approaches, techniques, systems, equipment, and 
devices to improve and strengthen law enforcement." 

(7) "to establish a research center to carry out the programs." 

The Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, under the 
general authority of the Attorney General, is authorized to: 

(1) "establish and conduct training programs at the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation National Academy at Quantico, 
Virginia, to provide, at the request of a State or unit of 
local government, training for State and local law 
enforcement personnel." 

(2) 11develop new or improved approaches, techniques, systems, 
equipment, and devices to improve and strengthen law 
enforcement." 

(3) 11assist in conducting,. at the request of a State or unit 
of local government, local and regional training programs 
for the training of . State and- local law enforcement personnel." 

Grants authorized under this part may be used to pay up to 100 per 

Ocent of the project cost. Contracts may also be made to institutions 
of higher learning for loans, not over $1800 per academic year to 
full-time students in programs approved by the Administration, leading 
to degrees or certificates. These loans can be cancelled for service 
as a full-time - officer or employee of a law enforcement agency at the 
rate of 25 per cent of the total cost per complete year of service. 
Contracts up to $200 per academic quarter or $300 per semester can 
be made for an officer of a law enforcement agency enrolled in 
courses approved by the Administration, which lead to a degree Of 
certificate. The recipient, however, must sign a prior agreement to 
remain in the service of the law enforcement agency for two years 
following the completion of the course. 

ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS 

Related administrative provisions have also been included in 
Title I of the Act. For example, the Administration is authorized, 
after appropriate consultation -with representatives of States and 
units of general local government, to establish the necessary rules 
and procedures. It may appoint advisory committees. It may request 
assistance, on a reimbursement basis if appropriate, from other 
Federal, State, or local agencies. It may terminate payments for 
noncompliance with the provision of this title or regulations of the 
Administration. Procedures of appeals against such ruling are laid 
out. 

Q The Administration is further authorized: 

(1) "to conduct evaluation studies of the programs and activ:ities 
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assisted under this title." 

(2) "to collect, evaluate, publish, and disseminate statistics 
and other information on the condition and progress of law 
enforcement in the several States ... 

(3) "to cooperate with and render technical assistance to States, 
units of local government, ••• or other public or private 
agencies, organizations, or institutions in matters 
relating to law enforcement." 

$100,111,000 was authorized for fiscal year ending June 30, 1968 
and June 30, 1969; l00,000,000 for fiscal year ending June 30, 1970. 
Of the amount appropriated for June 30, 1968 and June 30, 1969, 
however, 

(1) $25,000,000 was earmarked for planning grants. 

(2) $50,000,000 was earmarked for law enforcement grants. Of 
this amount, not more than $2,500,000 was to be used for public 
education; not more than $1,000,000 in any one state and not more than 
$15,000,000 in toto for the organization, education, and training of 
special law enforcement units to combat organized crime; not more 
than $15,000,000 for the organization, education, and training of 
regular law enforcement officers and units for riot and violent civil 
disorders control; and not more than $10,000,000 for correction, 
probation, and parole. 

(3) $24,111,000 was earmarked for training, education, research 
and d.-Velopment, and special grants. Of this $5,111,000 was allotted 
to the Federal Bureau of Investigation and not more than $10,000,000 
for education. 

Of the total sum appropriated, not more than 12 per cent may be 
used within any one State, except that . this limitation does not 
apply to research and development, training and education. 

A report from the Administration to the President and to the 
Congress is to be submitted on or before August 31 of each year. 
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T - THOUGHTS 

The following selections of T - Thoughts may be of 
value to budding executives. T - Thoughts have appeared 
regularly in The Journal of the Washington Academy of 
Sciences. 

On being a manager • • • 

Keeper of the vates 

0 

The ancient civilizations of the Indus Valley were 
sustained by a complex irrigation network. The flow of 
water through its canals was regulated by a series of 
gates. The farmers found it necessary to assure equitable 
distribution of water among themselves. So a group of 
gatekeepers was hired and trained to sit astride this 
apportionment of water in accordance with the requirements 
and instructions of the farmers. 

According to some historical accounts, not too many 
decades later the keepers of the gates became the rulers 
of the farms. 

The Worried Look 

It has been said that "A good executive is a person 
who goes around with a worried look on his assistant's face." 

Storming the Barricades 

A kindly fellow, with a satirical bent, insisted that 
there is considerable resemblance between many executives 
and the hero of the following story about the 1848 upheaval 
in Paris. 

A man saw his friend marching after a crowd heading for 
the barricades. Knowing that the troops behind the barricades0 
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were well-seasoned and well-armed, and that the mob would 
certainly be slaughtered, the man urged his friend to 
leave. 

The friend said he could not do so. When pressed for 
the reason, 
leader!" 

he explained, "I must follow them. I am their 

Two Cats and the Monkey 

There are various ways of resolving jurisdictional 
disputes. Some people are prone to appeal to higher 
echelons. Before they make too much of a habit of it, 
however, they may wish to recall McGuffy's tale of the 
two cats calling in the monkey. 

Two hungry cats, having stolen some cheese, 
could not agree on how to divide it. So they 
called in a monkey to decide the case. 

"Let me see," said the monkey with an arch 
look, "this slice weighs more than the other." 
With that, he bit off a large piece, in order, as 
he said, to make them balance. 

The other scale was now too heavy. This 
gave the upright judge a fine pretense to take a 
second mouthful. 

"Hold! Hold!" cried the two cats, "Give each 
of us his share of the rest, and we will be 
content." 

"If you are content," said the monkey, 
"justice is not. The law, my friends, must have 
its course." 

So he nibbled first one piece, and then the 
other. The poor cats, seeing their cheese in a 
fair way to be eaten up, most humbly begged the 
judge to give himself no further trouble. 

"Not so fast, I beseech you, my friends," 
said the judge, "we owe justice to ourselves as 
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0 well as to you. What is left, is due to me in 
right of my office." 

So saying, he crammed the whole into his 
mouth, and very gravely dismissed the court. 

The Mantis 

Empire-builders should pay head to the ancient warning: 
When the mantis hunts the locust, he is unaware of the shrike 
hunting him. 

On being a planner ••• 

Measurements 

Perhaps we should pass the following quotation from 
Saint Augustine to some of our statistically-minded friends: 
"For so it is, oh Lord my God, I measure it; but what it is 
that I measure, I do not know."0 

One-Hole Mouse 

George Herbert's comment throws some encouragement 
to executives favoring diversification. He said: The 
mouse that hath but one hole is quickly taken. 

On the other hand, there is the older proverb: Never 
try to catch two frogs with one hand. 

No Snakes 

Too many projects have gone sour, not so much because 
the laboratory's work was incompetent, but because manage
ment's question was incomplete. The situation recalls the 
story of the little boy fishing along the banks of a 
beautiful lake in the South. Several tourists saw the 
inviting water, as their car approached it. 

The driver stopped the car and asked the youngster, 
"Son are there· any snakes in this lake?"

' 
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"No suh, no snakes in the lake," replied .the boy. 

Whereupon the men peeled off their clothes and enjoyed 
a hour and a half of fine swililliling. When they came out, one 
of the men asked the boy, "How come there are no snakes in 
this lake?" 

Said the boy with a half-grin, "Beeause the alligators 
done et them up." 

Betting Odds 

The continued funding of a unproductive project 
reminds my Master, so he admonishes me, of the gambler who 
keeps returning to the same joint saying, "I know the game 
is crooked but it's the only one in town." 

On being a . salesman ••• 

Smoking and Praying 

So frequently, it's the way the proposition is 
stated. My Master reminded me of the story of the two 
priests arguing whether it was proper to smoke and to pray 
at the same time. To settle the disagreement they decided 
to write the Archbishop. Two weeks later they met again, 
each claiming support from the same high authority. After 
some perplexity, one finaliy asked the other, "What did you 
ask the Archbishop?" -

The second priest replied, "I asked whether it was 
proper to smoke while praying; and the Archbishop answered, 
'Certainly not, praying is a holy affair and tolerates no 
frivolous distractions.' And what did you ask?" 

"Well," said the other, "I asked whether it was proper 
to pray while smoking, and the Archbishop answered, ~Certainly, 
prayer is always in order. '" 
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Incentive Payments 

During a visit to a strange village where he was 
unknown, Nasreddin Hoca went into a halillllam or a public bath. 
Seeing that he was poorly dressed, the attendants paid him 
scant attention. He was issued a sleezy, torn, and dirty 
rag and given no help at all. 

As he left the hammam, however, Masreddin Hoca gave a 
gold piece to each of the surprised attendants, who were 
completely deceived by his humble attire. 

The following week, Nasreddin Hoca went· to the same 
hammam, in the same dress as before. But this time the 
attendants brought him new towels, perfume, and fresh soap; 
scrubbed, washed, and massaged him; and carefully helped 
him dress -- their palms tingling with anticipation of 
another gold coin. 

But on leaving the hammam this time, Nasreddin Hoca 
gave only a nickel to the attendants -- much to their 
consternation and protest. 

Whereupon Nasreddin Hoca replied: "The gold pieces 
I gave you last week were for the manner you treated me 
today. The nickels I gave you today are for the manner 
you treated me last week!" 

Research on Horse-Flying 

Whenever budget formulation is just around the corner, 
the bugaboo of some projects being terminated rears its ugly 
head. For those who are at their wit's end in further de
fense of their project, the following story is offered for 
encouragement: 

Once upon a time, two men were sentenced to 
death by the Sultan of Persia. One man, knowing 
how much the Sultan loved his white stallion, 
promised that he could make the horse fly in one :
year in return for his life. The Sultan, fancying 
himself as owning the only flying horse in the 
world, agreed to postpone the execution for a year. 
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The other prisoner looked at his friend in 
disbelief. "You know you can't make the horse 
fly! What made you come up with a crazy scheme 
like that? You're just prolonging the inevitable!" 

"No," answered the wise one, "I have actually 
given myself four chances for freedom: First, the 
Sultan might die during the year ••• second, I 
might die ••• third, the horse might die, and
fourth -- I just may teach the stallion to fly!" 

Sarsaparilla 

Efficient teamwork requires resolution of the 
sarsaparilla problem in the story of the three turtles. 

Two large turtles and a little one went to 
a bar one day to quench their thirst with a mug 
of sarsaparilla. As they began to drink it, one 
of the large turtles observed that it had begun 
to rain. After a lively discussion, it was decided 
that the little turtle should go home for their 
umbrella. The little turtle objected, afraid that 
if he went, the big turtles would drink his sarsa
parilla. But they convinced the little fellow they 
would leave his sarsaparilla alone, and he started 
after the umbrella. 

Three weeks passed and finally one of the big 
turtles said to the other, "You know I don't think 
the little guy is ever coming back. Let's drink 
his sarsaparilla." 

"I was just thinking about the same thing," 
said the other big turtle. "Let's do it." 

From down at the end of the bar near the door, 
a shrill voice cried out, "If you do, I won't go 
after the umbrella." 

Principles Among Thieves 

According to Chuang-Tzu, the apprentice to the robb~r 
Cheh asked him whether or not there are principles among 
thieves. 
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Robber Cheh replied, "There is the sage 
character of thieves by means of which booty is 
located, the courage to enter first, and the 
chivalry to come out last. There is the wisdom 
of calculating success and the kindness in fair 
division of the spoils. There has never yet lived 
a great robber who did not possess these five 
qualities." 

On being an elder statesman 

My father once told me: "Son, never wrestle with 
pigs. You get dirty and they enjoy it." 

This is an earthy phraseology of an old Chinese proverb: 
In shallow waters, shrimps make fools of dragons. 

Baited Bulls 

What happens to some individuals during their tour of 
duty in the Government? The following represents an analysis 
by a keen observer of human metamorphosis: 

Many bureaucrats undergo a peculiar trans
formation, which is characterized by four stages. 
The first stage is the Neophite. The Neophite 
feels highly complimented that he has been selected 
by name for assignment to such a high staff. All 
matters are treated with consummate energy. In
baskets are kept clear; directives are written with 
dispatch; meetings attended eagerly. 

About six months later a transition to the next 
phase begins. In-basket fills as rapidly but empties 
less readily; coordination time drags out; meetings 
drone on. Imperceptibly, he learns of the trade 
secret of just noting and initialling all papers 

. coming across his desk. Gradually, he becomes a 
Polyp. In-baskets are kept clear again; directives 
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are written by the Neophite who has just re
ported in; meetings are attended by his Neophite 
alternate. This is the comfortable stage of 
Washingtonian life. 

Things go well for a while until a sudden 
change into the next stage, which invariably occurs 
at a conference. The conference takes place in a 
large room with a center table around which are 
seated the more senior conferees. Against the wall 
are arrayed a score of Neophites and Polyps. The 
subject is highly familiar to one of the Polyps and 
the discussion proceeds to the point where he can
not contain himself any longer and he bursts forth: 
"This is entirely the wrong approach, because••• " 
At that moment he has become a Baited Bull and 
receives all subsequent papers on that subject 
since he is the recognized expert. Matters get 
serious once more; work piles up; the in-basket 
fills a.gain; directives are written with frenzy; 
meetings are chaired by him. 

He then remains as a Baited Bull for some time 
until there is a gradual drift into the last and 
final stage, The Elder Statesman. In this stage 
all matters aretreated with a casual but unhesita
ting assurance which comes from years of experience. 
He floats about the office with an air of profes
sionalism, advising the Neophites, ignoring the 
Polyps, and baiting the Baited Bulls. 

Today's Wine 

It is . a simple proverb to understand but a difficult 
one to practice: 

Today's wine, I swallow now. 
Tomorrow's sorrow, I'll swallow then. 
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The Old Grower 

The moral of the following story is strictly for new
comers. I'm sure others have long acquired a deep respect 
for the old-timer's ability to survive. 

Once upon a time a young rooster was brought 
in by the farmer to upgrade the egg production of 
his hens. He had chosen the young cock well. For 
the rooster immediately began shoving the old one 
aside and garnered all the hens unto himself. The 
old rooster approached the vigorous young executive 
and asked that a few hens be set aside for him in 
his old age. "Absolutely no!" said the newcomer. 

The old rooster then asked the young one 
whether or not he would be willing to race three 
times around the barn to settle the issue. Thinking 
it was a sure thing the young rooster agreed. In 
his confidence he even acquiesced to a 2O-yard 
handicap which the old rooster requested. So off 
they started on the race. As they rounded the 
third turn with the young one hot in pursuit, 
"bang" went a shotgun in the distance. The farmer 
was heard muttering to himself as he picked up the 
carcass of the young rooster: "Darn it! That's 
the third queer rooster I had to shoot this month!" 

Lessons of History 

Charles A. Beard, the noted historian, was once asked 
whether or not he could sunnnarize all of the lessons of 
history in a short book. He replied that he could do it 
in four sentences: 

(i) Whom the Gods would destroy, they first make 
mad with power. 

(ii) The mills of the Gods grind slowly, but they 
grind exceedingly fine. 

(iii) The bee fertilizes the flower it robs. 

(iv) When it is dark enough, you can see the stars. 
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SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND ZEN* 

It is a pleasure being with you on the evening of your 
graduation. I would like to extend warm congratulations for 
completing this arduous course. As you prepare to reenter the 
world of affairs, a fitting theme tonight would be the tran
sition from those lofty deliberations of the past three weeks 
on the latest analytical techniques for decision-making to 
the realities of life. 

What I would like to do is to remind ourselves of 
intuitive inputs to decision-making not covered in this course. 
I propose to talk about one of them, which is at the opposite 
extreme -- an ancient, nonverbalized, nonanalytical, non
technique called Zen. 

Areas for Improvement in Systems Analysis 

Let us begin our discussion of some of th~ areas in 
systems analysis which are in most need of improvement. I 
do not believe they lie in the development of more mathe
matical techniques per se, but in the relational clarity of 
the methodology with regard to the realities of decision
making. There are many philosophical difficulties in this 
regard. I will take up three illustrative bugaboos. These 
are: 

First, the bugaboo of language, 
Second, the bugaboo of stasis, and 
Third, the bugaboo of apples-and-oranges. 

Bugaboo of Language 

Regarding the bugaboo of language. Underlying much 
of the confusion in modern technical management is looseness 
in the use of words. We seem to be deluged with words like 
"systems 11 "configur ation" "value" and "cost-effective-

' t ' ' ness." These terms mean different things to different 
people, as well as different things to the same people under 

* Graduation lecture at course on Modern Analytical 
Techniques for Decision-making at U'!S. Army Logistics

Q Management Center, Ft. Lee, Virginia 
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different circumstances. Take the word "system." When 
is a collection of things a "system" and when is a "system" 
a component of a larger 11 ,system?" I doubt whether any 
person can define the word "system" in such a way that ten 
others would apply it uniformly in specific cases at hand. 
It seems strange that such a widely used word would not, by 
now, have enjoyed a standard definition understood and 
accepted by all professional practitioners of the art. Yet 
this seems to be the case. 

Take another commonly used pair of words -- namely 
"cost" and "value." We may well ask ourselves the question 
whether or not their employment is accompanied with a degree 
of precision matching the apparent precision of the mathe
matical procedures adopted in the analysis of cost-effective
ness. Actually, there is a great difference between "cost" 
and "value." And by this we are not referring to the 
assumption of some people that one is merely the reciprocal 
of the other. Rather, we are referring to the more subtle 
differences implied in Oscar Wilde's definition of a cynic 
as a person who knows the cost of everything but the value 
of nothing. 

We need not dwell further on this bugaboo of language 
except to say that a semantic cleaning up is in order before 
major progress can be made in the profession of system 
analysis. Unless we do this we will find ourselves in 
continual misunderstandings with each other. I am reminded 
of the temperamental young Chinese who came to America ~· 
from Canton. He had barely learned a few words of English 
when he got a job as a delivery boy for a Chop-suey res
taurant. The first delivery involved a take-out order to 
a beautiful house in the suburb. When he knocked on the 
door, the mistress of the house looked out of the window 
and saw the delivery boy. Since her hair was in a mess, she 
called to her maid Ella, who was in the kitchen. "There's 
the chow mein, 11 she said. "You go, Ella." When the 
temperamental Chinaman heard that, he snapped right back: 
"You go to hella, yourself!" 

Bugaboo of Stasis 

So much for the bugaboo of language. We shall now 
take up the bugaboo of stasis. This is the implication that 
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everything remains essentially unchanged from the time we 
begin a system analysis to the time we phase the resulting 
item out of the inventory. Based on this assumption we 
proceed to shape up an elegant mathematical model, collect 
data according to an orderly framework, feed them into the 
computer according to a neat programming, and then apply 
the results in an uncooperative and whimsical world. 

Let us take a look at a typical military item. It 
may take six years for research and development and 12 
years in production and inventory -- a total of 18 years. 
What does this length of time do to our assumption of stasis 
In a period of 18 years from 1950 to 1968, for example, we 
have had four Presidents; five or so Secretaries of Defense; 
a comparable number of incumbents in many executive positions 
in industrial and governmental research, development, 
production,and sales; two wars each in turn different in 
character from its predecessor; creeping inflation in commodity 
prices and steeper rises in the cost of personal services; 
drastic perturbations in international monetary thinking; 
sweeping technological advances through the nuclear arma
mentarium, the missile gap and counter gap, the space race, 
the double helix, etc; and so on. It would appear that such 
a wide a~ray of changes cannot help but radically alter the 
predicted costs required to do a given job as well as the 
value of its completion. 

Obviously, a single rigid mathematical model will never 
provide the prophetic coverage for these and the thousand 
and one other changes that happen. A most important question, 
therefore, to which system analystsr need to address them
selves is: How elastic can their methodologies be made? In 
other words, can they be made to handle changes in assumptions, 
as contrasted to changes within fixed assumptions? Perhaps, 
this is expecting too much of mathematics. If mathematics 
is unable to accommodate to the dynamics of real life in 
this respect then the decision-maker may be forced to re-
treat more and more into his fortress of intuition. 

Bugaboo of Apples and Oranges 

So much for the bugaboo of stasis. Let us now proceed 
to the bugaboo of apples-and-oranges. 
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What many a system analyst attempts to do is to re
duc'E\ all competing factors to a common index of merit. 
This raises the question as to how does one go about deter
mining the relative value of things and what is the ultimate 
standard of value, which is to be the basis of the index 
of merit. How does one compare apples and oranges? 

In order to reduce values to a common denominator, 
Plato and Aristotle tried to ascribe an objectivity to value. 
That value is objective has to be assumed for analyses of 
cost-effectiveness, of course. Otherwise, how are we going 
to make the necessary calc~lations? Yet when we talk about 
objectivity we always come face to face with the dilemma 
of subjectivity. 

Whenever people are involved, the hierachy of objective 
values necessarily involves a subjective referee. The rules 
of the ball game may be objective, but their objectivity 
is always subjectively interpreted. When this occurs we 
encounter peculiar possibilities. 

There are a million and one influences some ex-
plicit, some perceivable, some submerged, some unknown -
which effect the final answer. The fact that many trans
formations have to be made among disparate factors gives 
much room for forced fittings, particularly if there's 
something to be gained personally for the individual con
cerned. One of the best examples of forced fittings I have 
come across is an algorithm for success. It has been ad
vanced as the secret of success for overzealous young system 
analysts on the rising slope of the gamesmanship curve. It 
goes like this: To obtain success from zero to zero plus 
delta success Monte Carlo the third partial derivative in
volving the conjugate of the skew-Hermitian matrix, divided 
by the fourth moment about the mean in dimensionless form, 
as adjusted by the Bayes estimator, and add the entire quotient 
to what the boss wants to hear at the moment. 

Nevertheless, the fact remains that we do have to com~ 
pare different kinds of value. We not on~y choose values 
within the same class, such as when we select one economic 
good over another, we also choose between classes of good, 
as when we exchange anesthetic satisfaction for money. From 
the philosophical standpoint, we require a reliable conee-p-t~i-ea 
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of an ultimate standard. In general, this standard 
resides in the notion of inclusiveness, that is, some 
functional concept such as the totality of a war, a life, 
or a company's existence. The highest value then is that 
which contributes most to the coherent functioning and 
organization of experience as a whole. This, of course, 
is easier said than done. Particularly nrust a person be 
careful in approaching such a task, when he recalls the 
old adage of 11many a slip between the cup and the lip. 11 

In other words, even if the decision and the instruction 
are correct, the implementation may be messed up. This 
reminds me of the story of the Texas bachelor who wanted 
to become an Alaskan. 

When Alaska was admitted as a state, the Texan wanted 
to move from Texas to Alaska, so that he could still be 
living in the largest state in the union. Even after 
spending quite some time in Alaska, however, he did not 
seem to be accepted as a real Sourdough by the people up 
north. He went into a bar deeply discouraged and related 
his troubles to the bartender. The bartender finally told 

· him the secret. "What you need to do to become accepted 
by the rest of us are three things. First, drink this 
fifth of whiskey in one swiggle. Second, make love to an 
Eskimo girl. And third, shoot an Alaskan bear. 11 The 
Texan grabbed the bottle of whiskey, downed it in one long 
gurgle, and stalked out. Eight hours later the Texan 
staggered back through the swinging doors, all bloody and 
battered, with his clothing all torn to shreds, but still 
undaunted. He beat his chest and bellowed forth: "Now, 
where is that Eskimo gal I'm supposed to shoot?" 

Wholist Strategy 

The three bugaboos of language, of stasis, and of 
apples-and-oranges suggest the need for a general approach 
to decisions based on a broad synthesis rather than a 
narrow analysis. In other words, a wholist strategy may 
prove preferable to a partist strategy for the really big 
and important decisions. The wholist strategy begins with 
the totality, so that all factors are included within the 
net of consideration. The strategy then successively 
eliminates unnecessary and less relevant components, until 
the desired equilibrium answer is rea~hed. In this case, 
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the answer is always correct, but with varying degrees of 
chaff and noise. 

In contrast, the partist strategy begins with an 
assumed collection of relevant factors. The strategy then 
successively tests the different combinations and permuta
tions of factors. In this case, the answer is always pre
cise but wrong until the correct one is found. 

Some preliminary experiments have compared the 
effectiveness of the two strategies. Given infinite time 
to ~omplete the task, either strategy will deliver the 
correct answer, provided of course the bugaboo of stasis 
does not throw a monkey wrench into the situation. Because 
of this bugaboo of stasis, however, it is encumbent upon 
us to take the least amount of time to complete the study. 

When only a limited time is available to arrive at 
a conclusion, the wholist strategy apparently turned out 
to be superior. If the findings are true, then the entire 
current approach to system analysis and selection requires 
a thorough reexamination. 

The Zen-Master 

Of all the wholist strategies possible, there is 
none that I know of which is more wholist than the Zen 
approach. 

One characteristic of the masters of Zen is their 
great patience and passivity in soaking in the ways of 
Nature as Nature actually is and in observing, participating, 
and experiencing by immersing themselves in the reality. 
They do not theorize; they do not model. Nor do they talk 
at least not explicitly in the way system analysts are 
supposed to do. 

When the Zen apprentice watches the constant changes 
of hypotheses by scientists, he may well ask: Is the 
scientist getting confused? Is he drifting farther 
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and farther away from the joy and the laughter of the 
living real world into the monastery of scientific 
virtuosity? Can he ever solve the meaningful problems 
of Nature? Or does he require a new perspective? 

The scientist would respond by assuring him that 
these continuous iterative adjustments of models con
stitute the very strength of the scientific approach, 
that it only appears that the picture is hazier, but that 
it is actually becoming progressively clearer as more of 
the heretofore unknown factors are uncovered. 

But the situation is not as straightforward as all 
that. Let me illustrate the point with two little stories. 

The first concerns the law of cause and effect. It 
lies at the base of scientific work and has served science 
well. Actually, the law has never been proven rigorously. 
This is illustrated by the story of the little chicken which 
ran away in fright at its first sight of a man. After 
the man left, the chicken came out of its hiding place only 
to find some corn on the ground. This was repeated over 
and over again --999 times. In terms of the law of cause 
and effect, this would mean that whenever the man appeared, 
the corn must also appear. So when the man came out the 
thousandth time, the scientific chicken ran out to thank 
the man -- only to have its neck wrung for supper that 
night. Obviously the assumed law of cause and effect fail
ed the chicken miserably the lgst go-round. 

The second story concerns logic. Scientists pride 
themselves as being very logical people. But we must be 
careful about trying to follow logic to the bitter end. 
This is illustrated by the story of the beautiful maiden 
who fell out of her canoe into the hands of the king· of 
the alligators. The mother tearfully begged for her· ·re
turn. The alligator king was actually a good sport . So 
he offered the old lady a proposition. "I will return 
your daughter, 11 he said, "if you can make one true state
ment." Without thinking, the old lady replied, "You are 
going to keep my daughter." 

The thinking man frequently finds himself in _the... 
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same fix as the alligator king. If the statement that 
he is going to keep the girl is true, then he must re
lease her. If the statement that he's going to keep the 
girl is false, then he must -keep her. So you see, he's 
damned if he does and damned if he doesn't. The mathe
maticians don't like such situations, but I'm sure you men 
of the world are quite used to it by now. 

Tao and Zen Techniques 

These stories provide some indication why Lao-tze 
and the Zen Masters would have no truck with mathematical 
modelling and analytical techniques as the prime basis for 
decisions involving man. They place no faith in words and 
equations as the final arbiter of one's actions. These 
are regarded as devices for leading people from the truth. 
As the proverb goes, "The wise man does not speak; the 
talented man talks; the stupid argues." Real enlightenment 
is ineffable and indescribable in words. 

The question arises as to how one goes about con
veying the essence of Tao and Zen, if in fact they are 
indescribable in words. In our way of thinking, this is 
a hopeless affair. As a results,there is no university, 
no consulting firm, and no institution that I know of in 
this country, which purports to teach their method of 
gaining enlightenment or of decision-making. 

Yet obviously there must be some way of passing on 
these nonverbalizable essences. Otherwise their culture 
would not have endured for many centuries. 

You may be interested to hear an example of their 
analogue to this course of yours here at Al.MC. One of 
the classical stories tells how an ancient Chinese master 
went about conveying the substance of the indescribable 
Tao. The story goes something like this. 

It seems that a certain Taoist master was conducting 
a new class, in which the students were particularly eager 
to grasp the concept of the Tao. Whenever the master was 
asked to explain the Tao, however, he would remain silent 
and merely stick up his thumb. This went on for weeks - _ 
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and weeks. Before long a student in the front row thought 
this was quite hilarious and began to mimic the Master and 
stuck up his thumb whenever the Master did so. This went on 
for weeks and weeks. One day, when the same sequence of 
question and gestures occurred, the Master suddenly whisked 
out a long knife, reached over, and lopped off the boy's thumb. 
With considerable pain, the boy ran crying up the center isle 
toward the back door. When the boy reached nine-tenths of tee 
way, the Master called out to him. And just as the boy turned 
around, the Master stuck up his thumb. And, as the story has 
it, then and there the boy knew what the Tao is. 

Did you get it? No? Well, let's try a simpler story. 
This one is about a Japanese teaching another one of those 
indescribables -- Zen. 

Once upon a time there was a young fellow who went to 
a revered Master to learn what Zen is. After much suppli
cation on the youngster's part, he was accepted as a pupil. 
He was told by the Master to sweep up the house, the yard, 
the nearby street, to wash the pots and pans, and so on. 
After months of being what appeared to be simply a house 
servant, the youngster very humbly approached the Master and 
begged for more enlightening lessons on Zen. The Master 
nodded his head but said nothing. Several weeks later 
something new happened. For no apparent reason and without 
warning the Master would strike the youngster with a stick. 
This continued for months until one day the youngster became 
thoroughly fed up with the whole business. He decided to quit. 
But before he did so, he was going to get even with the old 
Master. Then came the appointed day. As per his unvarying 
routine at 5 p.m. every day, the Master walked down the long 
corridor to the kitchen to check the soup which he took 
great pelight in preparing for his pupils. He would 
invariably bend over the fireplace, lift the heavy lid off 
the large cast iron pot, lower his head over the hot simmering 
soup, and take a deep sniff to check the aroma. The youngster 
stealthily followed him down the corridor, with a huge stick 
in his hand. As the Master began to lift the heavy lid off the 
pot, the youngster raised his stick in readiness to bring it 
crashing down upon the old man's head when it is over the hot 
soup. And sure enough, as the Master lowered his head over the 
hot simmering soup, down came the stick. But just at that 
moment the old Master had raised the heavy lid over his head so 
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that the stick landed on the lid with a loud clang, with
out touching a hair of the old man's head. Whereupon the 
old Master slowly turned up his head and blandly looked 
at the young fellow. And, as the story has it, then and 
there the young fellow knew what Zen is. 

Did you get this time? Still no? Yes? Maybe? 

The Wise Men 

Anyhow, what is clear from our discussion so far 
is the disjoint between our scientific analysis and their 
intuitive apprehension. There are considerable differences 
between the two. Take the concept of approaching a limit. 
According to mathematics, we can continue to approach a 
limit ever infinitely closer and yet closer. Lao-tze says 
"Not so." In real life, the old Master says, "Reversal 
is the nature of the Tao." "When the sun reaches its 
meridian it falls; when the moon becomes full it wanes." 
We cannot steadily push toward the same limit going ever 
in the same direction. If you keep pushing, at a certain 
point things reverse themselves. In other words, every
thing is changing all the time. Nothing is linear. No 
slope is constant. No direction remains for long. 

This leads us to a second difference -- the fore
runner of the O, 1 of our computers. This is the Yin-Yang 
concept of the universe. Roughly encapsulated the concept 
states: "Everything is made up of the Yin and the Yang. 
Wherever there is a. ~Yin, there , is a -..ya,ng. 1,..wherever ,.. there 
is a Yang, there i:s --: a Yin. Everything is Yin-Yang." In 
other words, there are no absol~tes, such as black or white, 
good or bad. Life is varying shades of grays. To use the 
classical phrase of Professor Whitehead, "Exactitude is a 
fake." 

The third and last difference I would like to mention 
concerns their respective centroids in overall strategy. 
The modern system analyst attempts to solve the problem. 
The old Zen follower attempts to deexist the assumptions. 

The Good Decision 

In conclusion, I believe that the wide gulf between 
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analytical techniques and Zen has been bridged by men of 
wisdom throughout history. These include the wise men 
living today, whose decisions often puzzle the junior grade 
system analyst. If we observe these practitioners of the 
agglomerate strategy very closely we will notice something 
special about the way they go about asking questions or 
keeping quiet, making decisions or postponing them, grunting 
or smiling, taking action or changing the subject. Their 
finesse defies description. They possess what can be 
described as the "instantaneous apprehension of the totality." 
For example, when I strike this table -- bang -- the sound 
does not wait for a system analysis before issuing forth. 
Everything -- cause, analysis, synthesis, effect -- all 
occur in the instant. This is the kind of intuitive wholist 
contributions that has to be added to temper the results 
of modern scientific techniques with the wisdom of the 
ancients. 
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missions and program areas set forth in the ID~ November 1968 
report, most of which are activities not included in this re
search portfolio but which do comprise activity areas for the 
Institute.) 1 

Systems studies 

The reports of the President's Crime Commission demonstrated 
that there is no system for the administration of justice if 
"system" is defined as an~organized and integrated set of structures 
and functions. What is evident is that a variety of st1ructures 
and operations exist from one jurisdiction to the next and that 
within smaller systems, i.e., the administration of justice in 
one town, there is likely to be inconsisten~y, inefficiency, and 
the like. Illustrative studies of these failings have been 
produced in many locales by the IACP, the American Bar Association, 
and by investigations of jails and prisons. From the standpoint 
of operations research, it would be well to establish general 
classifications of the levels and types of systems in effect and 
to define appropriate models for systems analysis of each type 
revealed. As the applicability of various systems approaches is 
tested for various settings, one would be building a sample of 
systems studies. As a .long-range goal one would hope for (1) the 
utilization of systems studies to improve local operations drawing 
upon the models set forth and (2) development of systems data 
describing the overall operations of law enforcement and the 
administration of justice on regional, state, and national levels. 
Thus, in the systems study area one has as tasks: 

Sampling of kinds of local operations and the establish
ment of "best fit" operational research procedures for 
structures functions of a given nature. This will be 
followed by dissemination of these seveEal model procedures 
to scientists and local practitioners in law enforcement 
and the administration of justice. They will be en
couraged and supported in the application of operational 
research. Out of their work will emerge an expanding 
"library" of descriptive data which will serve as (1) a 
source of data about overall operations at regional, 
state and national levels and (2) a source of data allow
ing general and specific recommendations for improvements 
in each type of agency and for each type of function. 

Additional work in the systems study area will include: 
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(1) Mathematical model of court operations 

(2) Mathematical model of corrections operations 

Police Field Procedures 

Reports of the President's Crime Commission emphasized the 
immediate potential for work on police field procedures in-
cluding tactics but embracing back-up organizational structures. 
Attention is directed especially to the Commission's Police 
Advisory Committee (B-Alert) recommendations which call for 
innovation and research in the areas of patrol, vice control and 
crime investigation, crime prevention, communications, records 
(in relation to field procedures), juvenile work, special tactics, 
traffic control, special services, police-community relations, 
personnel (in relation to field procedures), training and education, 
and equipment and apparatus. 

Additional areas include intelligence operations, evaluation 
of the impact of changes in the law and judicial decisions as 
they affect investigation, apprehension and prpsecution, and 
developmental work in air mobile operations, surveillance, fire
power strategies, etc. 

Police-community relations 

Although mentioned as a field procedure, the community 
relations area is so bro ad and affects so many areas of police 
function that it is best- considered as a separa~e area urgently 
deserving of research. Closely related to tactics and field 
procedures, concerns in this sector require the understanding of 
social movements, of the rise of civil disobedience, the analysis 
of black and white militancy, and the growth of mobs. It also re
quires that the impact of police actions on groups be identified, 
analyzed and understood. Because the range of actions and con
siderations included under the community relations heading is so 
great and because .many personal, s9cial, pol~tical, eultural, 
organizational (and other) variables affect events occuring in 
~his arena, it is impossible to set forth all relevant research 
areas without duplicati;g some of the major investigation areas of 
the behavioral sciences, the major policy problems in police 
management, and certain of the major social concerns of America ' 
today. We would however set forth as matters of the most urgent 
consideration the following: 
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Development of innovative police organizational 
capabilities in the community relations area, including 
the exposition of goals and of procedures relevant to 
those goals; the provision of management support for 
these endeavors; the selection, training and assignment 
of personnel; the development of programs fitted to 
local needs; the development of ev.aluation procedures 
whiqQ allow the assessment of community trends, police 
eff~,~,weness, etc. Subsidiary needs include the 
coorq.J f~tion of community relations with intelligence 
activtties, wi~h juvenile programs, with complaint pro
cessing procedures and the like. 

Research on riot causes and consequences 

Fine work has been done (Kerner Commission) on riot 
causes, other work is underway in these areas; a great 
deal more is urgently required. One important step will 
be the development of a practical barometer for the 
police to use in determining the probability by time, 
place and g~Mlp based on indicators (predictors) of 
demonstrable validity. The same banometer data will also 
allow planning for longer range intervention on cause 
of disturbances. 

• Research on the role of the police 

This is also an urgent area which requires a systematic 
analysis of current police functions, analysis of points 
of conflict between the police and the community, under
standing of the basic reactions of· citizens and police 
to police actions per se and to the police role, power 
and authority. Typical sequences in escalating conflict 
and de-escalating conflict must be identified so that 
conflict can be pr~dicted and controlled. 

Organized crime 

It is clear that organized crime represents a major American 
industry. There is reason to believe, as sup~orted by the Crime 
Commission analysis, that organized crime is susceptible to 
partial control by new means which incl~d~.•coordinated law en
forcement intelligence and prosecution, social and economic 
analysis to identify weak points in the structure of organized 
crime, and new legislation which will include both new control 
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statutes and the elimination of some current statutes from the 
criminal law (see Packer, Kaplan).. As research and development 
endeavors each of the foregoing presents opportunities, as for 
example, analysis of the economic structure of Cosa Nostra 
activities to pinpoint new legislative control areas, analysis 
of the social-family life and social-educational aspirations of 
family members to identify persons who might be used as informal 
influences, identifying of patterns of bribery and corruption 
to design counter-measures for application within local government, 
the identification of ancillary services (la"tY'ers, accountants, 
etc.) who can be vulnerable to ethical, legal or social (in
formant-producing) pressures, etc. 

Criminalistics 

Criminalistic advances can be rfpid for they rest upon the 
expanding base of hard science knowledge and technique, chemistry, 
and physics, especially, but also biology and psychophysiology. 
Unfortunately, criminalistics has been a stepchild of research 
in most of those areas. Promising endeavors are neutron activation 
analysis, and semiautomatic fingerprint. Other areas inc~ude 
enhanced and simplified identification of drugs in the body (e.g., 
urin~~thin layer chromotography), advanced polygraph interrogation 
methods, etc. 

Special policing problems 

With the evolution of special facilities, institutions, and 
the like as part of city development, there have emerged special 
policing problems for which new methods must be devised. Innovation 
is required in high rise building policing (policing the vertical 
city); zoo policing (where, because of the large areas, routine 
night patrol does not work); park policing; vehical policing-
subways, trams, buses--and now airplane hijacking--present serious 
problems. Campus policing (with rising rates of civil disobedience 
and drug use) and ghetto policing as sociological challenges also 
require innovation in response to the increasing present difficulties. 
What is needed are a series of Model Program development endeavors 
coupling basic and applied research with field experimentation and 
new procedure evaluation in these and other special problem areas. 
All ..of these are high..;priority endeavors. 

Crime statistic methodology 

Pamphlet# 2 sets forth a number of the problems of policy 
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and method involved in developing adequate crime statistics. 
As a research endeavor there are minimal requirements for the 
development of reliable reporting procedures for officers in 
the field, reliable transmissions of reports to central files, 
improved records processing and storage in central records, and 
reliable coding and transmission of local reports to national 
centers. Work will also be. necessary on data storage and re
trieval procedures, on data analysis for the purpose of trend 
identification, the development and dissemination of standards 
for all phases of statistical work, the conduct of pilot studies 
in non-routine reporting areas, etc. 

Criminal code studies 

There is considerable debate among the community of legal 
s~holars as to the ideal and actual function and impact of the 
criminal law as well as to the proper burden of responsibility 
for the appeal courts, vis a vis, the legislatures in creating 
and revising the criminal law. That dissatisfaction with existing 
codes and the larger organization of the criminal law is wide
spread is evident in the strong efforts to bring about revis~ons, 
as for example, the Model Penal Codes of the American Law In
stitute and the criminal laws and sentencing code revision 
committees which are to be·. found at work in many of the states. 
Many of the disputes and problems which center on the criminal 
law and its development are outside the scope of scientific re
search, although certainly are the subject of legal scholarship 
as such·. In recent years there has been an effort to marry the 
interests of lawyers, behavioral scientists and other specialists-
as for example, psychiatrists. It is increasingly realized that 
some of the issues confronting legislators, jurists and legal 
scholars can be clarified by empirical research. Much work, 
for example, is being done currently to as·sess the impact on 
behavior of narcotics laws; strong proposals for study have been 
made for such evaluations in the field of vice, organized crime, 
and white collar and commercial crime. The development of joint 
inquiry which brings together the knowledge and skills of law 
makers, judges, legal scholars, and behavioral scientists is a 
meritorious endeavor and research proposals which reflect move
ment in this direction will be considered, insofar as th~ pro
posals are sound, as priority activities. 

Criminal offenses; "Dark number" studies 

In discussions (Pamphlet# 2 of crime statistics) the po-int 
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is made that most crime in the U.S. is not reported. For 
statistical purposes this is methodological problem, but for 
the examination of the significance of crime in society--in 
terms of the actions and perceptions of citizens and in terms 
of the responses of the police and legislators--an adequate 
investigation of the "dark number" phenomena is urgent. Some 
Crime Commission studies o~ victimization provide excellent 
beginnings. What is needed is a functional analysis of the 
differences in conduct, persons involved, perceptions, police 
resp9nse, community milieu, etc., which serve to distinguish 
dark ··- number from reported crimes. One must expect that knowledge 
deriv.-ed from such work will provide an area of dramatic illu
minat~_on of factors bearing on criminal offenses. 

Criminal offenses; offender characteristics 

A consideral amount of work has been done in clinical 
psychiatry and psxchology in personality studies in attempts to 
identify recurring. personality features among offenders. 
Currently it is popular to seek personality variables linked to 
violent offenders (sometimes without noting that there are many 
forms of violence). Important and solid findings have emerged 
in descriptions of drug law offenders, confidence men, and others. 
Continued work in this area of personality should be supported. 
Efforts to describe offender characteristics have also been made 
at the neurophysiological and psychophysiological levels, as for 
example, EEG studies of psychopaths, GSR studies of risk-takers, 
etc. Promising areas for research include studies of autonomic 
nervous system; psychoendocryne factors in relationship to 
behavior (see Wenger, Hess, Funkensteint genetic considerations 
in aggression (of XYY chromosome studies), and ethological studies 
relating predatory, deficient or destructive behavior to early 
(infancy, childhood) experience, etc. 

Criminal offenses; enviromnental and situational factors 

Considerable work has been done in sociology, social 
psychology and psychiatry in an effort to identify features of 
enviromnent and setting which contribute to the production of 
crimfnal behavior. There has been specific and relevant work 
on stress, risk-taking, situation perception, group influence, 
criminal opportunity, precipitating factors in homicide, inter
personal crises and the like. Given the fact that environmental 
features, broadly defined, give rise to personalities and to 
particular life settings which are in turn linked to high risk 
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circumstances comprise the s-ituation in which a criminal act 
takes pl~ce, it is not surprising that a great portion of 
criminological research and of police practice focuses on en
vironmental features. The prob¼em in defining research priority 
is that attention to environmental features as determinants of 
human behavior encompasses fundamentally the whole of extrinsic 
inquiries in the behavioral and social sciences, just as action 
experiments or programs of intervention to prevent crime run 
the b~oad gamut of social, economic, and political methods which 
have been used--or are suggested--for introducing all manner of 
·constructive environmental changes. Most of these broad pro
grams (e.g., reducing poverty, improving education, offering job 
opportunities) are considerably beyond the scope of criminological 
research or of the operations of agencies administering justice. 

In order to specify research priorities on environmental 
features, it is advisable first to order priorities regarding 
kinds of crime which are of greatest concern and, secondly, to 
envision environmental ' situations in which specific interventions 
(i.e., police tactics, correctional methods, manipulated group 
ethics) are feasable, that is within the particular capabilities,·o present or developable, of local agencies and institutions. The 
following endeavors are illustrative of those holding promise: 

Crime prevention through potential victim education 

Much recent work has shown that actions by the victim 
either invite offenses, stimulate a cycle of escalating 
conflict, or simply provide opportunities to predators. 
Insofar as one can presume the existance of large 
populations of potential victims (householders at risk 
of burglary, businessmen at risk of fraud, auto owners 
at risk of clouting or theft), one can attempt to 
identify classes of victims defined by their precipitating 
roles, their capabilities of reducing victim status, 
and the best methods for communicating to them means 
for their safeguarding themselves, their families and 
their property. Such studies requi:ne the combination 
of basic behavioral science research with action pro
grams of crime prevention by local agencies, e.g., 
police, school systems, etc. 

Crime prevention ½nrough education of potential offenders 

There are a number of levels and styles of education 
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whrch can be applied as environmental interventions. 
Ongoing are efforts to teach conceptions of law and 
mutual obligations in grade schools, church school 
endeavors to link abstract religious principles with 
specific conduct requirements, work with parents 
groups to enhance school and ancillary institutional 
educational endeavors directed at high risk slum 
children, and didactic efforts in prisons to develop in 
inmates emotional understanding of heretofor alien moral 
standards. Other levels of education include instruction 
in laws and regulations to speclalized groups at risk of 
violation (those engaged in businesses governed by such 
regulations, taxpayers advised of tax laws, etc.) 
Systematic education also includes education of past or 
potential offenders to risks in offenses. A number of 
relevant research enterprises are foreseen, including 
identification of kinds of populations influenced by 
particular educational endeavors with demonstrable re
dqctions in expected rates for particular offenses. 
Some of these endeavors require conventional application 
of educational and mass media research strategies, some 
move into the areas of the formation of group norms, 
of work on attitude change, and of evaluations of minimal 
levels of enforcement for risk of apprehension probabilities 
to affect conduct. 

Adjudication speed and outcome and crime deterrance 

The President's Crime Commission observed that in a number 
of courts the processing of criminal cases was so slow as to call 
into ·question the efficacy of punishment, at least as perceived 
by the wrong-doer. Individual judges comment that actual ~nd 
potential offenders include in their risk estimates (whether or 
not to commit of"fenses), estimates of the speed and outcome of 
adjudication. An important research area foeuses on these 
features: actual operation of the courts and outcome of criminal 
cases, the effect of court operations and outcomes on connected 
persons' future criminal conduct, and the perception of the 
adjudication-outcome system by the population of not charged but 
potential offenders. An anticipated outcome would be a set of 
statements as to the effect of given court procedures (including 
sentencing) on given populations of offenders and potential 
offenders. 
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Neighborhood and group intervention for crime prevention 

Ever since Shaw's famous area project in Chicago there 
have been efforts to reduce crime by working in the neighborhoods 
where risk of youthful criminality has been high. The tenor 
of streetwork with gangs, of neighborhood recreation programs, 
of various poverty program self-help endeavors has been to 
emphasize direct attacks on presumed cor~.J:nfluences on crime; 
the family and peers of young people. Evaluation of such work 
has been difficult; early assessments--as of the Chicago Area 
Projece-were discouraging, yet more recent case reports from 
streetworkers and youth program organizers hold out considerable 
hope. What is needed ~is a systematization of what is already 
known, a refinement of evaluation methods, and formulation of 
model programs which rest upon facts showing which methods work 
for the different kinds of communities and populations involved. 

The police as an environmental agent 

Much police work rests upon the practical knowledge that 
the police presence serves as a deterrance to crime, e.g., 
saturation patrol of districts can suppress crime rates. It 
also rests on the premise that interpersonal intervention can 
influence future behavior, thus juvenile officers work directly 
with youngsters, and officers when apprehending an offender 
make decisions as to disposition with an eye to its impact on 
future criminality (e.g., warning, referral to agency, requiring 
parents to pick up the child, booking etc.) such functions 
leading to descriptions of beat officers as "curbstone magistrates." 
Clearly the police in their work are the prime agency which 
citizens rely upon for crime control. (Although as the President's 
Crime Commission noted, neither prevention nor control of crime 
are within the present capabilities of the poliee, at be~t they 
can increase the risk of apprehension for offenses committed). 
Given these fundamental police operations and the fundamental 
assumptions of the citizenry about police effectiveness, it is 
obviously a strong need to establish--for the purposes of strategy 
and tactics--better estimates as to the actual effects on crime 
rates for given styles of po}ice intervention, for example, what 
factors would account for a failure of saturation patrols (S 
squads) to reduce purse-snatching? What constftute sta·ndards 
for the beat .officers to help·tb em:1 decide which d-i:spos1·tton is 
best for a young minor offender when first apprehended? What 
juvenile officer actions are most efficient from the standpoint 
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of maximal reduction in gang offenses? These and other questions 
require the joint effort of behavioral scientists, police 
officers, and criminal law specialists. 

Civil disturbance 

Although linked to the efforts in community relations, 
a special and growing problem is presented by the expanding 
violence associated with civil disturbance. As the reports of 
the Kerner Commission showed, the problem is considerably broader 
than simply identifying individuals whq commit acts of violence; 
one must consider the larger social-economic forces which con
tribute to non-respectful dissent, which contribute to confrontations 
between the police and citizens, or between citizen groups, and 
which underlie the anxiety and anger of citizens who are victims 
of prejudice, or exploitation, or insufficient education in 
democratic conduct. As with other problems in crime, the offense 
itself is an outcome of complex events which are themselves more 
the province of politics or social philosophy than of criminology 
or police operations themselves. Nevertheless the police are 
called upori to respond to civil disturbances and to act to pro-
tect the peace while the courts and correctional facilities are 
called upon to deal wisely with the individuals apprehended. Yet 
at several levels there is a desperate shortage of knowledge as 
to what to anticipate and how most wisely to respond. We need 
knowledge about the reasons for escalating militancy among students 
and minority group members. We need knowledge about the conditions 
under which small groups of militants who espouse violence will 
be joined by larger groups of a more conventional nature (e.g., 
ordinary students, faculty, minority leaders in a community). 
We need knowledge about the conditions under which disttt~bances 
are contageous, as for example in the spread of student strikes, 
the growth of urban terrorism (internal warfare), etc. Some bits 
of knowledge are on hand; mostly in work done by behavioral 
scientists, community organizers, and police departments with 
experience in intelligence and in civil disturbance settings. That 
knowledge must be expended and communicated to others soon to be 
faced with disturbances. In addition to fundamental facts about 
why, we need reliable estimates of trends which will tell us, 
who next, where next, and when. We need further to establish 
better guides for the police in terms of intelligence and assess
ment. Finally, one needs guidelines for response. Given a 
situation in a ghetto, on a campus, in front of a draft board, 
what sequence of operations are optimal? And for the courts and 
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correctional facilities, given persons apprehended in civil 
disturbance, what processing and sentencing procedures are 
desirable? One learns much from the Commission on Civil Dis
orders, one anticipates learning more from the Violence 
Commission. Insofar as their recommendations include require
ments for more knowledge, then a strong priority is to be 
attached to research and development which contribute to that 
knowledge. 

Police and court technology 

In the world's most advanced technological society it is 
surprising to see how little of that technological potential 
has applied to the operations of components in the administration 
of justice. Computers are rare in police ·departments, data 
storage and retreival systems to assist in detection and apprehension 
of offenders (from warrants through patrol through arrest in-
quires) are only now being developed; electronic data processing 
facilities to assist courts and correctional facilities are also 
rare. Similarly the equipment of the police, whether one in-
spects vehicles, non-lethal weapons, handguns, surveillance 
devices--even clothing--is for the most part out-dated, borrowed 
from military or civilian models, or ill-adapted for its police 
function. The reports of the Crime Commission document these 
weaknesses and the potential for rapid improvement in technological 
capabilities of the ·police. The potential benefits for records 
especially are also apparent for courts and corrections. A 
number of endeavors are recommended; several are already underway, 
for example, the Institute is supporting work on police trans
ceivers and is planning to disseminate information on new night 
vision devices. High priority projects include improved alarms 
and sensors, automatic (vehicle and foot) patrol locators, a 
nationwide telephone police number, improved vehi~les for auto 
and helicopter patrol, new non-lethal weapons, improved body pro
tection (vests, visors, helmets), etc. More detailed illustrations 
for technological development may be found in the Crime Commission's 
several reports (reviewing radar, infra-red, television, facsimile, 
mobile stations, telephone alerting systems, etc.) 

Court operations 

The need for endeavors focusing on the courts has already 
been touched upon in considering research on deterrance for 
crime prevention and in stating the requirements for technological 
assistance in court data processing. There are general and 
pressing requirements for the operation of the courts which con-
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stitute areas where research and development may be expected 
to make a contribution. The President's Crime Commission called 
for "early identification and diversion to other community re
sources of those offenders in need of treat:ment, for whom full 
criminal disposition does not appear required." This ree
ommendation leads to the need for knowledge as to which kinds 
of offenders suffer from what defects of personality, education, 
or physical health and when these occur, what forms of treatment 
promise rehabilitation. There is, for example, evidence that 
alcholics can be benefited by enforced treatment procedures, 
thus the provision to the judiciary of information which they can 
use in disposition of offenders with alcohol problems is a 
natural consequence of a research endeavor. Another recommendation 
of the Commission proposes the simplification of indeterminant 
sentences, using the Model Penal Code as a standard. Yet the 
judge--as with the parole authority--must rest a sentence in part 
upon a prediction. That prediction, of recidivism risk as a 
function of length and kind of sentence, must arise from research
generated data. Some data is available (witness the work of 
Burgess, the Gluecks, Wilkins, and others); yet what is needed 
is an imaginative approach to postulating and measuritrg recidivism
related variables (e.g., data which shows the relationship of 
post-re~ease experience to recidivism), and the development of 
tables applicable to local populations throughout the country 
(i.e., the judge must know the effects of his State's prison 
system or his county jail on different kinds of offenders). Sen
tencing disparity is another concern of judges--and of the Crime 
Commission. The call is for a regular system of data gathering 
which will show sentencing disparity by class of offender and 
kind of court for all court systems (if not for all judges) and 
which will, in addition, provide a means for relaying that in
formation to judges in such a fashion that judges can, as a group, 
work to establish standards appropriate to their needs. Such 
work might be in conjunction with the American Bar Association 
which has proposed standards for appellate review procedures. A 
final priority area, given the great burden of cases on the courts 
and the slowness of procedures, focuses on considerations for the 
reduction in the kinds of behavior punishable under criminal 
statutes. The possibility of such reduction has been referred to 
earlier; for any such major change in the criminal law to come 
about will require a considerable period of analysis of the im
pact of the present law on ·offenses, the testing of alternate 
methods for disposition, and the evaluation of the attitudes of 
legal professionals and laymen so as to assess the acceptable 
limits for change should such changes be recommended. 
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0 Correctional impact on recidivism and adjustment 

There have been studies which relate recidivism to 
correctional experiences, as for example, sentence duration, 
prison adjustment, prison work record, participation in one or 
another form of psychotherapy in prison, exposure to varieties 
of security facilities, and the like. The most recent major work 
has been the assessment of recidivism of federal inmates.(Glaser) 
There have al.so been valuable attempts to compare the. impact of 
prison with the alternatives of probation. There remain, never
theless, a number of deficiencies in our knowledge. These in
clude an almost total lack of information on the impact of the 
single largest "warehouse" in the penal system, the city or county 
jail. There is, further, almost no knowledge about the social 
adjustment of released inmates who do not become recidivists; yet 
no appraisal of impact can be complete with assessment of those 
who appear to succeed. A third problem has been the lack of 
flexibility and professional resources in most correctional 
facilities so that very little experimentation has been possible. 

~A. fourth problem is related to the third; lack of professional 
resources has meant that at least some of the research which has 
been done lacks methodological soundness so that the findings are 
essentially useless. As priority areas it is proposed that the 
following work be undertaken in correctional settings: 

A major effort to describe jails, their operations as• 
these touch on inmate education, morals and health, and 
the assessment of the outcomes of jail experiences. 

Follow up studies of cohorts of releasea inmates using• 
sophisticated social and psychological assessments--in
cluding attention to the environments in which they 
live--with an eye to assessing recidivism as a function 
of offender characteristics, penal experience, and post
prison circumstances. 

Evaluating a variety of correcti~nal experiences so that,• 
within categories of discretional disposition, there is 
experimental random assignment of offenders to various 
types of correctional facilities and, within facilit~es, 
random assignment to a systematically expended variety 
of institutional programs. Evaluation should begin not 
at time of parole violation but should monitor inmate 
adjustments at all stages of processing,incarceration, 
and after release. 
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0 Special encouragement should be given to innovative 
experiments within institutions, as for example, those 
comparing moral, didactic, work, analytic, and be
havioral therapy programs (to illustrate only, not a 
design recommendation). Encouragement should be 
offered to correctional workers collaborating with 
scientists of exceptional research sophistication and 
imagination. 

Considerable controversy remains with regard to pro
bation and parole practices as these contribute to 
recidivism rates. It has been shown that locale, 
caseload, administrative change, and other variables 
operate to contaminate recidivism data purportedly show
ing recidivism as a function of offender characteristic, 
probation officer styles, etc. Further work is needed 
to identify the events and interactions which contribute 
to the actual conduct of the parolee as well as to the 
decisions as to whether or not to revoke parole or in
voke suspended sentences. When there is a better under
standing of the factors that influence the risk of 
offense it will be possible to offer better comparative

0 data on probation, parole, and incarceration as sen
tencing alternatives. 

• As better information is developed which predicts 
recidivism (presumably as a function of person, prison 
experience, release environment, parole setting, etc.), 
it will then be possible to provide models for decision 
making regarding release as well as for sentencing. As 
an important area for inquiry in the meantime, there 
must be attention to present decisions matrices including 
hidden policy variables (latent functions). 

Reducing recidivism 

The programs for correctional research presume an intent to 
reduce recidivism rates, yet as has been implied, there is strong 
evidence that extra-prison (or jail) factors contribute most to 
the risk of repeated offenses. It is known that recidivism is 
related to offender characteristics prior to offense, to social 
relations, the kind of offense committed, and the nature of the 
release environment in which an offender lives. Recidivism is 
also a function of the revocation decision. on the part of parole

0 
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off{cers. (See above). There is further evidence that factors 
in the post-release environment can be manipulated to improve 
the adjustment of parolees thus reducing recidivism. These are 
by no means all of the factors associated with recidivism, in
deed many of the influences have yet to be identified. What is 
evident is that there is an urgent need for evaluated action 
experiments which will serve to reduce recidivism rates (which 
currently run overall at about 60%). Since the offense is one 
necessarily taking place in the release environment, the problem 
is one of crime prevention for prior offenders. A number of 
social experiments have been conducted, for example, the use of 
parolee peers as parole officers, the British and Swiss "adoption" 
method whereby established citizens serve as counselors and 
friends to parolees, the building of half-way houses where parolees 
can make a transition to community life, the development of 
parolee self-help gro~ps (modeled on the Alcholics Anonymous ~or 
Synanon plan of group meetings and emergency help), etc. Most 
of these methods have been put in practice without adequate 
evaluation which would state which is comparatively the best fof 
which kind of offender. In addition, there is a need for imag
inative ventures--which incorporate evaluation--which provide 
reconstructed environments, as for example, in whole family 
therapy for parolees and their wives, incentive job corps pro
grams with close supervision in relatively isolated surroundings 
for high-risk parolees (i.e., voluntary participation in con
trolled environments), and--most strongly recommended for study-
graded release programs which allow parole officer-judicial 
supervision over a many-year period (on the model of the Danish 
and Dutch systems), and which allow for failures and growth. The 
latter required both expanded facilities, enlarged professional 
staffs, and facilitating legislation. 

Mass media studies 

There is widespread citizen concern over the impact of 
television on youth, on the effects of erotic literature (e.g. 
comic books, picture magazines, etc.) and over the possible 
contageon in civil disturbances which news reporting may create. 
These are all worries about the link between the mass communications 
and criminality. Other concerns are social and political; police 
offi:cers can feel unfairly viewed by the press, there are complaints 
of prejudicial reporting, newsmen report selective brutality by 
police officers directed at them, and in some cities it is said 
that newspapers make and break police chiefs without regard to 
competency. Because of these concerns, diffuse but voiced by 
citizens in many walks of life, it is apparent that research on 
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the role of the mass media is in order. Scholarly work has 
been done attempting to assess the impact of particular kinds 
of programs or periodicals on specific behavior outcomes in 
children; more such work--more broadly conceived--is tn order. 
There has been no systematic study of the complex emotional
attitudinal-political relationships involving the police view 
of the press and vice versa nor of the role of the press in police 
administrative affairs. Beginnings of such studies are called 
:fior. Their goals should b,e to define what the police and . 
journalists feel, how they have come to their opinions, and what 
can be done to reduce such misinformation or conflict asY~Y 
exist. 

Drugs and alcohol 

The largest single category of arrests is for alcohol-use 
related offenses. The most rapidly growing arrest rate: (in~~ome 
states) is for youthful drug offenses. These events have led 
several national commissions, including the President's ..Crime 
Commission to recommend major changes in the laws and in -di~
position of drug cases. Two other Federal agencies are actively 
pursuing research and development programs in the drug field 
(Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs, Center for Drug Abuse 
at NIMH) and one Cente~ (NIMH) is supporting research on 
alcoholism. It is important that any research and development 
undertaken by the Institute be coordinated with these other 
endeavors and complement rather than reproduce their work. A 
major area in which work is required is in the production of 
information of vahue .to local police agencies, as~for example, 
studies of the drug traffis as an economic and social system 
(which at some points joins with work on organized crime), ex
amination of the impact on young drug users of the law and of 
arrest and sentencing practices, studies of the traffic in and 
growing use of weapons among drug dealers and work to improve 
police intelligence operations (again a special case of a general 
need early cited). 

Comparative studies 

Comparative studies in two behavioral science basic research 
areas are recommended. One is cross-cultural and requires that 
the genesis and nature of crime in different cultures be examined 
along with assessment of differing means for crime intervention, 
control and correction. This latter endeavor leads to com-
parative work on police, judicial, and correctional systems designeq 
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. iltuminate features in such systems that are worth borrowing 
_· fqr trial application in the United States. The second set 

of comparative studies requires biological investigations and 
calls for research on destructive behavior (predatory conduct, 
infanticide, etc.), among mammals to identify genetic, rearing, 
a~d environmental features associated with the emergence of 
destructive activity. 

Administrative and organizational research 

There is a strong need to improve the organization and 
management of many of the agencies involved in the administration 
of justice. Some of these needs can be met simply by applying 
techniques already at hand, others require the modification of 
techniques through trial programs; still other needs require that 
research can be done to provide directions for improvement. There 
is, for example, a considerable body of research which aids in 
personnel selection, there have been applications of this research 
in police selection, yet there are many areas Qf police selection 
which still require investigation. To illustrate, recent work 
has been done on the use of the polygraph in police selection 
showing the polygraph (lie detector) yields data not otherwise 
revealed. What has not been done is a follow-up study which 
would show whether the data so revealed has relevance to pre-
dicting actual job performance. It is also the case that pre-
diction work to date has been general, based on the generalist 
conception of the police role. Yet with increasing specialization, 
it would be well to considering recruitment, hiring and training 
directed toward speGialist functions. Such endeavors would 
require careful J ob descriptions, test development,evaluation of 
training impact and the like, all of which are within the 
capabilities of the administrative and psychological sciences. 
Other research areas deserving attention include police organizational 
interpersonal communication nets, formal verses informal training 
and policies within departments, and analysis of the impact of 
and accomodation to unionization of public safety personne~ . Also 
critically important are studies of innovation itself--how best 
to bring about change in law enforcement, courts, and ,correctional 
agencies. ' 
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Is an effective· personnel management ·job· being done ·today? By whom? Are 
needs being met? 

In specific instances, personnel management is effective, e.g. sound 
career programs· in some companies; excellent recruitment campaigns in 
other companies; fine research ·on human behavior •in •certain universities, 
high esprit of public service in •many elements of the govern~ent, and so 
on. 

But the 1ine manager must work with the basic raw material furnished 
him. If he gets an, excellent ·new employee from within the organization
directly from the outside, he is fortunate. If he is given a choice be
tween a marginal person or· nobody at all, he is frequently guided by the 
old proverb that "It is better to struggle wtth a sick jackass, than to 
carry the wood oneself." The •line manager is therefore always interested 
in the general ·character of the manpower •situation at large. 

What can he ·expect today? What kind of esprit? What sense of dignity? 
What value norm? 

The line manager and the personnel manager both recognize that they 
too influence the character and· nature of the manpower pool at large.
For it is their employees and their children who comprise this manpower
reservoir. None of us, therefore, can say with absolute justification
that he has nothing to do with the issue. 

When we ask the key question about our society, when we look all 
around us in ·the light of the events of the past year, how else can we 
answer questions about ·our handling of peop1e in the large--except to 
say 11 pitifully poorl 11 Considering an our understanding of the dignity
of man·, all our affluence, all our· education--we ought to be ashamed of 
the present· state of affairs. 

M answer ·to· the - uest1on; · 11 B an ·effecttve ersonne1 mana ement ·ob 
being one?" ··No, an emphatic Nol 

Regarding the second question 11 By whom11? my answer is: an effective 
job is being done as local wavelets in an otherwise churning sea of 
dissatisfaction. 

Regarding the third question, "Are needs being met?" my answer is 
ambivalent and generally negative. 

WHAT ARE THE GAPS? 

What actions ·and plans are necessary to meet the ·challenges of today and 
in the illlllediate future? 

In the purely mechanical and ·routine aspects: of pgr,so,nnel management,
I find no disconcerting gaps. People get.. paid or.r Ume.,-,.appltcation
forms ·are available in profuse quanttttes , channels .of ~g.nte-v.ance· appeals 
are set up, and computers are b•ing ·broug~t. into ·. pl aJ• . :Ma-dor progress 
wi 11 be made in the flormal course· of events and I forsee stgnificanr~.-. 
vances in this direction. 
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On the substantive side of the ledger, hawever, the situation can 
stand much improvement. The problem is one ·of a nebulous orientation. 
There seems to be a lack of•firm philosophical anchorage and a diffusion 
of insight, which spreads a cloud of uncertainty and· inefficiency through
out our society, throughout our ·organizattons. Now and then, a line 
manager or personnel -administrator . is ab~e to dissipate this fog in a 
local setting. But the pall hangs on! Let me be specific. 

First we will examine "management by exception11 as the guiding rule 
of personnel management. 

What does it really mean? 

It means that the manager is always surrounded by people who are 
discussing problems with nim. - In all probability, these problems were 
created by the very people t~emselves. By being constantly enveloped
in such an environment, the· manager soon loses the tr-ue feeling for the 
deserving individuals who never create problems and who solve them without 
having them boil up to ·the manager·'s level. He loses touch with the 
deserving point of reference. His subconscious view of mankind becomes 
tainted by his constant corrmunication with the exceptions. This leads 
to the thinktng that ·somehow be ought to be able to control people such 
that they don't generate problems, which are always embarrassing him. 
This viewhas an insidious quality. -A.hardening of the soul sets in. 

My -first· suggestion then is: Do not manage:-by exception; be in touch with
0 all of the people all of the -time. 

-< 

Another question often · heard in management circles goes somethi ng
like this: How can we make ·man more' effective in the man-machine combine 
so-that materiel productiv1'tycan be maximized? This is a dangerous
basis of personnel management. To attain this means making man and the 
machine resonate in- the same -frequencies, speak a common language, and 
a.ccept the same values. The entire endeavor would then reach a climax 
when the heart of the -machine •it~elf is transplanted into the breast of 
man. To optimize a system, the subsystems must be matched. Since we can
not manufacture -machines able -to feel like men, we will have to make men 
behave like machines. This•is the inescapable conclus ion of the man-
machine thesis. It is ·the dehumanizing of man. ~ 

So my· second ·suggestion•is: Drop -the man-machine concept; let man be the 
measure of value. 

One ·of the greatest deficiencies in our handling of people today is 
the production line approach to personnel management. We pride ourselves 
in lumped statistics. I've tried· to get a kitchen help~t transferred 
from a government cafeteria, for example, to a punch-card office because 
she was alert; capable, and showed considerable poteptial as a human 
being. But no go. I've tried to activate a novel career development pro
gram for the uneducated ~ But no go. 

0 
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Everyone is too busy--too· bus* with ·the production•line, too busy with 
the big picture, too busy·wit looking -at the fine overall statistical 
arguments. 

They just did not have the inclination to take that extra trouble 
to deviate from the produstion line· to make ·a particular face smile, 
to see · a particular hungry mouth fed, ·to see a particular flower ~lossom. 

So my· third suggestion is: Humanize and individualize, rather than 
mechanize and generalize . 

. HGW.:.ABOUT......eLANN-1.NS.? 

There are two important considerations in this regard. The first 
is that the ·techno1ogica1 environment is changing ~apidly at an ever 
accelerating pace. The second is that man adapts rather slowly. A fish, 
for example, is on his own the moment it hatches out of the egg. On the 
other hand, man takes decades of education to prepare to earn a living and 
an indeterminate length· of retraining to move from one job to another. 

When dealing with people there •is a ·considerable and varying lag
period which must always be borne in mind. We should anticipate this. 
Our anticipating should be sufficiently in advance to alllw·the requisite
time and resources for the necessary retraining. This retraining should 
not be restricted to the purely mechanical and procedural aspects of the 
job but should include considerations that provide a sense of values and 
dignity compatible with the new job. Only in this way can management
fully meet its responsibility. But to wait until someone fills a 
personnel requisition before taking action is too late for today's techno
logical age. In my opinion, this is the primary reason why personnel 
management frequently appears to be fighting the problem! 

' 

So I make the foarth ·suggestion: Anticipate and act, rather than react 
,.iW-47-. if'fSi st. 

What should be the role of the personnel office and of line management? 

Personnel ·management is a shared responsibility. However, one or 
· the other usually takes the lead or the primary responsibHity_. However, 
one or the other usually takes the lead-or the primary responsibility in 
a given area. With respect to ·the four things to be dohe, I believe that 
line management ·should pay particular attention to the first two suggestions
and -the person~el office should emphasize the last two suggestions. Line 
managers should: 

a. Junk".'the principle of·management by exception; be in touch with 
all of the ·people a11 of· the time, and 

b. Drop the man-machine ·point of view; let man be the measure of 
value. 

On the other ·hand, the PersE>nnel Department should: 
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a. Humanize and •individualize, rather than mechanize and generalize,0 and 

b. Anticipate and act, rather than react and resist. 

• · _ROLES· OF "MANAG~:R' -ANJ;>. PERS6NN£L ,., 

We can make another division of· responsibility between the two 
managers by looking at the nature of the job of the line ·manager. He is 
given a certain objectiYe to reach--developing a product, making a profit,
furnishing a· service. With this charge, he is given certain resources 
of men, ~oney, and time. 

With respect to the role of the line manager in personnel management,
I would identify three principal responsibilities. 

First, he is to use the individuals furnished him by the personnel
office for the attainment of his •assigned objective · tn a sound and 
dignified manner. 

Second, he is to insure that during thts period· of employment, the 
net worth of the employee as a member of society and ·as a· reservoir of 
talent and skill is increased. 

Third, he is to release the employee to the manpower pool as a more 
useful individual and employee for the next manager.0 

As far as the personnel officer is concerned, I would like to·.r,mention 
three principal responsibilites. 

First, he is to keep the manpower pool at good quality and quantity 
to meet the needs of line managers. 

Second, he is to keep improvtng· the human and talent worth of the 
pool; keep ·reshaping and ·revitalizing it in anticipation of future needs; 
and intermesh it with other functions and groups of society. 

Third, he is to overview the-line managers' treatment of human beings,
sound the clarion call when people are being dehumantzed or wasted away,
and make necessary adjustments to steer efforts in the right direction. 

Capable line manag_ers themselves are quite knowledgeable in the 
handling of people. Otherwise they would not have been promoted to being
executives. The most capable ones may know more about peopl~ than ma~,, 
personnel ·officers. But even the best executives have a lot to learn about 
people from the better personnel officers. This is the crux of the delicate 
relationship between the personnel officer and the line manager. 

A good executive will seek advice and help from a good personnel
officer, ·particular1y •in shaping personnel policies, philosophies, criteria, 
and plans. However, a good ·executive•will not endanger his operations and 
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jeopardize his objectives by agreeing to unsound personnel policies,
philosophies, criteria, and plans. 

The decisive factor lies principally in the hands of the personnel
officers. The line manager, in order· to do his job, has no choice but 
to be good-in personnel management. The personnel officer, in order to 
do his job, has no choice but to be better. 
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Wholeness of Man 

Man has always yearned after Beauty, Goodness, and Truth. He 
has speculated continuously about the perfect life hereafter. He has 
hoped for its approximation on Earth, where "the wolf also shall dwell 
with the lamb and the leopard shall lie down with the kid," where life 
is fulfilling, beautiful, and uplifting. Plato described his concept
in his Republic; Francis Bacon in his New Atlantis; Tommasco Campanella
in his City of the Sun. -

Many left their homes in search for the land of their dreams. Thus 
it was that Paul Gauguin basked under the tropical sun of Tahiti. Others 
attempted to create their own Shangri-la where they were. Such was the 
Red Fort of Shah Jehan in the seventeenth century. There on the banks 
of the Jumma River, delicate pavilions and marbled mosques nested among
blooming lotus pools, soothing waterfalls, and exquisite gardens. The 
Grand Mogul had inscribed above one of the great halls: 11 If there is a 
paradise on earth, it is here, it is here, it is here." 

It is a pity that we hear very little of these utopias nowadays. The 
eager voices of former times seem to be drowned out by the contemporary
prophets of gloom and doom. 

1 
_J)espairing people are parading around condemning

society as being hopelessly' rotten through and through and point accusing 
fingers in the direction of technology. I would like to suggest that we 
reject such glooming and dooming over man's helplessness in general. I 
protest such disapproval of technology in particular. $ome decry
technology for the fire and brimstone which rain upon cities in modern 
warfare. For them, let me recall the Biblical event thousands of years
before modern technology, when death and destruction came down from the 
vengeful heavens upon Sodom and Gomorrah. Others impugn technology for 
the unemployment plaguing some of our co11111unities. For them, let me 
point to the dire misery and groveling destitution hundreds of years 
before modern technology throughout the European cities. Still others 
blame technology for the wayward youth of today. For them, let me quote
the words of the Assyrian, thousands of years before modern technology,
who said, "Our earth is degenerate in these latter days; bribery and • 
corruption are co111T10n; children no longer obey their parents; every man 
wants to write a book, and the end of the world is evidently approaching. 11 

That was the state of affairs in 450 B.C. So let us not censure technology 
too severely. 

Should society be degenerating, let us say that there is more than 
enough blame to go all around. Should society be improving, let us 
say that there is more than enough credit to go all around. I feel the 
latter to be by far a better assessment of the situation. But even if 
society may be on a downward slope for the moment, one does not go about 
improving the state of affairs by damning and scuttling it. Rather, one 
should go about with the same soothing understanding that Natasha showed 
to Waska, in Maxim Gorki's Lower Depths. The poor Waska replied to her 
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kind words, "From childhood, I have been only a thief...always I was 
called Waska, the pick-pocket, the son of a thief! I was a thief, perhaps 9 
only out of spite...because nobody came along to call me anything except-
thief...You call me something else, Na-tasha...." 

The thrust of my paper is twofold: There has never been a greater
opportunity for society to approach utopia on earth than in the next 
fifty years and technology is a key element of implementation . My thesis 
follows that of Mencius: Man is basically good and wholesome, if we 
respond to his natural leanings by providing the appropriate environment 
and means, society cannot help but be healthy and happy. But to be 
natural is to be entire, integrated, and organic. Neither man nor society
is to be fractionated into myopic foci of attention and dismembered by 
disconnected interests. Technology needs to join with Art, Spirit, and 
Science to realize the wholeness of living. 

I shall now discuss the three most important roles of technology in 
shaping man's environment toward this end durin9 the next fifty years.
These are (l) expansion of technology's vista, (2) instrument of values, 
and (3) avant garde of the new age. 

Expansion of Technologyls Vista -

Broadly speaking, Technology is the application of knowledge to 
practical purposes . Technology has never coveted the role of Art, Spirit, 
and Science in proclaiming the norms of Beauty, Goodness, and Truth. It 
merely recognizes that ·man's lot can be enriched in everyday living, that 
a number of options are available to attain the best-of-all-possible worlds, 
and that technology should get on with the job. 

During the past fifty years its attention has been directed toward a 
continuing increase in material productivity of capital and labor. How 
much should be spent on supporting research and development? What fraction 
should be contributed by the private sector and what by the public sector? 
What kind of new knowledge is required to further this productive efficiency? 
What planning? What new managerial techniques? At first glance, technology 
seems committed to do the same things in the same way in the next fifty 
years as it has in the past fifty--except faster, at an ever-accelerating 
pace. Art, spirit, and science are to catch up as best they can. Public 
policy and social effort are to react as expediently as circumstances permit. 

But this is not the role I envision for technology in shaping the 
future environment. To be sure, an increase in material production will 
continue to be a necessary contribution of technology. I do not minimize 
its importance. But society senses that more of the same will only lead 
to an enlargement of the cul-de-sac in which it feels constrained . It is 
expecting something new. In order to respond effectively, technology 
must first have a clear vision of its own personality, heritage, and 
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potentialities. It must also expand its vista to take account of the 
human context in the totality. Let us review the bidding. 

The most striking characteristic of today's technology is the greatness
of power in the application of scientific knowledge to purposes of materiel. 
The first nuclear-powered ship, the Savannah, could have continued for 
three hundred thousand miles without stopping on its maiden voy~ge in 1962, 
using its eight ton load of uranium oxide fuel. Wind tunnel tests have 
been successfully carried out on a delta-wing aircraft at the equivalent
speed of five thousand miles per hour. A single space satellite can trans
mit to half of the earth at the same time, in contrast to a direct range
of fifty miles prior to the era of space COIIJllunications. We can look 
forward to face-to-face TV-telephone conversations with anybody on earth, 
TV-transmission of mail, and dialing of latest news from all parts of the 
globe. Laser pulses are in production line use, punching holes in diamond 
dies in two minutes instead of three days required by the older procedure
using steel pins and diamond dust. 

Technology is now eyeing the potential riches of the oceans: the gas 
and oil in the spectacular salt-dome under the gulf of Mexico, the phosphorite
fertilizer nodules off the Continental Shelf, the manganese and magnesium 
ores on the deep ocean floor, and the fish that got away. 

A second characteristic of technology is the self-effacing modesty of 
its members. There is minimal paining of personal egos. The entire 
technological endeavor is swept up in the enthusiasm of the common effort. 
Such was the beautiful story about the Cathedral of Chartres. One day
the cathedral was struck by lightning and burnt to the ground. Thousands 
of people--master builders, artisans, laborers, priests, artists, and 
burghers--came from ~iles around and rebuilt the impressive structure on 
the same site. Not a single name of these individuals is known today.
Their personal fame mingled anonymously with the common sweat and mortar 
as the Gothic blocks were laid one on top of another. 

It is this minimal concern for egocentric recognition on the part of 
its practitioners that permitted technology to look outward for suggestions.
It began to envision the necessary transformations of its former practices 
to match the future. interests of man. The horizon expanded greatly with 
the so-called systems approach to materiel management. The technique has 
been refined to a highly sophisticated degree during the last two decades 
in the development of colllllunications and the fielding of weaponry. 

As technology matured in the application of systems management to 
materiel problems. it began to notlce that the products cast shadows far 
beyond the mere conversion of knowledge into materiel. There were ' 
important interactions with the lives of men. 

To bring ideas into practical realization requires knowledge and 
assessment of human behavior. Thus it was that although red. hair dyes were 
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used in Egypt in 1600 B.C. and green eye shadows in 500 B.C., the cosmetic 
industry never began to take hold until the end of the nineteenth century.
Its grawth in the twentieth century was largely a matter of skillful 
marketing. 

The construction of skyscrapers is not just a matter of engineering
know-how. There must be an awareness of the marketplace for services, 
the financial problems of subcontractors, the uncertainties of labor, the 
inroads of taxation, the pitfalls of various lease arrangements, the trade
offs between aesthetic appeal and functionality, the long-tenn outlook 
for the surrounding community, and the imprint of the people for whom the 
services are intended. 

An even more intricate network of factors operates in fostering the 
economic expansion of a country. This is directly affected in large 
measure by the growth in world trade. The latter is influenced by the 
levels of tariffs and functioning of the international monetary system.
These two, in turn, are related to the stresses and strains of the 
balance-of-payments difficulties of individual countries and the crises 
of confidence that wax and wane with every rumor. 

As a result of such experience, technology is gradually reorienting
itself from individual gadgets of materiel systems, then from materiel 
systems to functional systems, with man as the point of reference. 
Sumner Myers neatly illustrated the needed transition with the simple 
case of traffic control. "Most street traffic control systems are now 
progranmed to move vehicles, not people..••Traffic lights are set to 
favor three people in two cars over fifty people on one bu~. To give
buses the priorities they deserve on the 'time shared' cj t j !streets, 
traffic control systems should be redesigned to consider people flows 
rather than vehicular flows. In the language of the traffic engineer, 
they should be people-actuated, not vehicle-actuated." 

As technological innovations become people-actuated rather than 
device-actuated, significant social benefits will ensue with an upward 
sweep. This is exemplified by the installation of five thousand new 
electric lights in an Indiana city not too many years ago. Criminal 
assaults declined 70 percent and robberies dropped 60 percent over a 
two-year period. 

Technology has already begun to anticipate the drastic social changes
of the next fifty years. It recognizes that not much ttme fa available to 
make preparatory adaptations. The point is readily observed from the 
popular curves on the output of technology. Graphs on energy consumed, 
speed of transportation, tons of materiel fabricated, numbe·r of electric 
components per cubic foot of space, and number of discoveries, for 
example, show an originally slow incubation period with time, followed by 
a gradual upward turn, then a sudden steep climb. Today the curves are 
on an almost vertical rise. Technology seems steaming toward the peak
of 11Megaloscience. 11 Electronics would replace the composer and the poet. 
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Computers would become the dispenser of knowledge. Children created in 
the image of God would be brought up in the image of machines. 

There are definite signs, however, that the world is turning away
from peripheral devices to central man. Technology has plunged headlong, 
so feverishly and resolutely down the material groove that countervailing
reactions have begun to set in. As Lao-tze said some twenty-five hundred 
years ago, "Reversal is the nature of the Tao. 11 The higher amenities of 
life are no longer to be excluded by material progress. The sensibilities 
of art and spirit are to be incorporated, as well as the facts of science. 
Action is to be a total equation. Somehow technology must find a way to 
the new synthesis. 

This requires a dialogue between the thinkers of the social norms and 
the implementers of the articulated goals--between art, spirit, and science 
on the one hand, and technology on the other. The liaison must be mutually
responsive. Before technology can apply the output of the former, there 
must be understanding • . The surest sign of understanding is resonance at 
the interchange. This implies a transfer of thought, substance, and 
activation. In terms of purposeful activity, there must be a capability of 
predicting the physical embodiment of the Beautiful, the Good, and the 
True in the man-made world. Otherwise, the consequences of the utterances 
of art, spirit, and science would be but sheer accident. To be realistic, 
life is enmeshed in chance and accident. Lightning fells an oak. An 
impromptu meeting begins a new generation. An overhearing of a folk tune 
leads to a new symphony. Chance provides the tang and thrill of living.
But it would be more reassuring to man's welfare if the capriciousness of 
chance were moderated in man's favor. 

A principal question in this regard is: who should shoulder the 
primary burden for maintaining the dialogue on a meaningful basis? To 
say that we shouid have a new profession to bridge the gap between basic 
thinking and applied actions is merely begging the issue. This suggestion
only leads to an infinite regress as to what further new professions are 
to be established to bridge the two new interfaces, and so on, ad infinitum. 
Speaking as an idealist for themoment and not as a technologist, I would 
say that both parties should meet each other at the half-way point. But 
practically speaking, this never happens. One or the other must carry the 
initiative and overlap the seams to form a functioning society, whether 
it be at the 51:49, 60:40, or 90:10 mark. 

Perhaps my answer might have been different at another period of 
history. But at this stage of our civilization, and for the next fifty 
years, I feel that technology should press for the contact. I do not 
recommend this because I believe technology to be superbly qualified to 
undertake the responsibility. On the contrary, I consider it to be grossly
deficient in this respect and I shall come back to this point later. But 
my reasons are three. 

The first is to redress the balance between the materialistic and 
idealistic tendencies of the world during the past fifty years. We do 
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not need more know-how in getting things done. We need more insight about 
incorporating lofty ideals into the things that are being done. The best 
way for the doer to gain a keen insight into their nature is searching for 
them. He will never understand it if he is spoon-fed. The fact that 
technology has not damaged its engineering competence by maintaining close 
relations with science shows that technology will not lose its realism 
through intimate association with art and spirit. On the contrary,
technology will acquire a new dimension. 

Technology will be able to incorporate the meaning of Yeats' words 
into the everyday lives of men: 

God guard me from those thoughts that men think 
In the mtnd alone. 
He that sings a lasting song
Thinks in a marrow bone. 

The second reason is to preserve the precious talent of the true 
savants of art, spirit, and science. These are entirely too few to be 
diluted. Their beacons should be pennitted to shine forth in their pristine
brilliance to penetrate the smog of reality. They should not be sooted 
at the source. 

The third is the very personalities of the individuals involved. Many
of those in the forefronts of art, spirit, and science consider that every
day utility imparts vulgarity and banality to their works. They avoid 
realism and practicality, as if shrinking from a fatally contagious disease. 
On the other hand, it is in the nature of technologists to get things done. 
They do not stand on ceremonies. If the practical goal recedes from their 
grasp, they usually run that much faster in pursuit. 

It is comforting to note that the enlightened leaders of technology 
are aware of the broader scope of their responsibilities. It is a rare 
top-rung industrial executive in this country who does not spend a 
significant fraction of his time raising money for worthy community causes, 
such as education, health, culture, and religion. For twenty-seven
consecutive years, Texaco has been sponsoring radio broadcasts of the 
Metropolitan Opera on Saturday afternoons. The board chairman of another 
large company has been quoted to have said about a year ago, "We have got 
a tradition in General Motors of maybe too much sticking with our bvsiness 
problems!" The president of the company added, "We live in a changing 
world . Our job is to maintain liaison. 11 

Technology's liaison with art, spirit, and science reminds me of the 
Indian apologue about a lump of clay, as described by William Punshon. A 
1ump of clay was once asked by a man, 11What are you? 11 The reply was, 11 1 
am but a lump of clay, but I was placed beside a rose and I caught its 
fragrance. 11 
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Instrument of Values 

While absorbing the essences of art, spirit, and scien~e, technology
is expected to fulfill the second role of an instrument of social values. 
There is need to transform technology as an unknown and uncontrollable 
power into a welcomed and ·malleable force. 

In this connection it takes just as much creativity and energy to solve 
wrong as we11 as ri·ght prob1ems, to ame11 orate phantom as we11 as rea 1 
concerns. The task of technology, then, begins ·wtth the interpretation
of the issue at · hand. Defining ·probl'ems ·in• the component-ortented analytical 
fashion of the past will only lead-tec;hnology- back to-t~·e "same kind of 
questions, tools, solutions, and contrtbattons, 'wtth whtch •it has been 
involved in the ·past. Defining ·probi•ems in a·total i ty-ortented synthetic
fashion, however, will expand technology1 s hortzon~to ·new qualitative
heights. Success would no longer be-measared in terms-of so1ving problems 
per se, but of maximizing value to society. 

In order to fScilitate·· tts contrt.huttorrs in-·thts role, technology must 
first be able to foreca~t the ·prtce to· be paid for. the ·val·ue to .be received. 
The social and human client needs to be remi"nded of Ralph Emerson's 
admonition: Nature· never•gives anything to· anyoner jeverythtng ts sold. It 
is only in the abstr.actions· of ·idea1s that--chotce-comes· withoat consequences. 

The purpose of arttculattng ·prtces associated with values is not to 
sap man's faith in his vision. It is not .designed ·to scare off the bride
groom with a list of financial burdens linked toi marttal bliss. It is to 
guarantee his freedomJin actuality. If a citizen •is at liberty to make the 
choice, but is ignorant ·of the ·consequences, ts he really free? The choice 
is ·what he imagines; the consequences ·are ·wbat ·be lives. Technology does 
not necessarily have the responstbility :to advise as to .selection of wants, 
but it' has : the responsibility to;;make ·the prices explicit and clear. If 
people's unawareness of:the ·conseqaences ·mtsdirects them to harmful choices, 
techno1ogy-must share the blame. ·If their •poverty of soul or smallness of 
mtnd leads them to· choo§e~ill; --despite the ·clearly defined consequences,
then ·at least technology wot1ld have-done its duty. In ·any case, the citizens 
in the de)nocracy would have exerctsed their freedom to · the· fullest. They
would be able .to ·walk erest in•the fall light ·of day, enjoying the fruits 
of the decision -as th~y ·are borne·and paying· the bills when · they are due. 

Unfortunately, · this is easier said than ·done: The rapidity of change
in today's world is alarming. Aboat $24 billion is •being ·spent per year in 
this country alone on research in' the .natara1' .sciences and development of 
materiel. Ninety percent ·of all scientists who ever· ltved are living today.
The amoant of ·technical tnformation- doubles .every decade. There are fifty
thousand joarnals·r poblishing-the •·resalts in ·sixty odd languages. With 
today·'s constant flux, ·where does one -- find the reference· reflection of the 
changing moods? 

The c1ear --statement of pros and cons is additiona11y complicated by
well-meaning men of•misguided action, and by the wily minority wijich knows, 
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as Oscar Wilde has said, that ·11to ·t>e intelligible is •to be found out . 11 

There is a tendency to ·mask:-: the bitterness and·-boredom~; with ·sweet flavors 
and soothing words ~ The wishfa1 thinking ·of the publ i c 1s catered to 
with pleasing sounds. This is exemplified by the testimony of ·a "motivational 
research expert" before a Congresstonal · committee several years ago. He 
stated· that "Our entire social structure depends on the mass production of 
psychologically satisf:Ying products as much ·as the individual depends on 
these products in fu1fil11ng his emotional -- needs. 11 According to him, words 
like "colossal" and- 11mamrnoth 11 are mor~ meani"r:igful .than 11 large 11 or even 
"very large. 11 He argued for continui.ng':the cl·assification of 11giant, 11 

1111colossal_, and 11mamrnoth, 11 rather~Jban~· ~sma'l'.t ,'1!··~ atmn, 11 ~arid 11 largeu for 
olives ·and prunes. Finally, he ·added . the clincner~ 11Customers do not want 
small prunes at any price!"" Stephen White ·described this art of advertising 
as "the wedding of attistic t~lent to commercial dtive, brought about by the 
provision of a substantial dowry. 11 

We need. not belabor the difficulties surrounding the forecasting of 
costs of decisions, and · the plausibilities of· available options. These- have 
been aggravated by the -- breakdown_of ethical, ~esthetic, and social norms 
of the Renaissance. Tradition no ·.longer. prescribes· the constraints of 
former centu~ies. Modern -man is adrift amid an enermously expanded range
of choices with uncertain consequences. · Nevertheless, regardless of the 
formidable nature of-the challenge, technology must ·meet it head on. It 
may well take the next fifty years before technology perfects a frame of 
mind conducive to the art, and techniques appropriate for the task. 

Once society has selected its values and goals, -it is the tole of 
technology to bring· tbem into tangib1e forms. In attempting this particular.
task, technology must clearly appreciate the limitations, as well as power,
of its own methods. ·For ex~mple, one of the most useful techniques ts 
extrapolation. Ext_rapolations are made from mathematical equations to 
physical models, from-small mo~els to· large operating in?tall~tions, from 
phys ica1 ana1ogs· to flesh and b 1 ood-i ·from .mice to men, from man to society.
These are giant leaps. · The ,degree of uncertainty ·must be hedged with 
appropriate flexibility of ·adjustments. 

A simple case of scale modeling may be used to illustrate the problem.
All of the ·comp1ex mechanical items ·whicn · have been developed recently in 
this country have· been engineered through the use of scale models. The 
basic question· fn ·every case ' irivoTved· the ·validity with which a scaling law 
can be written which acc_ur,ately disp1ars the similarity of behavior between 
the small scale~model and the large operational prototype. · Even in cases 
involving.. only reasonably ·complex ·equipment--Hke a turbine engine--where
all significant paramete·rs have been·mathematically analyzed, the extrapolations 
are usually reliable only within a fivefo.ld extension. 

Another very usef1,1l_ planning ·and managerial device is a portfolio of 
methodologtes for systems analysis, cost~effectiveness analysis, and con
figuration management. · I alluded to · these techniques earlier. But here too 
are serious limitations. They·are encumbered with constraints and assumptj ons. 
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Only a relatively few variables are treated at any given time. In order 
to complete the analysis it is always assumed that the system is not 
sensitive to factors outside of the· few explicitly included in the mathematical 
model. Clearly this is not the case in real life. There are many second 
and higher order relationships which are not readily foreseeable. The 
list of consequences is never complete. It was with this in mind that 
Denis Brogan once said, "The impact of America on the outside world ... is 
far more revolutionary than most Americans think, because we think of it 
as the arrival of Cadillacs or Coca-Cola or anything else, without realizing
that in the same ship--so to speak, in the same package--they are bringing 
a whole series of ideas, habits, and concepts, which must all hang together.... 
Otherwise, you won 00t have industrialization~" A concrete example of such 
anastomoses is the coal-and-steel corrmunity idea of the 1940 1 s, which led 
to the economic alliance of six European nations. Within two decades the 
elimination of all obstacles to the free movement of labor is within attain
ment. Schools and universities of Europe have been established whose 
credentials are accepted throughout the six countries. Increasingly this 
free interchange is bringing their folkways closer together. Even the 
emotional patterns to which the telev4sion and radio programs are being 
pitched are becoming progressively similar. 

When social ramifications are involved, the available scientific meth
ods are woefully inadequate as the prime basis for decision, although they
remain very useful as adjuncts. There is as yet an unbridged gap between 
cost-effectiveness and value-effectiveness. The ma~hematics of nonlinear 
variations, which are characteristic of the real world, is overly complicated 
for even the most ski,'lful mathematicians and the largest computers. The 
social indicators are yet to be clearly defined. The equilibrium and 
dynamics involving individual and group values are ill understood. The deep 
seated sensations of the heartaarid mind defy verbal descriptions. 

Furthermore, scaling laws do not take into account the shifting values 
of society. Technology needs to keep in ha:£mOny with these trends, so 
that the product of its efforts are timely in meeting the needs 0f man. 
During the developmental stages of .a society, for example, survival holds 
the center of attention. 11A full stomach is heaven~ the rest is luxury, 11 

so the old proverb goes. Aesthetics can wait. But, as Eric Larrabee asks, 
11After abundance, then what? 11 It seems as if society is not yet ready for 
this question. A demand exists for ingenuity of a higher order. 

At this state of knowledge, it would seem the better part of wisdom to 
rely on intuitive experience as the final arbiter. Nevertheless, the task 
of predictability from limited data and restricted models to reality is an 
urgent one. The sooner technology begins a determined search for predictive
schemes with man as the measure, the earlier they will be attained. 

As an instrument of values, technology should refrain from carrying a 
project to the bitter end, regardless of previously unforeseen consequences, 
to attain the understandable satisfaction of completing a challenging enterprise.
This is but petty compensation. Technology must remember the clear intent, 
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value norms, and strategic purposes at all times. This is important since 
the route needed to be taken to attain•a given goal cannot be determined 
precisely ahead of time. The interminable financial overrun is a mundane 
example of 11we11-laid plans of mice and men gone oft awry. 11 Frequently, 
the change in tactics presumably essential to gain the strategic purpose 
often defeats the very purpose itself. At other times, the ends do not 
justify the means. At all junctions of tactical alternatives, therefore, 
technology must select that road which conforms to the intent as well as 
letter of the overall object of the exercise. Technology has not been 
granted the license to vitiate socially determined strategic purposes by
technologically improvised tactical increments. A noble profession does 
not throw a Frankensteinian fait accompli on the doorstep of society with 
the dispassionate proclamation, 11 Here 1 s what you ordered! 11 As soon as indi
cations arise · that continuation along the current route of implementation 
will not provide society what it had bargained for, it is incumbent upon
technology to lay the current picture before society. Let society then 
revalidate its wishes in the revised list of choices and consequences. 

The so-called urban problem is illustrative of the b~,ad challenges 
facing technology as an instrument of social values. Since it is of special 
interest to many members of the American Institute of Planners, I would 
like to go into it t·n some detail. The problem was summarized this way a 
year ago by Wendy Buehr in Horizon magazine: 

With all the wonder4wgrking powers that modenn Technology has 
devised, there is a certain macabre humor in the fact that a I • 
head of lettuce can travel across an entire continent and arrive 
at market in a better condition than "the customer who comes three 
blocks to buy it. Life in a twentieth century city is, in a 
very real sense, an endurance test. Too many people trying to out
wit too few buses, too little air, and too much noise, too many 
paunds ·of black soot and too few blades of green grass, antiquated 
plumbing and overpowered autos, blizzards, droughts, buckling 
pavements, exp1oding water mains, and faltering .power sources, 
these are the outrageous fortunes of the city dweller. 

The public's reaction to the British government's decision a year ago 
to build an airport in the beautiiu1 Essex countryside, north of London 
provides a sober exampie. The Daily Mai~ asked sharply, ~What is the point 
of technology if it is going to maRe fife faster but also uglier, drabber, 
dirtier, noisier? Is~itt rrighit t to. create slums near London so that jumbo~ 
loads of passengers from New York can get to the Piccadilly a few hours ~ 
earlier?" 

Comparable dilermnas confront us in America. Our large cities are 
resigned to having half of their central areas occupied by streets, parking 
facilities, and transportation facilities, befouling the atmosphere,
jeopardizing the health of the people, and ruining the beauty of the landscape. 
The citizens of the greatest democracy that ever existed may well ask 
themselves: Did we know this to be· the consequence of our free choice? Or 
did we ~ver have a choice? Is a great democracy only obliged to prov-i-de 
clean government to rule but not clean air to breathe? 
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Of an even greater potential harm to men, who are destined to live 
in the giant '"Amerka-n· ciUes of .tbe :future, is the way ·in wh·ich th~y"'are ~ · 
literally poured over each other. We have forgotten what Thomas Carlyle · 
had once told an American, "you may boast over your democracy, or any other 
-ocracy, or any kind of political rubbish; but the reasons why your laboring
folk are so happy is that you have a vast deal of land for a very few 
people.81 fJ/e should ask ourselves about the longef' range consequences of 
living in compact quarters, quite apart from the well-known first order 
physical effects. I am reminded of Konrad Lorenz's observations, recorded 
in ~ing Solomon 1 s Ring, of two· doves placed in· a cage. After one day, 
11a orrible sight met my eyes. The [male] tur.tle dove lay on the floor of 
the cage; the top of his head and neck, as also the whole length of his back, 
were not only plucked bare of feathers, but so flayed as to form a single
wound dripping with blood. In the middle of his gory surface, like an 
eagle on his prey, stood the second harbinger of peace. Wearing that dreamy
facial expression that so appeals to our sentimental observer, this charming
lady pecked mercilessly with her silver bill in the wounds of her prostrated
male. 11 In the cramped quarters, the weaker bird could not flee ihto safety.
Nor could the stronger vent its feelings elsewhere. The saving spatial
generosity of nature had been upset. We know what this means in one instance 
with doves. We have yet to know what this means with men. 

We talk about making our cities our greatest work of art, about the 
limites of Nature 1 s bounty of liveable streams and green surrounding , about 
the rehabilitation of the old and imaginative planning of the new. We 
read about bold concepts of "space frames, 11 ltd:emed~ar,er.ia cities, 11 11ecumenopolis. 11 

Yet we sit back and wonder whether this all is a Sisyphean exercise as we 
watch the ticker-tape statistics flash by: By the year 2000, 85 percent
of the 300 million citizens of this country w~it:11 be congregated in .,'cities. 
A third will be c~owded into ten metropolitan areas with populations from 
5 to 23 million each. 

So far, most of the proposed solutions have ranged from pouring more 
dollars into the beehive, so that more bees can be .added to the hive, which 
in turn will demand more dollars, then more bees; to ingenious ways of 
packing more ants in an ant hill. These are typical of the brute-force 
approaches that seem to have attracted so much attention . Yet frequently
the brute-force method is the only one which works. I would not belittle 
its contributions in this case at this time. 

The suggestions, however, show a tendency to fragment the city into 
segmented concerns. There seems to be a lack of an obvious pattern tying
them together. It is not clear that solving any one or more of them will 
in fact provide the city as a whole some respite for growth. The tension 
remains unresolved unless there is a transcending concept of an urban
gestaltt so to speak. There are a number of ways of going about this, of 
course. We might mention an oversimplified example to illustrate the 
possibility of viewing the urban problem as a totality and solving the 
constituent problems within that context. 

Let us suppose there is an equation relating the effects of saturation 
and/or breakdown of one of the constituent functions of a city of Oi gi ven 
size, and the time it takes for the city to recover from the effects. 
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The break-even point occurs when the mean time between failures of that 
function equals the mean time of recovery of the city. The higher the 
ratio between the two, the more time and energy would be available to the 
city to realize greater things for its inhabitants. In actuality, there 
are many functions within a city. Their interdependence is complex. The 
equation becomes very complicated. Nevertheless, the basic principle holds: 
The mean time between failures of any one of the essential functions of 
a city must be comfortably greater, say a hundredfold, than the mean time 
of recovery before the city can ever aspire to greatness. It may well be 
that mathematical analyses might show that there are ascertainable minimum 
and maximum populations for greatness, with predictable rates of decline 
for cities beyond these limits. In any case, the urban problem is amenable 
to the expanded systems treatment to which we have referred earlier. 

However, the systems treatment must be broadened not only to include 
cost-effectiveness of all component materiel and functions. It must 
also include factors of replacement and rejuvenation at the very outset 
in temporal and physical tune with the rhythm of human needs. I would like 
to stress this point in particular. Urban planning should not treat the 
city as a mechanical totality but as an open-ended living entity. The 
plan of a city should not be looked upon merely as a blueprint for the 
layout of streets, parks, buildings, and inanimate paraphernalia. It is 
to be a portrayal of metabolizing tissues functioning in a living organism. 
Change, both in function and structure, is to be incorporated for suc
cessive -generations in a single plan. At this point we can draw some 
useful inspiration from biology. A living creature maintains its tonus of 
youth because the body cells are continually being replaced by new ones. 
In the case of man, all cells are replenished every six years or so. It 
is to be noted that during the early fetal stage, each generation of cells 
is succeeded by another with new metabolic functions, as the fetus evolves 
into maturity. We need not dwell on this analogy any further. Suffice it 
to say the urban planner should be a biotic planner. Before he puts pen 
on paper, he should have before him a clear picture, not only of what the 
city will look like when it is first built, but also what it will look 
like in the years to come. Not on1y~id~t·, but when; not only when, but at 
what differential rates of change for constituent structures and functions. 
Subsistence, work, education, transportation, recreation, and other systems 
are to be designed in that context. They are to be· built and used for the 
space-time function in a particular plase in the life of the city, then 
replaced by a new structure for the same or a new space-time function, as 
the city grows, its inhabitants change, and its interface with the outside 
environment mutates. In particular, intrinsic adaptive flexibility must 
be designed into the city so that the capriciousness of international, 
national, and other external factors can be assimilated without catastrophic 
impact. The fundamental values and functional centers vital to their pres
ervati0n must be safeguarded with the necessary homeostatic mechanismg.
The elegance of an urban plan rests on capturing this dynamic vibrancy of 
metamorphosis, growth, and rejuvenation at its very inception. Infinite 
real time is compressed into the visionary instant. 

We can see that the speculative constructs for the solution of the 
urban problem are available. Putting them into practice, however, is a 
challenge of another order of magnitude. This represents the greatest
single test facing technology as an instrument of value in the next fifty 
years. 
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Avant Garde of the New Age 

But technology alone cannot solve the urban or any other social di
lemma of great pith. There must be a change in the cultural context in 
which technology is embedded. I sense an incipient transformation underway. 
Our present age of materialism seems to be giving way to a new ~ge. This 
new age, which may be called the Age of Holistic Humanism, will be identified 
by two principal characteristics. 

First, a holistic approach is adopted in shaping man's life and en
vironment. Such an approach is based on Jan Christiaan Smuts' philo
sophic doctrine of holism. This states that the determining factors in 
nature are wholes, such as organisms and not their constituent parts. Man 
and society are not to be fractionated. Human needs are to be considered 
in relation to man's total being and environmental context. 

Second, man is the measure of value--the apt theme of the American 
Institute of Planners' Fiftietg Anniversary Conference. As William 
Blackstone once said, "Mankind.will not be reasoned out of the feelings
of humanity." No matter how far astray society may drift temporarily, it 
will always come back to man as the measure. 

There wi 11 be a harmony of things spi ri tua 1 and intangible with the 
cor.nucop,1a ,of,r,ma-ter,.;i a-.l ,. abundanee. The consciousness of the inner soul and 
the awareness of the self will be embodied in the nature of the environment. 
The sense of feebleness and futility arising from the fluctuating interplay
of system components is replaced by the enlightened freedom of choice and 
consequences in the full light of the totality. Man and Nature are to be 
one. This is the tenor of the new age. 

To help inaugurate this glorious era is one of the most important
roles of technology. An environment of diversity and richness is to be 
created to uplift the lives of citizens of the great democracy and give
meaning to their activities. The people will gain a sense of worth and 
belonging, in their fuller participation in the economic and social life 
of the .community. This will result in a general pride of stewardship in 
the collective prosperity and welfare of the country. 

To be prepared for this opportunity, technology must complete the 
transformation it is undergoing. · There needs to be a shifting of its in
tellectual salients. The process of grinding out more invent,ons, labor
saving devices, and profits is now routine in character. A reasonable 
level of technical knowledge and co11111on sense nimbleness is all that is 
required. With 20 percent of the work force destined to have college
degrees in this country during the next decade, the responsibility for 
technological advances in materiel can well be left in the hands of the 
general public with considerable assurances of success. The leaders of 
technology should now turn their attention from the centripedal thrill of 
this acceleration of materiel change, upward in search for a greater
future for technology. The systems view of planning, which it has so 
eagerly embraced, needs to be extended to include not only the ca.leu-la; 
tions of science but also the emanations of Art and Spirit. It should 
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encompass not only the needs of the physical but also those of the 
psychic and the social. It should no longer overlook the so-called "non
quantifiables." It is not to be restricted to the linear, the sequential,
and the controlled. At this point, however, technology hits a snag. The 
fundamental transformation of intellectual orientation is not technology•s 
to bring about. 

A new generation of thought and a new context of education are 
required. Art, spirit, and science would also have to adopt the ecumen-
ical view in its broadest sense. For in reality, how can a truncated art, 
a segmented spirit, and a specialized science serve as the prophets of 
Beauty, Goodness, and Truth? I know of no American teaching institution 
dedicated to inculcating the necessary apprehension of the totality. There 
are gurus, monks, and Zen Masters elsewhere. But "thes-e·are outside the 
normal stream of technology's associations. There are no universities, 
no graduate schools, and no academic departments dedicated to developing,
refining, and imparting holistic techniques to prepare leaders for the new 
age. The closest approximation is the so-called interdisciplinary approach,
whereby teams of specialists are brought together to solve a problem. How
ever. something vital is still missing. The results of these interdisciplinary
collaborations are always composites. Integration is attained by vote of 
partisan constituents and by compromise of definitions of terms. The 
solutions are insipid statistical averages. Humanity becomes a statue 
sculptured by a conmittee. Its totality .is an artthmetic accretion of 
parts, miscellaneous and missing. There is no intuitive living wholeness. 
In the new age, deliberations will be centered around alternatives of wholes, 
not upon assemblages of alternative components which harmonize neither 
among themselves nor with the context of NatQre. Technology needs to en=• 
courage our educational system to move in this direction, to grow out of its 
own traditional ways of pedagogic alienation of intuitive integration. 

Perhaps a new institution should be established. Wisdom of values and 
judgment can be added to maturity of thought and breadth of knowledge.
There will be no architects of building, biochemists of the gene, physicists
of the nucleus, doctors of letters, or historians of the middle ages as 
world renowned specialists in this school of the future. Such scholars of 
partial knowledge will continue to make major contributions to society.
But they will do so in the learned departments of the present universities, 
for pur~oses other than what we have in mind. But we need one place--just 
one small and intensive place--where the new seed can be allowed to grow.
It is a new species; it needs different nutrients; it responds to the total 
spectrum of light. It seeks the instantaneous apprehension of the ~otality,
from which holistic knowledge gains relevance. There are many individuals 
wandering about lo~king for such a home. The urban and other social 
problems of the future require the imput from such talents to leaven the 
vast technological knowledge of the day. Perhaps we can then supply the 
missing element of a grand civilization, which Edna St. Vincent Millay
described in her sonnet: 

...Upon this gifted age, in its dark hour 
Rains from the sky a meteoric shower 
Of facts ... ;they lie unquestioned, uncombined, 
Wisdom enough to ~1~ech"- llS i.of.,~_,our , H 1 
Is daily spun, but there exists no loom 
To weave it into fabric. 
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Q I.tis the role of Technology to sponsor this avant garde. 

Technology's Nudge 

In summary, the• next fifty years provide technology the opportunity
of a millenium. The evolution of civilization has progressed through a 
series of emphases on various facets of man's fancy and knowledge.
Successive centuries have witnessed the predominance of different dis
ciplines. Science has become the prophet of the present age and tech
nology has put its pronouncements to work. 

During the past twenty-five years, technology has found it necessary 
to grasp the systems views for efficient implementation of trne materiel 
concepts of siience. The inevitability of the intrinsic logic of the 
systems view is extending the scope of Technology beyond the bare materiel 
necessities of animal life to the grandeur of·Art and Spirit. It is now 
focusing attention on values with man as the measure. This is moving
technology gradually onto the threshold of a new age. This is the age in 
which man is no longer to be viewed as a single-faceted creature of the 
moment, nor as a composite;.o-py·· separate components, but as an intuitive 
whole with NatQ,Jie. The systems approach of technology is no longer bounded 
by the thermodynamics of machines but open-ended in the harmony of, as 
Paul Valery calls it,, , 11a unified system of human sensitivity and activity." 

Man is hesitating about whether or not he should enter this new Age
of Holistic Humanism. It is the great opportunity and privilege for 
technology to give him an understanding but firm nudge . This constitutes 
the most important of all roles for technology in creating man's 
environment in the next fifty years. 
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0 NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF LAW ENFORCEMENT AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
: 

Regulation No. NI-1 October 23, 1968 

INSTITUTE DOCUMENTS 

1. Purpose. This regulation prescribes the nature of Insti
tute documents. Its purpose is to facilitate information ex
change and to simplify records. 

2. Numbered Internal Series. 

a. There are four numbered series, viz.: 

(1) Administrative memo~anda pertain to short
term administrative procedures affecting personnel, 
fiscal and other administrative-type actions. They 
are prepared by the Chief of the Administrative and 
Fiscal {Division'. · 

(2) Regulations pertain to standing directives of 
greater significance than Administrative Memoranda. 
They are signed by the Executive Assistant. 

(3) Pamphlets pertain to information documents. 
They are usually written by a member of the Institute 
under his own byline. 

(4) Policy Papers pertain to official positions of 
the Institute. They are promulgated by the Director. 

b. The Chief of the Administrative and Fiscal Division 
assigns document numbers and dates and arranges for their 
reproduction and distribution. 

3. Documents for External Readers include publications, 
newsletters, and'lectures. Each document follows the format 
and style most suitable for its purpose and conforms to the 
prevailing professional standards, so as to reflect credit . ~ 
upon the author and the Institute. Approval of the Depl¼ty....,--~ ? 

Director is required prior to submission of manuscript for 
publication. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR: 

Q Acting Executive 

Distribution: 
All Personnel I 
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NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF LAW ENFORCEMENT AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

REGULATION NO. NI-2 OCTOBER 24, 1968 

ORGANIZATION, MISSION AND FUNCTIONS 

Paragraph 
Purpose 1 
Changes 2 
Authentication 3 
Mission and Functions Statement 4 

1. Purpose. This regulation preseribes the organiza
tion, missions and functions of all authorized organizational 
elements of the National Institute of Law Enforcement and 
Criminal Justice. Its purpose is to p»ovide a stable frame
work within which the day to day functions of the Institute 
mission may be accomplished and to assign responsibility among.,. 
the various elements. 

2. Changes. The organization of the Institute is nec
essarily a changing one, adjustment to new concepts, variable 
conditions, and changing priorities. Chiefs of elements are 
held responsible for recommending changes, which will result in 
greater effectiveness in the accomplishment of missions or better 
utilization of resources, to the Chief of the Office of Plans, 
Programs, and Review. Change proposals will include the follow
ing supporting data: 

a. a. Mission authority (if new activity, mission, or 
function is proposed) and statement of new functions, 
annotated to indicate differences from previous 
functions. 

b. Proposed organizational structure and personnel, 
annotated to indicate differences in series and grade . 

c. Narrative explanation of purpose and e~pected 
benefits of change. 

3. Authentication. The Chief of the Office of Plans, 
Programs, and Review will solicit coordination and/or comments 
from all interested elements and submit the proposal to the 
Director of the Institute for approval. 

,; . 
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4. Missions and Functions Statements. Presented 
in Sections 1 through 12. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR: 

~-e 
Acting Executive Assista 

Distribution: 
All personnel 
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NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF LAW ENFORCEMENT AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

MISSION 

As stated in Public Law 90-351, Title I, Part D, 
Section 402(a), "It shall be the purpose of the Institute 
to encourage research and development to improve and strengthen 
law enforcement. 

(b) The Institute is authorized--

(1) to make grants to, or enter into contracts 
with, public agencies, institutions of higher educa
tion, or private organizations to conduct research, 
demonstrations, or special projects pertaining to the 
purposes described in this title, including the de
velopment of new or imp~oved approaches, techniques, 
systems, equipment, and devices to imp~ove and 
strengthen law enforcement; 

(2) to make continuing studies and undertake 
programs of research to develop new or improved 
approaches, techniques, systems, equipment, and de
vices to improve and strengthen law enforcement, in
cluding, but not limited to, the effectiveness of 
projects or programs carried out under this title; 

(3) to carry out programs of behavioral 
research designed to provide more accurate informa
tion on the causes of crime and the effectiveness of 
various means of preventing crime, and to evaluate 
the success of correctional procedures; 

(4) to make recommendations for action which 
can be taken by Federal, State, and local govern
ments and by pti vate persons and organizations to 
improve and strengthen law enforcement; 

(5) to carry ojt~programs of instructional 
assistance consisting of research fellowships for t 
the programs provided under this section, and special 
workshops for the presentation and dissemination of 
information resulting from research, demonstrations, 
and special projects authorized by this title; 
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(6) to car~y out a program of collection 
and dissemination of information obtained by the 
Institute or other Federal agencies, public 
ageneies, institutions of higher education, or 
private organizations engaged in projects under 
this title, including information relating to new 
or improved approaches, techniques, systems, 
equipment, and devices to improve and strengthen 
law enforcement; and 

(7) to establish a research center to carry 
out the programs described in this section." 
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OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR 

FUNCTIONS 

1. DIRECTOR 

, a. Formulates and implements the research and 
development program of the Law Enforcement As
sistance Administration as authorized under 
Public Law 90-351. 

b. Directs the Institute staff, grantees, and 
contractors in the accomplishment of assigned 
missions. 

c. Provides advise to Federal, State, and local 
agencies on the improvement of law enforcement 
and criminal justice. 

2. DEPUTY DIRECTOR 

a. Acts as deputy to the Director, and is respon
sible for the day-to-day operations of the Institute. 

3. EXECUTIVE A&SISTANT 

a. Provides executive assistance to the Director 
and Depucjali)&re~te~ in the management of the 
Institute. 

b. Reviews all documents for signature of the 
Director and Deputy Director to insure accuracy, 
clarity, appropriate tone, and accord with Admin
istration and Institute policies and plans. 

4. I_NSTITUTE ADVISORY COUNCIL 

Cons±sting of about 30 outside experts in relevant 
disciplines and law enforcement and criminal justice 
operations, the Council: 

a. Provides advice on critical areas of improvement 
in law enforcement and criminal justice to which re
search and development can contribute significantly. 

b. Recommends effective policies, concepts and 
approaches. 

•~a, 
I 
I 
I 
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c. Provides a continuing perspective-~--on the 
potential impacts of Institute plans and actions 
upon individual dignity, freedom, and other con
stitutional rights and responsibilities and vice
versa. 

d. Assists in the recruitment of professional 
personnel. 

5. NATIONAL LAW ENFORCEMENT AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT COORDINATION COUNCIL 

Consisting of representatives from organizations with 
maj©~ related programs, the Council: 

a. Coordinates the national research and develop
ment effort toward the improvement of law enforce
ment and criminal justice. 

b. Encourages the elimination of unnecessary dupli
cation and· stimulates the mutual cooperation among 
investigators. 

c. Facilitates the exchange of information among 
the research and development community. 

Q 
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ADMINISTRATIVE & FISCAL OFFICE 

MISSION 

Provides administrative, personnel, and fiscal 
services to the Institute. 

FUNCTIONS 

1. ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT 

a. Insures appropriate integration of administra
tive activities of the Institute with the Adminis
tration. 

b. , Develops, prescribes, and improves the Institu
te's administrative practices and procedures. 

c. Provides mail and record services, including 
mail distribution and control, follow-up on action 
papers, and management of records. 

d. P~ovides office services, including control of 
office space, reqmisitioning and distributing office 
supplies and equipment and keeping appropriate 
records, and liaison with the Administration on 
maintenance of office equipment, telephone services, 
and the like. 

e. Provides document and publication assistance, 
including ordering and distributing external publications, 
arranging for publication of internal issuances, and 
keeping of master file of regulations and other 
publications. 

f. Serves as Security Officer of the Institute, 
arranging for security clearance of personnel, 
classification and declassification of documents, 
and issuance of security regulations and procedures; 
conducts security checks; and investigates possible 
violations. 

g. Performs a variety of other duties such as fund 
drives, safety, blood donor and anni versary celebra
tions. 
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2. PERSONNEL UNIT 

a. Insures appropriate integration of personnel 
activities of the Institute with the Administra
tion. 

b. Develops, prescribes, and improves the Insti
tute's personnel practices and procedures. 

c. Operates education, training and eareer develop
ment programs. 

d. Operates personnel program of position and pay 
management, placement and work force adjustment, 
recruitment and examination, employee-management 
relations, employee services and counseling, reduc
tions-in-force, performance evaluations, incentive 
awards, and personnel locator service. 

e. Provides internal personnel services, including 
maintaining personnel ~ecords, assisting in prepara
tion of personnel documents, processing personnel 
actions, and maintaining timae and leave records. 

f. Acts as Equal Employment Opportunities Officer 
of the Institute with regard to race, color, religion, 
creed, or sex; advises the Director on constructive 
measures and adjudicates allegations of discrimination. 

3. FISCAL UNIT 

a. Insures appropriate integration of financial activ
ities of the Institute with the Administration. 

b. Develops and improves, in conjunction with the 
Administration, financial accounting policies, pro
cedures and systems for the Institute. 

c. Maintains administrative control over all funds 
received and disbursed by the Institute. 

d. Acts as the Institute's contracting officer. 

e. Detects potential fiscal problems and recommends 
corrective actions. 

f. Performs/arranges for financial audits of Institu
te funds, evaluates results, and recommends appropriate 
action. 

- 14 -
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V of GAO and other authorized audit agencies. 
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PLANS, PROGRAMS AND REVIEW OFFICE 

MISSION 

Serves as focal point for generation of long-range 
plans, objectives, and programs for the Institute; pro
vides review of the progress; defends Institute require
ments for resources. 

FUNCTIONS 

1. PLANS UNIT 

a. Recommends general policy, direction, and guidance 
for ~he Institut's long-range resources and management
forecast. . . 

b. Develops and recommends a five-year program for 
the Institute and a strategy toward the attainment of 
the objectives. · 

c. Identifies trends, imbalances, and critical defic
iencies in the National research and development effort 
in law enforcement and criminal justice and formulates 
the Institute~s program accordingly. 

d. Coordinates and modifies the Institute's program to 
insure a ' proper balance among the various program seg
ments, as well as an effective coupling with. the needs 
of the law enforcement and criminal justice agencies. 

e. Develops resour.ce management annexes for contingency 
plans and formulates alternative programs based on these 
plans. 

f. Develops, establishes, and issues overall procedures 
and instructions, relating to the pEeparation, review, 
approval, and defense of the Institute's budget estimates, 
apportionment requests, and current and prior year control 
programs. 

g. Evaluates and recommends position on proposed policy 
statements and maintains the Director's Policy Book. 

"7 -
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2. REVIEW AND ANALYSIS UNIT 

a. Develops, in conjunction with functional chiefs, 
semi-quantitative or quantitative indices of overall 
effectiveness of Institute projects, programs, and 
management. 

b. Establishes, in conjunction with functional chiefs, 
scheduled objectives and progress milestones for pro
jects and programs. 

c. Conducts quarterly progress reviews to the Director, 
and makes appropriate recommendations. 

d. ; Maintains record of Institute accomplishments and 
contributions to law enforcement and criminal justice. 

3. MANAGEMENT SERVICES UNIT 

a. Conducts management surveys as directed by the 
Director, and other office or center chiefs. 

b. Coordinates and supervizes the processing of un
solicited proposals, suggestions, determinations and 
findings, and requests for Administrator's notation 
and approval of awards. 

c. Maintains and arranges for publication of Insti
tution's Organization and Functions Manual. 
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PROJECT MANAGER'S OFFICE 

MISSION 

A project manager acts as the executive agent of the 
Director in designated critical areas of law enforcement 
and criminal justice. 

FUNCTIONS 

a. Provides central point within the Institute for 
integration of all facets of the critical project . 

b. Establishes, in conjunction with the functional 
chiefs, time-phased objectives, critical path, and 
progress milestones. 

c. Reviews progress toward approved objectives and 
directs, in the name of the Director, remedial meas
ures in line with overall policy and guidance. 

d. Maintains quick reaction chanael of communication 
from all activities to the Director to expedite the 
elimination of obstacles to progress. 

e. Remains continually up to date on all relevant 
events and provides Director with weekly report of 
significant ones. 

PROJECT MANAGER ON VIOLENCE 

Discharges above mission and functions in the develop
ment of new approaches, techniques, devices, equipment, 
tactics, and systems for the prevention and control of 

• Violence and the introduction of effective advances into 
practical use by law enforcement and criminal justice 
agencies. 

PROJECT MANAGER ON ORGANIZED CRIME 

Discharges above mission and functions in the develop
ment of new approaches, techniques, devices, equipment, 
tactics, and systems for significant decrease in and control 
of organized crime, and the introduction of effective 
advances into practical use by law enforcement and criminal 
justice agencies. 

SECRETARIAT 

Provides secretariat services to project managers. 

' 
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VISITING FELLOW'S OFFICE 

MISSION 

Manages the Institute's visiting fellow programs. 

FUNCTIONS 

a. Develops and directs programs on Research Assoc
iates, graduate students, and Research Fellows on 
temporary research residences at the Institute. 

b. Recommends, in conjunction with functional chiefs, 
candidates for research residences. 

c. Arranges for appropriate personnel processing and 
support provisions. 

d. Assist visiting fellows in insuring a smooth trans
ition to the Institute and back to their parent organi
zation, as well as a productive and satisfying period 
at the Institute. 

e. Maintain continuing contact with the parent organi
zation regarding the progress of their representatives 
at the Institute. 

f. Follows subsequent careers of visiting fellows as 
an index of the program value to the individuals and 
their parent organizations. 

- 21 -
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0 CRIME PREVENTION AND REHABILITATION RESEARCH CENTER 

MISSION 

Provides national leadership in research on the 
identification of the causes of crime and their re
duction, the motivations of juvenile delinquents, the 
psychology of violence, the sociology of organized 
crime, and the rehabilitation of criminal offenders; 
and advises operating agencies on the applications of 
the results. 

FUNCTIONS 

a. Directs the preparation and execution of the 
Institute's research program in crime prevention 
and rehabilitation. 

b. Develops a nationally balanced research port
folio, optimally distributed according to urgency 
of the needs of law enforcement and criminal justice, 
long-term versus short-term gains, geographical dis
tribution to strengthen local law enforcement and 
criminal justice agencies, availability of talent, 
and probability of success. 

c. Maintains cognizance over the latest and fore
casted advances in all fields of knowledge toward 
early application to the processes of law enforce
ment and criminal justice. 

d. Maintains up-to-date familiarity with advances 
in approaches, techniques, devices, equipment, 
tactics, and systems in crime prevention and re
habilitation in foreign countries and carry out 
adaptations for American use. 

e. Directs internal staff, grantees and contractors 
in research on crime prevention and rehabiliuation; 
evaluates progress; compares alternative approaches 
and determines optimal trade-offs and cost-effective
ness; translates research results into practical 
applications in the standard inventory and operations 
of law enforcement and criminal justice agencies at 
the local level. 
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£. Analyzes feedback information on the unsatis
factory performance of approaches, techniques, 
devices, equipment, tactics, and systems in crime 
prevention and rehabilitation, and develops new 
corrective measures. 

g. Serves as principal professional advis0r to 
Federal, State, municipal, and private organizations 
on the application of the latest research findings 
toward the improvement of crime prevention and 
rehabilitation of criminal offenders. 

h. Encourages the research community to devote 
their talents to the problems of law enforcement 
and criminal justice. 

i. Provides a research setting for visiting fellows. 

ILLUSTRATIVE PROBLEMS 

a. Measurement of factors related to crime, including 
social and economic factors, physical and social 
organization of communities, and biochemical and 
genetic factors. 

b. Motivation of youth and first offenders, including 
the nature of the drives toward the· first unlawful act; 
possible counteracting influences; effect of the manner 
of first apprehension, sentencing, prison companions,
and parole. 

c. Influence of family, peer groups, mass media, and 
institutions upon the development of individual value 
system. 

d. Relationship of crime to urban problems and 
character. 

e. Causation and development of civil disorders. 

f. Assessment of potential factors for racial violence. 

g. Psychology of mobs and their response to various 
psychic and physical forces in relation to quenching 
and control. 
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h. Social and corruption techniques of organized 
crime. 

i. Maximizing community cooperation with law en
forcement officers. 

j. Prediction of future criminal patterns of offenders. 

k. Methods of assessment of correctional effectiveness. 

1. Innovative treatment techniques, including alterna
tives to adjudication and incarceration and expanded 
use of ex-offenders and sub-professionals. 

m. Maximizing the correction: custodial ratio during 
imprisonment. 

n. Impreved techniques of correction by maximizing ex
convict's desire toward lawful behavior and/or avoidance 
of the unlawful, including modification of probation 
and parole methodologies, subliminal influences during 
imprisonment, and counseling and therapy innovations • 

• 
o. Influence of sentence: parole ratio upon risk of 
return to crime. 

p. Design of model correctional institutions. 

• 
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DETECTION AND APPREHENSION DEVELOPMENT CENTER 

MISSION 

Provides national leadership in the development 
of approaches, techniques, devices, equipment, tactics, 
and systems to increase the risks to the potential crim
inal and raise significantly the probability of apprehen
sion and conviction of offenders; and advises operating 
agencies on the applications of the results. 

FUNCTIONS 

a. Directs the preparation and execution of the 
Institute's development program in detection of 
crime and apprehension of criminal offenders. 

b. Develops a nationally balanced development port
folio, optimally distributed according to the urgency 
of the needs of law enforcement and criminal justice, 
long-term versus short-term gains, geographical 
distribution to strengthen local law enforcement and 
criminal justice agencies, availability of tale~t, 
and probability of success. 

c. Maintains cognizance over the latest and fore
casted advances in all fields of knowledge toward 
early application to the processes of law enforcement 
and criminal justice. 

d. Maintains up-to-date familiarity with advances 
in approaches, techniques, devices, equipme~t, tactics, 
and systems in crime detection and apprehension of 
criminal offenders in foreign countries and carry out 
adaptations for American use. 

e. Directs internal staff, grantees, and contractors 
in development of crime detection and apprehension of 
criminal offenders; evaluates progress; compares 
alternative approaches and determines optimal trade-
offs and cost effectiveness; translates research findings 
into practical applications in the standard inventory 
and operations of law enforcement and criminal justice 
agencies at the local level. 

f. Analyzes feedback information on the unsatisfactory 
performance of approaches, techniques, devices, equip
ment, tactics, and systems in crime detection and 
apprehension of criminal offenders and develops new 
corrective measures. 
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g. Serves as principal professional advisor to 
Federal, State, municipal, and private organiza
tions on the application of latest research and 
development findings toward the improvement of 
crime detection and apprehension of criminal 
offenders. 

h. Encourages the scientific and technological 
community to devote their talents to the problems 
of law enforcement and criminal justice. 

i. Provides a research setting for visiting fellows. 

ILLUSTRATIVE PROBLEMS 

a. Development of new family of police equipment, 
such as tactical communications, tactical automatic 
data processing systems, display devices, radio 
frequency compatible and secure police communication 
network, riot-control chemicals, non-lethal weapons, 
night-vision devices, personnel detector, and personal 
equipment. 

b. Improved techniques in criminalistics, such as 
application of neutron activation analysis, bio
chemical properties of human debris, and better 
finger-prin~ characterizations. 

c. More effective and less expensive community alarm 
and surveillance systems. 

d. Hardening of crime targets, such as building code 
requirements on locks and fasteners and thief-proof 
automobile key and starter. 

e. Analysis of crime patterns and development of 
computer aids in support of detective investigations. 

f. Predictive mathematical techniques for allocation 
of patrol force. 

g. Development of minimum-force riot quenching tactics 
and systems. 

h. Improvement of preventive patrol strategies and 
techniques. 

i. Tactics and equipment toward maximizing the speed 
of arrival of law enforcement officers at the scene 
of the crime. 
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0 j. Analysis of alternative surveillance and 
pursuit systems and tactics for optimum cost 
effectiveness for different size police forces 
and budgets. 

k. Computer-assisted police command and control 
system, including automatic patrol car locator. 

l. Improvement of forensic and other evidential 
techniques. 
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CRIMINAL JUSTICE MANAGEMENT AND SYSTEMS CENTER 

MISSION 

Provides national leadership in the systems analysis 
of law enforcement and criminal justice activities, the 
applications of operations research techniques in the 
reduction of crime and the dispense of justice, and the 
adaptation of modern scientific techniques in the manage
ment of law enforcement and criminal justice operations; 
and advises operating agencies on the applications of the 
results. 

FUNCTIONS 

a. Directs the preparation and execution of the Insti
tute's programs in systems analysis and operations 
research of law enforcement and criminal justice and 
the improved management of the courts and other offices 
in the adjudication process. 

b. Develops a nationally balanced analysis portfolio, 
optimally distributed according to the uMgency of the 
needs of law enforcement and criminal justice, long
term versus short-term gains, geographical distribution 
to strengthen local law enforcement and criminal justice 
agencies, availability of talent, and probability of 
success. 

c. Maintains cognizance over the latest and forecasted 
advances in all fields of knowledge toward early appli
cation to the processes of law enforcement and criminal 
justice. 

d. Maintains up-to-date familiarity with advances in 
systems analysis, operations research, and managerial 
techniques in the suppression of crime and adjudication 
of criminals in foreign countries and carry out adapt
ations for American use. 

e. Directs internal staff, grantees, and contractors 
in the conduct of systems analysis and management 
surveys toward increased efficiency in crime suppression 
and criminal- adjudication; evaluates progress; compares 
alternative approaches and determines optimal trade-offs 
and cost effectiveness; translates research findings 
into practical applications in the standard practices 
and procedures of law enforcement and criminal justice 
agencies at the local level. 

\ - ?R -
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0 f. Analyzes feedback information on the unsatis
factory performance of management systems and pro
cedures, and develops new corrective measures. 

g. Serves as principal professional advisor to 
Federal, State, municipal, and private organizations 
on the application of systems analysis and operations 
research techniques and the applications of modern 
management system to the courts and law enforcement 
offices. 

h. Encourages the research community to devote their 
talents to the problems of law enforcement and crim
inal justice. 

i. Provides a research setting for visiting fellows. 

ILLUSTRATIVE PROBLEMS 

a. Systems analysis of the entire law enforcement 
and criminal justice process, in collabortion with 
other functional chiefs, to determine areas of major 
weaknesses which are amenable to significant ameliora
tion through research and development. 

b. Operations research on the criminal justice system 
toward a speedier and fair adjudication at less adm
inistrative cost. 

c. Applieations of mathematical techniques toward 
improving the allocation of resources by time, place, 
and function. 

d. Mathematical modeling of police, court, detention, 
and rehabilitation systems as a theoretical basis ior 
improved efficiency. 

e. Systems analysis of organized crime to determine 
the points of relative vulnerability to detection and 
apprehension. 

f. Analysis of legal devices, and business and economic 
outlets for organized crime. 

g. Development of advanced information retrieval 
systems for different size users. 

h. Provides systems and equipment specifications for 
standard automatic data processing capabilities. 

i. Coordination of systems analysis and cost-effective
ness studies sponsored by the Institute. 
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0 NATIONAL CRIMINAL JUSTICE STATISTICS CENTER 

MISSION 

Provides national leadership in coordinating, 
collecting, and disseminating essential statistical 
data related to law enforcement and criminal justice 
operations and research; in the development of standard 
definitions, terminology, units of measurement, and 
reporting procedures; in the statistical analysis of the 
nature, extent, trends, causes, effects, and costs of 
crime and violence; and in the formulation of meaningful 
yardsticks for measurement of effectiveness of law en
forcement and criminal justice programs. 

FUNCTIONS 

a. Establishes and maintains a national data base 
on law enforcement and criminal justice. 

b. Sponsors research on and collaboration toward 
the adaption of uniferm and meaningful classifications 
and definitions around which to organize criminal 
justice data, acceptable to the law enforcement and 
criminal justice community. 

c. Conducts pilot experimentation on the use of 
proposed criteria, classifications, and definitions 
until accepted schemes and procedures of data 
collection emerge. 

d. Maintains a coordination council of responsible 
nationwide agencies to insure continued accepted 
uniformity of definitions, classifications, units of 
measurement, statistical techniques, and survey 
methodologies for promulgation as national standards. 

e. Pending adoption of national code, assembles data 
from various sources in their respective available 
forms and disseminates them to requesting parties 
with appropriate annotations for cross calibrations. 

f. Develops new and improves current survey techniques 
in the collection of opinions and data on law enforce
ment and criminal justice. 

g. Conducts special statistical surveys. 
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h. Provides advice on data collection, survey 
techniques, and statistical analysis to law en
forcement and criminal justice agencies and rela
ted research institutions throughout the country. 

i. Operates the Institute's research library. 

ILLUSTRATIVE ACTIVITIES 

a. In-depth victimization surveys to calibrate 
reported criminal data. 

b. Coordinates activities of the Institute with 
those of Census Bureau, Federal Bureau of Investi
gation, the Children's Bureau, Bureau of Prisons, 
Administrative Office of U.S. Courts, Board of 
Parole, National Council on Crime and Delinquency, 
and other agencies so as to avoid unwarranted 
duplication and encourage cross-calibrations. 

c. Collecting, analyzing, and publishing total 
criminal justice statistics, such as numbers of 
criminal offenses of different kinds, characteristics 
of offenders, geographical distribution of crimes, 
characteristics of victims, environmental settings 
of crimes, court cases in numbers, reports of crime 
with record of arrests and subsequent adjudication, 
economic impacts, cross-over between organized and 
individual criminals, workload of law enforcement 
and criminal justice apparatuses, prison character
istics, probation treatments, parole experiences, 
and recidivism. 

d. Studies on the influence of the concept of per
sonal privacy to the reporting of criminal justice 
information. 

e. Determination of confidence levels in various 
kinds of data. 

f. Prediction of future trends of crimes, according 
to types, location, and intensity. 

g. Maintenance of up-to-date directory of institu
tions engaged in criminal justice and law enforcement 
operations and research. 

h. Promulgation of statistical standards, specifica
tions, and procedures for compilation and presentation 

1 

of data. 
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i. Research on the value of "indicator cities" to 
develop accurate crime statistics for calibration 
purposes. 

j. Research to determine the correlation of crime 
statistics with other more general statistics, such 
as national economic and urban employment figures. 

- 1.? -
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USER REQUIREMENTS, STANDARDS AND EVALUATION DIVISION 

MISSION 

Provides national leadership in identification and 
description of specific needs and problems for the re
search and development community; in the conduct of 
objective user evaluations of proposed approaches, tech
niques, devices, equipment, tactics, and systems to meet 
user requirements; and in the adoption of related standards. 

FUNCTIONS 

a. Directs the preparation and execution of the 
Institute's program in the determination of user 
requirements. 

b. Maintains close contact with law enforcement and 
criminal justice agencies throughout the country so 
as to be able to represent their viewpoint and 
practical considerations effectively. 

c. Provides independent testing capabilities to 
evaluate proposals both from the Institute and 
contractors, as well as from unsolicited proposals 
from the outside. 

d. Develops appropriate user evaluation methodologies, 
in collaboration with using agencies. 

e. Represents the Institute in regard to the appli
cability of new approaches, techniques, devices, 
equipment, and systems to practical operations. 

f. Provides advice to law enforcement and criminal 
justice agencies on test methodologies 

g. Provides advice to research and development 
community on user needs. 

h. Develops standards for techniques, devices, equip
ment, and systems in law enforcement and criminal 
justice in collaboration with using agencies against 
which evaluations are to be made. 

i. Develops and revises the catalog of standards and 
distributes to appropriate agencies. 

j. Expedites the incorporation of research and de
velopment advances into practice in law enforcement 
and criminal justice at the local level. 



0 ILLUSTRATIVE ACTIVITIES 

a. Development of documentary descriptions of opera
tional capability objectives of the user, as a basis 
for research planning. 

b. Development of documentary descriptions of qualita
tive and quantitative characteristics of materiel, 
techniques and systems as a basis for development 
planning. 

c. Coordination of user requirements documents with 
sufficient numbers of law enforcement and criminal 
justice ageneies, so that successful development of 
prototypes will be adopted for immediate use. 

d. Establishment and maintenance of objective test 
centers at operating police departments of various 
types and sizes. 

e. Establishment and maintenance of objective test 
centers at operating courts of various types and sizes. 

· f. Establishment and maintenance of objective test 
centers at operating prisons of various types and 
si~es. 

g. Direction of the formulation of the user test 
protocol. 

h. Direction of the execution of the independent 
user tests. 

i. Advice to the users and the developers of the 
test results. 

j. Research into the improvement of user test 
methodologies. 

k. Participation in international standardization 
program. 

1. Advice to developer on proposed system trade-offs. 
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DEMONSTRATIONS AND PROFESSIONAL SERVICES DIVISION 

MISSION 

Manages the Institute's program on demonstration of 
new and improved approaches, techniques, devices, equip
ment, and systems to law enforcement and criminal justice 
agencies throughout the nation; provision of professional 
support to these using agencies; Congressional liaison; 
and technical information. 

FUNCTION 

a. Directs the preparation and execution of the Insti
tute's program on user demonstrations. 

b. Maintains close contact with law enforcement and 
criminal justice agencies throughout the country so 
as to be able to use appropriate means of demonstration. 

c. Arranges for data exchange among law enforcement 
and criminal justice agencies. 

d. Arranges for expert advice to law enforcement and 
criminal justice agencies upon request. 

e. Serves as Institute point of contact with foreign 
law enforcement and criminal justice agencies and 
visitors. 

f. Operates the professional information program of 
the Insti~ute. 

g. Acts as Congressional liaison. 

ILLUSTRATIVE ACTIVITIES 

a. Establishment of demonstrations at operating 
police, courts, prisons and other appropriate locations. 

b. Direction of the realistic introduction of new 
approaches, techniques, devices, tactics, and systems 
to the potential users. 

c. Development of appropriate training aids and 
introductory literature. · 

d. Arrangement for the efficient transition of new 
approaches, techniques, devices, tactics, and systems 
into operation through phased training and procure
ment of hardware and e~ternal assistance, and follow
on professional advice. 

~ -



0 NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF LA~ ENFORCEMENT AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

o· 

Regulation No. NI-3 November 1, 1968 

COURTESY PRIOR NOTIFICATIONS 
OF AWARDS OF CONTRACTS AND GRANTS 

1. PURPOSE: This regulation prescribes the procedure to be 
followed in subject notifications. 

2. PROCEDURE: The contracting officer will insure that the 
LEAA Office of Governmental Liaison is notified at least 
48 hours before the date of award, so that the appropriate 
Senators and Congressmen are notified at least 24 hours in 
advance. The latter remains the responsibility of the LEAA 
Office of Governmental Liaison, who will also notify the 
Department of Justice at ·the appropriate time. 

BY THE DIRECTOR: 

Acting Executive 

Distribution: Administrator Murphy 
Administrator Pomeroy 
LEAA Governmental Liaison 
NI Functional Chiefs 

\ 
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NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF LAW ENFORCEMENT AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

Regulation No. NI-4 November 1, 1968 

INFORMATION SECURITY 

1. PURPOSE: The purpose of this regulation is to establish 
procedures to insure the safeguarding of sensitive infor
mation. 

2. CLASSIFICATION: The four levels of classifi cation are: 

a. Unclassified i nformation (U) can be released to the 
public without violating any confidences, harming the 
security of this country, or jeapardizing law enforce
ment and criminal justice. 

b. Confidential classification (C) include.s proprietary 
data given in confidence; personal data, the general 
release of which violates the bounds of fair play and 
the individual's legal and moral rights to privacy; 
military information classified as "For Official Use 
Only" and "Confidential;" and information, the release 
of which may injure the security of this country or 
law enforcement and criminal justice. 

c. Secret classification (S) includes data, the release of 
which may result in considerable harm to the security 
or the law enforcement and criminal justice effort of 
this country; and· military information classified as "Secret." 

d. Special handling classification (SH) includes data, the 
release of which may result in great and irreparable harm 
to the security or the law enforcement and cri minal jus-
tice of this country; and military information classified 

.... as "Top Secret . " 

3. AUTHORIZATION: 

a . Insti~ute employees who have succ~ssfully undergone t h: f BI 
security check ate §ytfiefiz~d access to Confidential and1--
Secret information, if i:hey have s~~B i s sued the appropriat 
clearance. , 

t V ··,b. ] n,.dividual,s with! se'cret ctearance afl'd .._lip"e1c i1f tcally approved ~ ' 
iw&l{rit;,ing by the n,irector are authorized access to Special
Handling information. 

j 



0 e . Provision of feedback information on user 
restrictions to research and development per
sonnel as a basis for planning future programs. 

f. Editing of Institute's technical publications. 

g. Coordination of reviews and clearances of infor
mation releases by Institute elements, contractors, 
and grantees . 

h. Coordination of Institute's relations with 
Congress, through the Administration. 

i . Recommendations of actions and programs to 
enhance the relationship of the Institute to White 
House, Attorney General, Administration, Congress, 
and law enforcement and criminal justice agencies 
throughout the nation. 

j. Insuring prompt, accurate, and appropriate 
responses to White House, Attorney General, 
Administration, and Congressional inquiries. 

k. Advice to the Director on activities likely to 
develop into major issues and suggestions as to 
appropriate Institute posture. 

1. Maintenance of master file of resources of White 
House and Congressional inquiries, visits, investiga
tions, hearings, and legislation. 

m. Preparation of historical summaries. 

- 36 -
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c. Access to a particular classified document, also re
quires a need-to-know on the part of the recipient. 
Need-to-know is defined as essential requirement for 
the performance of assigned duties. 

4. RESPONSIBILITIES: 

a. The author or initial recipient of the information and/ 
or document in the Institute is responsible for its pro
per classification and related control records. 

b. The Chief of the Administration and Fiscal Office is re
sponsible for maintaining an up-to-date list of indivi
duals with authorized access to classified information. 

c. The individual providing the classified information and/or 
document is responsible for ascertaining the security 
clearance and need-to-know on the part of the recipient. 

d. Each functional and/or Office Chief is responsible for 
security within his respective organizational element. 

e. The Executive Assistant is re,ponsible for security within 
the Office of the Director. 

f. The Chief of the Administrative and Fiscal Office is re
sponsible for security within the Institute as a whole. 

\ 
S. PROCEDURE: 

a. Confidential documents will be kept under lock and key when 
not within view of cleared personnel. Secret documents will 
be kept under three-combination lock when not within view 
of cleared personnel. Special Handling documents will be 
kept under three-combination lock, within a secure area, when 
not within view of ~nd actual use by cleared personnel. 

b. Secret and Special Handling documents will be numbered and 
accounted for individually. They will be signed for indi
vidually by the authorized recipient. 

c. classified documents will be clearly marked at the upper 
and lower portions of the front and back covers, and pages 
on which the classified information appears. Each para
graph on the classified page will begin with a letter denot
ing its classificati9n, i.e., (U), (C), (S), or (SH). 

a 
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0 d. Quarterly reviews of all classified documents will be 
made for the purpose of retention, return to source, 
or destruction. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR: 

Distribution: All personnel 

0 
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·' NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF LAW EN.fORCEMENT AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

Regulation No. NI 5 November.2, 1968 

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 

1. Purpose. This regulation establishes objectives, procedures, 
and policies, for program management. 

2. Objectives of Institute Program. The ultimate objective is 
to improve the quality of law enforcement, and the adminis
tration of justice in the United States, through the appli
cation of research and development throughout the spectrum 
of the behavior~~ and scientific disciplines. 

3. Structure. The program is organized into the following 
elements: 

a. Exploratory research consists of continuing effort 
toward the increase of knowledge relevant to the 
problems of law enforcement and criminal justice,e studies toward the identification, analysis, and 
clarification of operational requirements, and long
term research toward the solution of complex problems 
of pressing nature. 

b. Development consists of applied investigations toward 
demonstrating the feasibility of new approaches, 
techniques, systems, equipment, and devices on a 
prototype basis, and activity directed toward meeting 
a specific need, either stipulated by the user or 
postulated by the investigator. 

c. Operational evaluation consists of the testing of 
approaches, techniques, procedures, systems, equipments, 
and devices, which are in a form nearly ready for use, 
against stipulated standards and specifications and 
evaluation of operational utility and value. 

d. Technical services consists of demonstrations and 
training in the use of newly developed approaches, 
techniques, procedures, systems, equipments, and 
devices; dissemination of technical information; 
furnishing of library services; maintenance of 
standards; provision of statistics; and advice and 
consultation. 
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Each element is broken down into projects. A project is a 
specifically defined unit ,, ' of effort, which is formulated to fulfill 
an explicitly stated objective. Projects represent the basic units 
of management and assessment of performance. Each project is 
divided into tasks, which represent specific problems and areas. 
Projects of element 2a are generally continuing in nature; the 
titles are discipline or functionally oriented; the magnitude 
usually ranges from $100,000 to $1,000,000. Projects in element 
2b are activated for a period of time anticipated to be required 
for the specified objective at hand; the titles are descriptive 
of the operationally needed objective; the magnitude of funds 
conforms to what is needed to complete the job. Projects in 
elements 2c and 2d are continuing in nature; the titles are service 
oriented; the tasks usually entail jobs that are subject to com
pletion within specified times of less than two years. 

4. Portfolio. The program consists of a portfolio of projects 
balanced with respect to several factors including distribution 
among program element (e.g., 20%a: 50b: 15c: 15d), among 
clientele (e.g.,13 %.corrections: 45 polic~: 20 courts: 
20 systems); among pay-off times (e.g.,50~ ,short-range of up 
to 2 years: 30 mid-range of 2 to 5 years: 20 long-range of 
6 to 15 years); among types of crimes (e.g.,10% organized 
crime: 20 violence: 10 juvenile delinquency: · ·60 others); 
and institutions (e.g.,15% 1inhouse: 15 universities: 30 
industry: 20 police: 10 courts: 10 prisons). 

5 . Project and task identification. The first letter represents 
the element, the next two digits the project, followed by a 
decimal point; the two numbers after the decimal represent 
the tasks- ,. -,e~g., A12.:JJ1.. _ · 

6. Project approval. A project or its component task can be 
proposed by any member of the Institute to his functional 
chief. The functional chief reviews the proposal for harmony 
with his own portfolio and relative priority of support checked 
with other• functional chiefs with regards to possible dupli
cation and complementarity of effort, ascertain the availability 
of funds and personnel, and recommend to the Director for 
approval. The format for project proposal is given in 
Appendix A. 

7. Responsibilities.
Q, 

a. Project officers will normally be GS-15's, task monitors 
GS-14 1 s. 
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b. Functional chiefs are responsible for the formulation, 

direction, and productivity of their respective port
folios of projects. They head Centers/Divisions. 

c. The Deputy Director is responsible for the balance among 
elements, and maintenance of their respective character, 
coordination of Institute activities with those of other 
Federal agencies, healthy synergistic relations with the 
country's research and development community as well as 
operating agencies. 

d. The Director is responsible for the overall policy, 
philosophy, priorities, and overall responsiveness of 
the Institute to the needs of the country in law enforce
ment and criminal justice. 

8. Exploratory research. 

a. The Institute objectives on exploratory research are as 
follows: 

0 (1) Support and conduct broad and continuing investi
gations to provide fundamental knowledge relevant 

f to the problems of law enforcement and criminal 
justice, with special emphasis on those areas of 
uncertainty and ignorance limiting chances of major 
operational improvement. 

(2) Maintain effective contact with the research and 
development community in this and other nations 
with actual and potential contributions to law 
enforcement and criminal justice. 

(3) Encourage investigators to bring their talents to 
bear on the problems of law enforcement and criminal 
justice. 

(4) Insure a flow of relevant research findings in a 
useful form to the law enforcement and criminal 
justice community. 

(5) Transform abstract knowledge and research findings 
into meaningful bases for development of practical 
approaches, techniques, systems, equipments and 
devices. 

- 3 -
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b. In sponsoring exploratory research, the Institute is 
intellectually open to any suggestion and/or criticism 
from any source. It holds no preconceived theories. 
In negotiating research grants and contracts it main
tains a reasonable degree of accommodation to the 
orientation and personality of the research institution. 
It recognizes that the innovative strength of this 
country resides, among other things, on the availability 
of institutions that refract research problems from 
different viewpoints. The excellence of the idea is of 
prime importance. Exploratory research should not be 
bogged down in need.less procedures and paperwork. At 
the same time, the clarity of thought, the objective of 
the project, the criteria of evaluating output, and the 

', .pathway of ultimate translation into practical use need 
to be assured before embarking upon an endeavor of 
significant magnitude. 

c. The Institute will conduct a continuing analysis of the 
state of the art, and will disseminate the results of 
Institute activities for the purpose of earliest appli
cation to meet operational needs. It will be the responsi
bility of the Exploratory Research personnel to interpret 
these findings in a meaningful form and put them into the 
hands of the users or the De~lopment personnel. This 
includes satisfaction of the technical aspects of the 
seven prerequisites of Concept Formulation. 

d. The seven prerequisites of Concept Formulation are: 

.(1) The operational purposes for which the development 
is proposed are specific and clear, with explicit 
statement of practical constraints, and supportable 
expected gains over current approaches, techniques, 
systems, equipment, or devices. 

(2) The overall systems implications of the proposed 
sub-system has been analyzed. 

(3) The requisite basic information are available and 
the technology is at hand, so that the technical 
risk for successful development are ascertainably 
acceptable. 

- 4 -
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(4) The trade-off analysis of the proposed solution 

against other options has demonstrated conclusive 
advantages. 

(5) The estimated time schedules and costs are credible 
and reasonable. 

(6) Resources are reasonably assured to complete the 
development. 

(7) Potential users and anticipated returns are identified 
so as to justify the intended investment. The 
justification should reflect the allocation of R&D 
resources at the overall system level. 

e. Grants, as well as contracts, may be awarded in the conduct 
of Exploratory Research. Grant application should follow 
the form presented in Appendix B. Initial inquiries as 
to probability of grant interest may be simple letters out
lining the general substantive features. 

Q 9. Development. 

a. The Institute objectives on development are as follows: 

(1) Insure the early introduction of improved approaches, 
techniques, procedures, systems, equipments, and 
devices into the law enforcement and criminal 
justice operations of this country. 

(2) Capitalize on advances of research and development 
in the Federal as well as non-Federal sectors for 
the strengthening of law enforcement and criminal 
justice. 

(3) Provide expedited response to urgent operational 
needs. 

b. The development project officer insures himself that the 
seven prerequisites for Concept Formulation have been met 
to his satisfaction. If not, he resolves the issue with 
his functional chief, i.e., whether the project should 
revert back to Exploratory Research or proceed into 
Development with the completion of additional relativelyQ minor investigations. He then ascertains the systems 
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implications on a finer grained basis. This includes 
determination of the total systems objectives and 
criteria of attainment; the solution of interfaces among 
parts of the system; the performance, design, personnel 
utility, training and test requirements; and an assessment 
of the implementation problems. 

c. Early in the development stage, the Chief of the User 
Requirements, Standards, and Evaluation Center should 
provide review of the Concept Formulation from the view
point of the user. In particular, his concurrence on the 
adequacy of the operational mission profiles is required. 

d. For projects exceeding $1,000,000 for completion, a 
contract definition phase is mandatory. Typically this 
consists of three steps. 

(1) The first step begins with Director's approval to 
proceed with contract definition. Requests for 
Proposals (RFP) are distributed to potential 
contractors. Contractor proposals are received

G and evaluated. The first step concludes with 
selection, negotiation, and award of contracts to 
conduct the second step of contract definition. 

(a) The RFP solicits a firm proposal covering 
the contractor's effort during the contract 
definition and a planning proposal for 
development. It describes the operational 
requirements fully. These requirements are 
separated into essential and desirable groups. 
The RFP specifies the type of contract pre
ferred for development. The RFP will include 
the information specified in Appendix C. 

(b) The RFP will not be released until a Request 
for Authority to Negotiate/Determination and 
Findings (D & F) has been submitted by the 
functional ch~ef and approved by the Director. 

(c) A specially convened selection board for each 
development contract will be convened by the 
Deputy Director. The findings and recommendations 
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from its evaluation of the contractor's 
proposals will be forwarded to the Director 
for approval. 

(2) The second step begins with the approval of contract 
definition contracts. It includes the preparation 
of the selected contractor proposals, and ends with 
the submission of contractor reports and development 
proposals. 

(a) It is intended that contractor proposals for 
development contains complete technical, 
management and cost proposals for system 
development. These proposals may be provided 
by the contractors in the form of a develop
ment contract for signature by the Director, 
if considered appropriate by the functional 
chief. 

(b) It is intended that each cohtract definition 

G contractor be fully compensated under the terms 
of his contract for his proposed work during 
contract definition. Contract definition is 
conducted using fixed price type contracts. 

(c) The contractor reports of the second step con
tain total system trade~0ffaanaiyses performed 
to determine, within the established mission 
and performance envelopes, an optimum balance 
between total cost, schedule, and operational 
effectiveness for the system or end item. 

(d) Specifications developed during contract 
definition are performance specifications 
rather than detailed design specifications. 

(e) The minimum content for contract definition 
proposals are outlined in Appendix D. Each 
participant in contract definition submits a 
report containing a complete technical, man
agement, and cost proposal for the development. 

/ 
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(f) The time from award of contract definition to 

delivery of final report is not to exceed six 
months, with three months as the norm. 

(3) The third step begins with receipt of contractor's 
final reports and proposals for development. The 
submissions are evaluated and the preferred contractor 
for conducting the development selected by a specially 
constituted selection board, convened by the Deputy 
Director. The third step ends with signing of the 
definitive development contract by the Director. 
Debriefing of contractors not selected is accomplished 
at the same time. The third step is expedited to be 
completed within three months. 

10. Operational evaluation. New approaches, techniques, pro
cedures, systems, equipment, and devices for use by operating 
agencies is subjected to a formal objective practical test, if 
the cost of the reconnnended change involved an expenditure of 
over $500,000. The test against stipulated requirements will be 
conducted by one or more operating agencies which have not

0 been involved in the development. 

11. Technical services. Responsiveness to law enforcement and 
criminal justice operating agencies commands first priority, 
followed by meeting the needs of research and development 
institutions directly supporting the purposes of the Institute, 
and finally contributing to the national welfare in general 
and research and development community at large. 

12. Coordination and collaboration. A continuing, open, and sub
stantive cooperation is maintained with all Federal and non
Federal institutions. The Institute encourages the inter
change of information, especially between the research and 
the operating communities. Unnecessary duplication of efforts 
is avoided by the Institute to the maximum extent practicable. 
International as well as national joint efforts are sponsored 
toward furthering the purposes of the Omnibus Crime Control 
and Safe Streets Act of 1968. 

- 8 -
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0 13. Progress reviews. Functional chiefs will be responsible for 
establishing specific progress review points for project. 
Where appropriate, the following are to be included: 

a • . Exploratory research projects are reviewed quarterly as 
well as a-t the initiation and/or termination of projects, 
tasks, and concept formulation. 

b. Development projects are reviewed at the proposed estab
lishment of user requirements; the initiation and/or 
termination of project, tasks, contract definition, con
tracts, and grants; and scheduled milestones. 

c. Operational evaluation projects are reviewed at the 
formulation of test plan, the evaluation of test 
results, and final recommendation of adoption or 
rejection. 

d. Technical services projects are reviewed at the 
initiation, termination, and at quarterly intervals 
for specific services. 

() 14. Program and budget actions. Proposed program guidance 
ceveJring ca 5-year period is formulated by a steering group 
chaired by the Deputy Director, and consisting of the 
functional chiefs, and project managers. The program port
folio is submitted to the Director for approval and for
warding to higher echelons. The Chief of Plans, Programs 
and Review serves as executive secretary of the group. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR: 
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APPENDIX A 

PROJECT AND TASK PROPOSAL 

Title: 

Proposed Number: 

Objective: 

Statement of Need: 

General Approach: 

Expected Benefits: 

Estimated Time-Phased Budget to Completion: 

Resources to be Transferred from Approved Program: 

(a) Personnel 

(b) Dollars 

Additional Resources Required: 

(a) Personnel 

(b) Dollars 

(c) Other 

General Comments: 

Proposed by: 

Coordination: 

Through: 

Approved by: 

- 10 -
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APPENDIX B 

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF LAW ENFORCEMENT 
and 

CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

Washington, D. C. 

Application is hereby made for a grant under Omnibus 
Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 (PL 90-351) in 
the amount and for the purposes indicated in the following 
application. 

1. Short Title of Project: (Do not exceed one typed line) 

2. Project Plan and Supporting data: (Attached) 

3. Type of Application: (Check one) 

[ J Original [ J Continuation of Grant No._____ 

4. Project Duration: 

Total length ---~months 

From-----------
Through__________ 

5. Total Support Sought: $________ 

6. Request for First Year: (Projects exceeding 16 mos.) 

$__________ 

7. Applicant Institution: (Name, address, and telephone) 

8. Type of Institution: 

[ J Public [ J Private 

9. Federal Tax Exemption Determination: 

[ J Yes, Date ________ [ J No [] Pending 

10. Project Director: (Name, Title, Address, and Telephone) 

11. Financial Officer: (Name, Title, Address, and Telephone) 

0 



---------------

0 
12. Official Authorized to Sign Application: (Name, title, 

address, and telephone) 

13. Budget Summary for Total Project: 

1st Year 

Personnel 
Travel 
Equipment 
Supplies, Communications, 

and Reproduction 
Indirect costs 
Miscellaneous 

TOTAL 

Beyond 
2nd Year 2nd Year 

14. Federal Support: Will other Federal support be available 
for any part of this project? Yes____ No______ 
If yes, identify and explain 

15. Federal Submissions: Have other Federal agencies been 
contacted for assistance on this or similar projects? 
Yes____ No____• If yes, identify and indicate 
status________________________ 

16. Total Pages in Application: 

() 17. Applicants Agreement: 

It is understood and agreed by the Applicant: (1) that funds 
awarded are to be expended only for the purposes and activ
ities covered by the Applicant's approved plan and budget; 
(2) that the grant may be terminated in whole or in part by 

,the· Institute Director for compliance failure or convenience 
of the United States Government; (3) that appropriate grant 
records and accounts will be maintained and made available 
for audit as prescribed by the Institute; (4) that the applT
cant will comply with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 
1964 ( P .L. 88-352) to the end that no person shall on the 
ground of race, color, or national origin be excluded from 
participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be otherwise 
subjected to discrimination under any -program or activity 
for which the Applicant received Federal financial assistance 
from the Institute, and (5) that budget formulations follow 
the following conditions, namely (i) prohibition against 
obligation of funds or reimbursement of expenses incurred 
prior to the effective date of the grant, (ii) limitation 
of travel and subsistence charges by grantees to levels 
allowed under current Federal Government travel regulations, 
including use of less than first-class accommodations in 
air and rail travel and $16 per diem subsistence limit,(iii) 
disallowance of certain types of costs, e.g., constr.u.etion 

-12-
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0 costs, organization dues, entertainment expenses, purchase 
of automobiles, (iv) disallowance of indirect costs for 
public agencies, (v) limitation of approved expenditures 
to items specifically budgeted and requirement of approval 
for transfer of funds between budget categories, and (vi) 
requirement that all grant conditions and rules apply to 
organizations providing contract services to the project, 
including specific approval by the Institute of major sub
contract arrangements entered into after grant award. 

18. Date: 

19. Signature of Authorized Official: 

20. Attachment: Project Plan and Supporting Data 

This section constitutes the heart of the grant 
appltcation. It is the applicant's meaningful statement 
of the proposed project--what are its aims, what approach 
will be used, what results are expected, what impact they 
may have on law enforcement and criminal justice, and who 
will be involved. 

Begin this section with a ,rief summary not to exceed 

11
200 words in length. Attach as many pages (8" x 10\" or 8\" x. 

11 sheets) as ·may be required. . 

-13-
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APPENDIX C 

INFORMATION ·IN REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL FOR 
CONTRACTOR-CONDUCTED CONTRACT DEFINITION 

The request will include, but not be limited to, the 
following items. 

1. Work statement for the contract definition. 

2. Essential requirements. 

3. Desirable requirements. 

4. Results of prior studies, such as feasibility, 
operational analysis, major tradeoffs, technical 
findings, and cost effectiveness. 

5. Criteria against which proposals will be evaluated 
and their relative importance in general terms. 

6. Outline of Institute system/project management, 
including identification of Institute organiza
tional elements and channels of communication 
with contractors. 

7. A time based flow diagram on bar chart showing 
the interdependence and time phasing of planned 
activities. The chart designates information 
submissions, reviews, approvals, and decisions 
during tQe development process. 

8. A specimen work statement for development. 

9. Details of the format and content of the proposal 
package for development. 

10. For equipment and devices, quantitative reliability 
and maintainability or tradeoff limits and demon
stration concepts. 

11. Identification of specifications, with any waivers 
or deviations planned to be written into the 
resulting development contract. 

- 14 -
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12. Documentation requirements during engineering 
development. 

13. Mandatory subsystem breakdown, if any. 

14. Government furnished material. 

- 15 -
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0 APPENDIX D 

INFORMATION IN CONTRACT DEFINITION 
PROPOSAL PACKAGE 

The proposal package contains, where appropriate, the 
following items: 

1. Principal objectives and overall system design, 
including recommendations for its practical use 
based on operational concepts established by the 
lnst!t~te. 

2. Management network plan for the development of the 
system and of all components in the system, denoting 
events which interface with the work of other par
ticipants; and, in addition, a planning and decision 
network for the period beyond development, including 
production, operation, maintenance training, and 
deployment, as appropriate. 

G 3. Detailed cost estimates for the development, which 
include cost estimates for the items of work break
down structure, consistent with the management 
network plan, together with planning estimates for 
the 5-year period beyond development, including 
such items as production, operation, and maintenance. 

4. List of end items required for operation and 
maintenance. 

5. Performance specification for each of the end items. 

6. Quantitative reliability and maintainability 
specifications for the syste~ and major subsystems 
and proposed test plans to demonstrate their 
achievement. 

7. Time-cost performance tradeoff decisions with 
respect to major alternatives, including subsystems 
and proposed test plans to demonstrate their 
achievement. 
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8. Require~ new designs and technology if any, and 
proposed test plan to demonstrate feasibility, 
including justification of the decision that 
existing designs or techniques are not applicable. 

9 . Foreseeable technical problems and proposed solutions 
including backup efforts, if necessary. 

10. Delivery schedule for data and technical documentation. 

11 . Recommitments for managing the project, including 

a. Planned participant project management 
structive and organization. 

b. Key project management and technical 
personnel by name and experience, together 
with statements of their responsibility 
and authority for development. 

c. Management-control and cost-control techniques,

0 including reporting procedures. 

d. Facility requirements. 
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NATIONAL INST!TUTE OF LAW ENFORCEMENT AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

Regulation No. NI 6 November 25, 1968 

MODEL SERIES 

1. Purpose. The purpose of this regulation is to announce 
the Model Series of publications, describe its nature, 
assign responsibilities, and establish related procedures. 

2. Nature of publication. The Model Series brings useful 
prototype methods, procedures, devices, equipment, tech
niques, and taqtics to the attention of operating personnel 
in law enforcement and criminal justice. It is a col
lection of how-to-do booklets in simple, readily under
standable language, issued when a"' new dev1elopment · i s·-1-suc
cessfully completed and operationally tested. The suggested 
models are to be within reach of implementation by the 
agency for which they are intended. 

3. Responsibilities. The Chief of the Demonstrations and 
Professional Services Division is responsible for overall 
management of the Model Series, including printing and 
distribution. 

The Editor is responsible for format, style, write
up and all other editorial aspects. 

Each functional chief is responsible for suggesting 
candidate publications, and supplying supporting data. 
He is also responsible for the technical accuracy of the 
final draft. · 

The Chief of the User Requirements, Standards, and 
Testing Division is responsible for commenting on the 
practical utility of the publication. 

4. Procedure. Proposals for booklets are made by a functional 
chief to the Chief of Demonstrations and Professional 
Services Division. The proposed prospectus should in
clude the title, content, size of booklet, d1stribution, 

0 



publication -date, and author. Upon receipt of con0 currences from appropriate elements of the National 
Institute, the Chief makes his recommendation to the 
Deputy Director. Upon the latter's approval to pro
ceed, the Chief refers the case to the Editor for 
execution. 

The Editor arranges for the completion of the draft 
manuscript, two independent outside reviews besides 
that by the appropriate functional chiefs, and in
corporation of necessary revisions, and copy editing. 
The completed manuscript is forwarded to the Chief of 
Demonstrations and --ProiessionaL ·services· Divis ion -for 
final review, reproduction, and distribution. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR: 

{~6~{( . 
Acting Executive Assis 
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NATIONAL INSTt TUTE OF "4W ENFORCEMENT AND· CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

Regulation No. NI 7 November 26, 1968 

RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS 

1. Purpose. The purpose of this regulation is to announce 
research fellowships, describe their nature, assign 
responsibilities within the National Institute, and es
tablish related procedure. 

2. Objectives of research fellowships. A limited number 
of research fellowships is sponsored for the following 
purposes: 

a. To bring fresh research ideas, concepts, and views 
into law enforcement and criminal justice. 

b. To encourage promising young investigators to enter 
careers of research and development on law enforce
ment and criminal justice. 

c. To promote academic research interest in law en
forcement and criminal justice. 

Authority for research fellowships is provided in Part 
D of Title I of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets 
Act of 1968. 

3. Graduate research fellowships. A graduate research 
fellowship is normally a 3-year award subject to the 
continued availability of appropriations and satisfactory 
student progress toward the degree. 

The award provides a stipend of $2,000 for the first 
academic year of study, $2,200 for the second, and 
$2,400 for the third, together with an allowance of 
$400 a year for each dependent. An additional stipend 
of $400, plus $100 for each dependent, is ~available for 
summer study. No allowance for travel is provided. 
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0 In addition to the fellowship stipend, an accompanying 
allowance to the institution of $2,500 per year is 
provided to pay for the cost of educating each fellow. 
This allowance is reduced by the amount of any tuition 
charged to the fellow. 

A graduate student may not receive a National Institute 
research fellowship while receiving any other direct 
Federal educational benefit. 

At the time of application for graduate fellowship the 
stud~nt must: 

a. Intend to enroll in full-time course leading to the 
doctorate, including thesis research of direct rel
e¥an~y to - law-en~0rcement and cri minal Justice. 

b. Be a citizen of the United States. 

c. Not have completed more than two years of study 
beyond the baccalaureate degree creditable toward 
his doctorate. 

At the time a student begins study under the graduate 
research fellowship, he must: 

a. Be accepted for admission to the university as a 
full-time graduate student. 

b. Have completed the baccalaureate degree. 

4. Post-doctoral or equivalent research fellowships. A 
post-doctoral research fellowship is normally limited to 
a one-year grant for research on a specific problem and 
in a specific institution of mutual interest in the field 
of law enforcement and criminal justice. The stipend 
is negotiated primarily on the basis of qualifications 
of the fellow. In addition, allowances are provided for 
travel and other appropriate administrative expenses. 

5. Responsibilities. The Chief of the Visiting Fellows 
Office is manager of research fellowships. Each fellow
ship is to be sponsored by a functional chief, who 

-2-
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0 furnishes the funds and technical liaison with the 
f ellow. Contractural and administrative matters are 
handled by the Chief of the Visiting Fellows Office. 

6. Application procedure. The National Inst~tute's re
search grant application form, as given in ..:tftie Appendix 
may be used, disregarding inapplicable questions in 
the case of graduate fellowships. 

The applications are to be sent by the institution to 

Director 
National Institute of Law Enforcement · 

and Criminal Justice 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 
Department of Justice 
Washington, D. C. 20530 

G 

7. Revocation of fellowships. The Director of the National 
Institute reserves the right to revoke any award which 
in his opinion is no longer following a line of research 
or study directly related to law enforcement and crim
inal justice. The fellowship may also ·be revoked by the 
participating institution if it finds that the fellow 
fails to meet appropriate scholastic or research. standards. 
Remaining tenure may be reassigned by the institution as 
a vacated award to another fellow who mee; s ~he- fellowship 
requirements. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR: 

Acting 
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U ATIONAL INSTITUTE OF LAW ENFORCEMENT AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

Draft Regulation No. NI 8 March 1, 1969 

Grant Processing Procedure Guide 

A:bstract 

This regulation contains a step sequenced,
time phased procedure guide for processing 
grants. 

0 
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I. Introduction 

A. Purpose 

The purpose of this regulation is to establish the procedures and 
policies for processing a grant in the Institute. 

B. Objectives of the Institate Procedure 

1. Develop a unifonn procedure for processing a grant. 

2. Provide a central information source on how to process a grant. 

3. Delineate the organizational entit1ies ·that are .responsible .for 
processing a gr.ant and .enunciate· tn~ir duties and functions in 
the processing of a grant. 

' 4. Provide a positive control mechani.snrto insure that a grant is being
processed in accordance with the requirements. 

5. Serve as a vehicle for updating and amending the processing 
procedure as appropriate.

0 C. Structure 

This guide is organized and presented in five parts. They are: 

Introduction 

Fonns and Offices 

Office Position Descriptions 

Step Se9uence Procedure Flow Diagram 

Sample Fonns 
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1. Introduction. 

C0ntains a brief summary of t~e purpose, .objectives and structure of 
the Grant Processing Procedure Guide. 

2. Forms and Offices. 

Part A of this section .contains a summary listing·of all the Forms 
and Reports cited in the procedure. Part s ·contains a si.mple listing
of all of the specific organizational elements directly involved in 
the processing of a grant. 

3. Office Position Descriptions. 

This section contains a description of what a given office does in 
the processing of· a grant. It is not time-phased. The position
descriptions include detailed .information about the fonns used and 
the interfacing agencies. 

4. Step Sequence Procedure Flow Diagram. 

This section contains a flow diagram of each of the steps inv.olved 
in the processing of a grant. Each actfvity :box drawn-: is titled0 with the office or organization that is .responsible~for the function 
described in the box. The interrelatior.rship•:between ·organizational 
groups is also presente.d. in-a· time-phased-:sequence: . ·Each activity
box carries an alpha-numeric tag identifying it te , the responsibility 
statements within a given organization-:as~described .in Section III. 
For example, the designator ·A-1 refers to- section III, paragraph A (Grantee
potential), responsibility statement No. 1. 

5. Sample Fonns. 

This section contains many of the sample fonns which have ·been cited and 
described in .the ·body of the .repo~t. Samples .of each of the forms which 
are currently available are included. 

0 
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Procedure Control Center Summary 

Grantee 

General Counsel 

Administrators 

Contracts Director of Institute 

and 

Grants 
D'vision 

Inter ·overnmental Liaison 

Panel Review Board 
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II. Forms and Offices 

A. F0nns 

1. Fann INSTITUTE-1 Application for Grant 
(Final Proposal from Grantee} 

2. Fann INSTITUTE-2 Institute Control Form 

3. Memorandum Budget Review Statement 

4. Fann INSTITUTE-3 Notice to Federal Agencies 

5. Memorandum Grant Application Review 

6. Fonn INSTITUTE-4 Grant Award (Institute Concurrent Sign-Off) 

7. Letter Grant Award - The Administrators 

8. Letter Letter of Application Receipt Acknowledgment 

9. Letter Letter of Notification - Approved 

l 0. Letter Letter of Notification - Disapproved 

11. Letter Letter of Notification - Competitive Bidding 

12. Memorandum Panel Review Board - Disposition Statement 

B. Offices 

1. Grantee 

2. Functional Center 

3. Contracts and Grants Office 

4. General Counsel 

5. Administrators 

6. Director of Institute 

7. Administrative Services Division 

8. Intergovernmental Liaison 

0 
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9. Public Information Office 

10. Office of Law Enforcement Programs 

11. Panel Review Board 
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Office Position Descriptions 

A. Grantee 

1. Make Inquiry. 

2. Contact Appropriate Center. 

3. Receive Application For Grant. 

4. Complete Application For Grant. 

5. Submit Application For Grant. 

6. Receive Letter of Application Receipt .Acknowledgment. 

7. Receive Letter of Notification to Grantee. 

8. Receive second and final Letter of Notification - Disapproved 

from the Contracts and Grants Office notifying that his Application 

for Grant has been again reviewed and disa.ppreved by the Panel 

Review Board.0 , 
9. Receive letter that the Application For Grant is being submitted 

for competitive bidding. 

10. Receive written or verbal notice that Application For Grant is 

incomplete. 

B. Functional Center 

1. Receive Inquiry. 

2. .Inform Contracts and Grants Office .to send Application For Grant to 

pote~tial grantee. 

3. Receiv~ completed Application For. Grant from Contracts and Grants office. 

4. Review Application For Grant in terms of technical content, completeness, 

feasibility and potential social pay off. 

0 
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5. Complete Institute Control Form enunciating the status of the application 

and highlighting its salient points. The status of an application is 

reviewed by the Functional Center Chief. Statuses are: 

a. Approved 

b. Disapproved 

c. Competition 

d. Incomplete - Concept good 

6. Process the approved Application For Grant as a .result of its own approval 

action or as a result of the Panel Review~Board approval action. 

7. Prepare the Grant Application Review memorandum enunciating salient 

factors in the ·Application and .. r.easons ·for· appr.ova:1. If the Application 

For Grant was disapproved by the Functional Centet.and ·subsequently 

Q approved by the· Panel Review Board, a second Grant Application Review 

memorandum is to ·be prepared based·on ·the Panel Review Board -

Disposition Statement. 

8. Prepare the Notice- to ·, F.ederal Agencies form. 

9. Prepare Grant Award - Institute .Concurrent •sign~Off form on Institute 

stationery. 

10. Prepare .Grant Award - by three Administrators. 

11 . Send the II approved'! ·tota 1 package· to . Contracts ·· and Grants Office for 

control and· final · administrative action. The package will include: 

a. The Application For Grant 

b. Institute Control Fann 

0 
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c. Grant Application Review Memorandum 

d. Notice to Federal Agencies 

e. Grant Award - Institute Concurrent Sign-Off 

f. Grant Award - by three Administrators 

g. Panel Review Board - Disposition Statement when applicable 

12. Process the Disapproved Grant Application. 

13. Prepare the .Grant Application Review memorandum enunciating --salient 

factors in the Grant App1ication and reason ·for disapproval action. 

14. Send the disapproved t6tal package ·. to Contracts and Grants Office for 

control and administrattve action. The package w,ill include: 

a. Application .For Grant 

Q b. Institute Control Form 

c. Grant Application Review Memorandum 

15. Process the Application For Grant ·for Competitive Bidding. 

16. Prepare the Grant Application Revi•ei;r memor.andam enunciating . sa·lient factors 

in .the Grant ·App1ication and the reason ·for submitting it for competitive 

bidding. Make it -clear to the ·potential grantee that the RFP that is being 

developed and distributed will not include .any proprietary•information 

s1.tbmitted by. the Grantee,• in the application. 

17. Send the competitive bid total package to· Contracts· and·Grants Office. 

a.. Application For Grant 

b. Institute Control Form 

c. Grant Application Review Memorandum 

0 
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18. The Application For Grant is found to be ·incomplete, but the concept 

is good. 

19. Contact the potential grantee ·to- inform··Mm that the Application For 

Grant is incomplete and make suggestions. 

20. Return Application For Grant to Contracts· and Grants with Institute Control 

Form and enunciate action to be taken. 

C. Contracts and Grants Office 

l. Send Application For Grant to potential grantee. 

2. Receive Application For Grant from· potentia1 grantee, or resubmitted 

Application :For· Grant. 

3. Log in Application For Grant· and date received. 

Q 4. Date Application For Grant. 

5. Affix Institute Control form and complete: Date received, Grantee, 

Control Number, and Title. 

6. Route Application For Grant and Institute Control F6rm to Functional 

Center Chiefs. 

7~ Prepare letter of .Application Receipt Ackn0wledgment and send ·;t to the 

potential grantee. 

8. Receive total · package· fr.om .Functiona1 .Center .with the following: 

a. The Application For Grant 

b, Institute Control Form 

c. Grant Application· Review Memorandum 

0 
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d. Notice to Federal Agencies 

e. Grant Award - Institute Concurrent Sign-Off 

f. Grant Award - by thTee Administrators 

g. Panel Review Board - Disposition Statement ·when applicable 

9. Perform Budget Review and prepare a--statement as to the · soundness of 

the financial program outlined. 

10. Remove the Institute .control .Fann and ·keep for easy budget tabulation 

and work control. 

11. Send total package to Genera1 · counsel for · review ·and initialing . 

12. Obtain appr.opriate signature for 

a. Not.1.ce to· Federal ·Agenc-ies fonn 

Q b. Grant Award - Institute Concurrent Sign-Off 

c. Grant Award - Administrator 

13. Collate all of .the fonns and make up the total package. 

14. Obtain a Grant Number from: 

Administrative Service Divjsion 

M-ark Jennings 

1325 K Street 

15. Send the 0 Notice to ·Fede-ral Agencies to: 

Inter.governmental Liaison 

Richard ,Lynch, Room 501 

1325 K·Street 

16. Receive confinnation from the Intergovernmental •Liaison office that 

the appropriate Government annoancements· have been made. 

0 
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17. Send two copies of the Notice to Federal ·Agencies to: 

a. Public Infonnation Office 

Dean St. Dennis, Room 502 

1325 K Street 

b. Office of Law Enforcement Progtam 

Daniel .Skoler, Room 536a 

1325 K Street 

18. Prepare Letter of Notification to the Grantee notifying the Grantee of 

the Award. This letter should be warm :and· friendly ar:rd sflould contain: 

a. A copy of the si-gr:red Grant :Award· :.. by three Administrators 

b. Special conditions· of the Award 

Q c. Reference 

d. Method of payment 

e. Circular A-21 or· A-82 or A-87 

19. Set up appropriate .budgetary procedure. 

20. Present the Total Package to the•Dir.ector for· his teview and signature 

of the Letter of Notification. 

21. Receive the Letter of Notification and the Total Package from the Director. 

22. Send .the Letter of Notification with .accompanying ~ata to the Grantee. 

23. Send the Total Grant .Packa9e· to· the ,Administrati've Services Division for 

enclosure in a special mani1a folder. 

24. Receive the _lldisapproved11 total :package ,ftom ·the Functional Center with the 

fo.l 1owing: 

a. Application For Grant 

0 b. Institute Control Fann 

c. Grant Application Review Memorandum 
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0 
25. Sends disapproved total package to the..Panel Review Board. The package 

contains: 

a. Application For Grant 

b. Institute Cantrel Fonn 

c. Grant Application Review Memorandum 

26. Receive the 11 disapproved11 total package .from the· Panel Review Board with 

the following: 

a. Application For Grant 

b. Institute Control Form 

c. Grant Application Review memorandum 

d. Panel Review Board - Disposition Statement 

0 21. Prepar.e and transmit a .Letter of Notification~Disapproved, to ·the potential 

Grantee noti'fying him .that .his Application· For .Grant has been disapproved 

by the Pane1 -Review Board. 

28. File the total Package in .the disapproved file. The total package contains: 

a. Application For Grant 

b. Ihstitute Control Fann 

c. Grant Application Review memorandum 

d. Panel Review Board - .Disposition Statement 

29. Receive the .competitive bid total ·.package fr.om the Functional Center with: 

a·. Appl i c~ti on For Grant 

b. Ihstitute Control Form 

c. Grant Application Review Memorandum 

0 
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0 
30. Start contract procedures •in motion as described in Insti.tute Pa~phlet No. 21. 

31. Prepare and transmit Letter of Notificatian - ·competitive Bidding to the 

potential Grantee notifying him that ·the project •is being·submitted for 

comp~titive bidding. 

32. Receive incomplete Application For Grant and return· it to the potential 

grantee with a cover letter explaining. 

D. General Counsel 

l. Receive total package for a general quality contr.ol review and inspection 

pr1 or to submitting forms ·for the-Administrators•· signature. 

2. Return total package to· contracts and Grants Office. 

E. Administrators· 

Q 1. Receive prepared Grant Award - three ·Administrators. 

2. Sign Grant ·Award - three Administrators. 

3. Return to Contracts and Grants Office. 

F. Director of Institute 

l. Recetve Grant Award - Institute Concurrent Sign-Off fonn from Contracts 

and Grants Office. 

2. Sign the Grant .Award .- Institute·Concurrent Sign-Off form. 

3.· Receive and sign Gr.ant Award ·- by three···;Administrators. 

4. Return Grant Award .. by three ·Administrato~s to~contracts -and· Grants Office. 

5. Review the .Total Package with ·the Letter· of Notification. 

6. Si.gn the letter ·and ·retuY"n -the total package to : the -.Contr.acts and Grants 

Office. 

0 

https://contr.ol
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0 
G. Administrative Services Division 

1. Maintain a numbering sequence ·for ·Grants and Contracts. Grants will be 

numbered NI 001 etc. 

2. · Give the next number upon request and· rnaintain a log of it. 

3. Receive the total grant package-from the Contracts a~d Grants- office. 

4. Enclose all fonns in the..special manila folder in accordance with 

prescribed fonnat. 

H. Intergovernmental Liaison 

l. Receive the -Notice . to .Feder-a1 Agenci.e$ .. from· Contracts· and Grants Office. 

2. Make announcements to Government 6fficials .(senators; congressmen) as 

appropriate. 

Q 3. Infonn Contracts and Gr.ants that announcements ·have been made. 

I. Public Information Office 

l. Receive the Notice to·· Federal Agencies from· the·.contracts and Grants Office. 

2. Make appropriate Public Infonnation releases. 

J. Office of Law Enforcerneht Programs 

l. Receive the Noti-ce .to Federal Agencies from the Co~tracts and·Grants Office. 

2. Make i)ppr.opriate use .. of the .ir:1for.matiotl as \--e~uired· of their function. 

3. Notify the .State .Planning Agencies. 

K. P9nel Review Board 

1. Receive the disapproved total package from the Contracts and Grants Office. 

a. Application For Grant 

b. Institute Control Form 

c. Grant Application Review memorandum 

0 
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0 
2. Review the disapproved case and make a final decision. The decisions are: 

. 

Approved or Disapproved. 

3. For approved application prepare the Panel Review Board - Disposition 

Statement enunciat1hg rationale for approval. 

4. Send total package reviewed and now approved to the appropriate Functional 

Center for processing. 

5. For disapproved application prepare the Panel Review Board - Disposition 

Statement enunciating rationale for disapproval. 

6. Send the 'total package .review and now again disapproved to the Contracts 

and Grants Office for processing. 

0 

0 
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Fl ow Di ag)"am 

Start 

A-1 Grantee 

Make Inauiry. 

A-2 Grantee 

Contact Appropriate Center. 

B-1 Functional Center 

Receive Inauir.v. 

0 
8-2 Functional Center 

Infonn Contracts and Grants Office 
to send Application For Grant to .ootential grantee. 

C-1 Contracts and Grants Office 

Send Application For Grant to 
ootential arantee. 

A-3 ' Grantee 

~ lleceive Aoolication For Grant. 
u I 

(1) 
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A-4 Grantee 

Comolete Aoolication For Grant. ' 

·-

A-5 Grantee 

Submit Aoolication For Grant. 
I 

(G) 

I 
C-2 Contracts and Grants Office 

Receive Application For Grant from 
potential grantee, or resubmitted 
Aoolication For Grant. 

n 
C-3 Contracts and Grants Office 

Log in Application For Grant and 
date received. 

C-4 Contracts and Grants Office 

Date Aoolication For Grant. 

C-5 Contracts and Grants Office 

Affix Institute Control fonn and 
complete: Date received, Grantee, 
Control Number. and Title. 

I0 (2) 
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.. 

(2) 

C-6 Contracts and Grants Office 

Route Application For Grant and 
Institute Control Form to Functional 
Center Chiefs. 

-

8-3 Functional Center 
C-7 Contracts and Grants Office 

Receive completed Application For 
Grant from Contracts and Grants Office. Prepare letter of Application Receipt

Acknowledgment and send it to the 
ootenti al cirantee. 

' I 

B-4 Functional Center 
A-6 Grantee 

Review Application For Grant in tenns 
of technical content, completeness,

"ieasibility and potential social 
av off. 

Receive Letter of Application Receipt
Acknowledgment. 

B-5 Functional Center 

Complete Institute Control Form 
enunciating the status of the application
and highlighting its salient points . The 
status of an application is reviewed by
the Functional Center Chief. Statuses 
are: a. Approved, b. Disapproved, 
c. Competition, d. Incomplete -
Conceot aood. 

♦ 
I 

{A) 
I 

(B) 
I 

(C) 
I

(D) 

0 
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(A) Approved0 ·, 

B-6 Functional Center 

Process the approved Application For 
Grant as a result of its own approval
action or as a result of the Panel 
Review Board aooroval action. 

B-7 Functional Center 

Prepare the Grant Application Review 
memorandum enunciating salient factors 
in the application and reasons for 
approval. If the Application For Grant 
was disapproved by the Functional Center 
and subsequently approved by the Panel 
Review Board, a second Grant Application
Review memorandum is to be prepared
based on the Panel Review Board -

i-Disoosition Statement. 

B-8 Functional Center 

Prepare the Notice to Federal Agencies
fonn. 

B-9 Functional Center 

Prepare Grant Award - Institute 
Concurrent Sign-Off form on Institute 
stationerv. 

,_ B-10 Functional Center 

H repare Grant Award - by three 
dministrators. 

{3) 
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h -11 Functional Center-
Send the 11 approved" total package to 
Contracts and Grants Office for control 
and final administrative~action. The 
package will include: 
a. The Application For Grant 
b. Institute Control Form 
c. Grant Application Review Memorandum 
d. Notice to Federal Agencies 
e. Grant Award - Institute Concurrent 

Sign-Off
f. Grant Award - by three Administrators 
g. Panel Review Board - Disposition

Statement when aDDlicable 

C-8 Contracts and Grants .. Office 

Receive tot9l package -from Functional 
Center with the following: 
a. The Application For Grant 
. Institute Control Form 
. Grant Application Review Memorandum 

d. Notice to Federal Agencies 
e. Grant Award - Institute Concurrent 

Sign-Off
f. Grant Award - by three Administrators 
g. Panel Review.. Board - -Disposition

Statement when .a1,olicahle 

C-9 Contracts and·Grants Office 

Perfonn Budget Review and prepare a 
statement as to the soundness ·.of the 
financial oroaram-outlined. 

C-10 Contracts and Grants Office 

Q nnve the Institute Control Fonn and 
eep for easy budget .tabulation and 

work control. 

(3) 

(4) 
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(4) 

,.../ 

C-11 Contracts and Grants Office 

Send total package to General Counsel 
for review and initialing. 

D-1 General Counsel 

Receive total package for a general
quality control review and inspection
prior to sub~itting fonns for the 
Administrators• siQnatures. 

0-2 General Counsel 

Return total package to Contracts and 
L-..Grants Office. 

-· 

C-12 Contracts and Grants Office 

Obtain appropriate signature for 
a. Notice to Federal Agencies fonn 
b. Grant Award - Institute Concurrent 

Sign-Off 
c. Grant Award - Administrator 

E-1 Administrators 

Receive prepared Grant Award - three 
Administrators. 

(-f._2 Administrators 

Sign Grant Award - three Administrators 

(5 
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(5) 

E-3 Administrators 

Return to Contracts and Grants Office. 

F-1 Director of Institute 

Receive Grant Award - Institute 
Concurrent Sign-Off fonn from 
Contracts and Grants Office. 

F-2 Director of Institute 

Sign the Grant Award - Institute 
Concurrent Sion-Off fonn. 

0 
F-3 Director of Institute 

Receive and sign Grant Award - by three 
Administrators. 

F-4 Director of Institute 

Return Grant Award - by three 
Administrators to Contracts and 
Grants Office. 

r 

C-13 Contracts and Grants Office 

'iollate all of the fonns and make up the 
otal oackaae. 

-

(6) 
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(6} 

C-14 Contracts and Grants Office 

Obtai·n a Grant Number from: 
Administrat ive Service Division 
Mark Jennings 
1325 K Street 

' 

. - ··- -

C-15 Contracts and Grants Office 

Send the Notice to Federal Agencies to: 
Intergovernmental Liaison 

' Richard .Lynch, Room 501 
1325 K Street 

f 

. .l~ (l_, 

H-1 Intergovernmental Liaison 

!~ eceive the Notice to Federal Agencies
from Contracts and Grants Office. 
' ' 

' 

.·. ' 

H-2 Intergovernmental Liaison 

Make announcements· to Government 
officials (senators, congressmen) 
as aoorooriate. 

' 

., _. ·L ..-_Jlw.· ~ · • _,,•-.• ' 

H-3 Interqovernmental Liaison 

Infonn Contracts and Grants that 
announcements have been made. 

' 

(7) 

G-1 Administrative Services Division 

Maintain a numbering sequence for 
Grants and Contracts. Grants wi 11 
be numbered NI 001 etc. 

I 

G-2 Administrative Services Division 

Give the next number upon request and 
maintain a loQ of it. 
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0 

(7} 

C-16 Contracts and Grants Office 
' 
Receive confirmation from the Inter-
governmental liaison office that the 

.: appropriate Government announcements 
have been made. . 

1,. 

h, 

C-17 Contracts and Grants Office 

Send two copies of the Notice to 
Federal Agencies to: 
a. Public Infonnation Office 

Dean St. Dennis, Room 502 
1325. K Street · 

; b. ·Office of Law Enforcement Program. Danjel Skoler, Room 536a ,. 1325 K- Street 
,~ ' ,~, 

. 
C-18 Contracts and Grants Office 

'· Prepare' Letter of Notification to 
the Grantee notifying the Grantee 
of t ~e Award. This letter should 
be warm &nd friendly and should 
contain: 
a. A copy of the signed Grant Award -

by three Administrators 
b. Special conditions of the Award 

a c. Reference 
d. Method of payment 
e. Circular A-21 or'A-82 or A-87 

' 

C-19 Contracts and Grants Office 

Set uo aoorooriate budqetarv orocedure. 

u 

I-2 Public Information Office 

Make ~ppropriate Public Information 
releases. 

t 
~I--1 Public Information Office 

Receive the Notice to Federal 
Agencies from the Contracts and 
Grants Office . . 

l 

I 
J-1 Office of Law Enforceme~t ProQrams 

Receive the Notice to Federal 
Agencies from the Contracts and 
Grants Office. 

l 
J-2 Office of Law Enforcement Proorams 

Make appropriate .use of the infonna-
tion -- as reauired of their function. 

! 
J-3 Office of Law Enforcement Proqrams 

Notifv the State Plannino Aaencies. 

(8) 
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C-20 Contracts and Grants Office 

Present the Total Package to the 
Director for his review and signature
of the Letter of Notification. 

F-5 Director of Institute 

Review the Total Package with the 
Letter of Notification. 

F-6 Director of Institute 

Sign the letter and return the total 
package to the Contracts and Grants 

d ffice. 

C-21 Contracts and Grants Office 

Receive the Letter of Notification 
and the Total Packace from the Director. 

C-22 Contracts and Grants Office 

Send the Letter of Notification with 
accomoanvino data to the Grantee. 

' •A-7 Grantee C-23 Contracts and Grants Office 

Q eceive Letter of Notification to 
rantee. 

Send the Total Grant Package to the 
Administrative Services Division for 
enclosure in a soecial manila folder. 

(9) 
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0 

(9) 

,_,, 
G-3 Administrative Services Division 

Receive the total grant package from the 
Contracts and Grants Office. 

G-4 Administrative Services Division 

Enclose all forms in the special
manila folder in accordance with 
prescribed format. 

End 

0 
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0 (B) Disapproved 

I 
B-12 Functional Center • 

Process the Disapproved Grant 
Annlication. 

B-13 Functional Center 

Prepare the Grant Application Review 
Memorandum enunciating salient factors 
in the Grant Application and reason for 
disannroval action. 

B-14 Functional Cent~r 

end the disapproved total package to 
Contracts and .Grants Office for control 
and administrative action. The package
will include: 
a. Application For Grant 
b. Institute Control Fonn 
c. Grant Annlication· Review Memorandum 

' 

C-24 Contracts and .Grants Offite 

Receive the 11disapproved0 total package
from the Functional · Center with the 
following: 
a. Application For Grant 
b. In~titute Control Fonn 
c. Grant Annlication· Review Memorandum 

(10) 

0 
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C-~5 Co~tracts and Grants Office 

Sends •disapproved total package to the 
Panel Review Board. The package
contains: 
a. Application For Grant 
b. Institute Control Form 
c. Grant A lication Review Memorandum 

K-·l Panel Review Board 

·Receive ' the disapproved total package
from the Contracts and Grants Office. 
a. Application For Grant · 
b. Institute Control Form 
c. Gr.ant A lication Review Memorandum 

-2 Panel Review Board 

Review the disapproved case and make a 
final decision. The decisions are: 
A roved or Disa roved. 

K-3 Panel Review Board 

For approved application prepare the 
Panel Review Board - Disposition
Statement enunciating rationale for 
a ' roval. · 

K-4 Panel Review Board 

Send total package reviewed and 
now approved to the appropriate

nctional Cente~ for rocessin. 

K-5 Panel Review Board 

For disapproved -application prepare
the Panel .Review .Board .- Disposition
Statement enunciati~g rationale for 
disa roval. 

K-6 Panel Review Board 

Send the total package reviewed and 
now again di sapp.r.oved · to the Contr.acts 
and Grants Office for rocessin. 

{A) (11} 
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0 

iQ 

Grantel 

Receive second and final Letter 
of Notification - Disapproved
from the Contracts and Grants 
Office notifying that his 
Applicati9n for Grant has been 
again reviewed and disapproved 
b the .Plnel Review Board. 

(11) 

C-26 Contracts and Grants Office 

Receive the "disapproved" total 
package from the Panel Review Board 
with the following: 
a. Application For Grant 
b. Institute Control Form 
c. Grant Application Review 

Memorandum 
d. Panel Review Board - Disposition

Statement 

C-27 Contracts and Grants 

Prepare and Transmit a Letter of 
Notification - Disapproved 
to the potential Grantee notifying
him that his Application For Grant 
has been disapproved .by the Panel 
Review Board. 

C-28 Contracts and Grants 

File the total Package in the 
disapproved file. The total package 
contains: 
a. Application For Grant 
b. Institute Control Form 
c. Grant Application Review 

Memorandum 
d. Panel Review Boar.-d -

Dis osition Statement. 

End 

0 
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I 
B-15 Functional Center 

Ptocess the Application For Grant 
for Comoetitive Biddina. 

B-16 Functional Center 

Prepare the Grant Application· Review 
Memorandum enunciating salient factors 
in the Grant Application and the Reason 
for submitting it for competiti-ve
bidding. Make it clear·. to the 
potential grantee that the .RFP that 
is being developed and •distributed 
will not include any .proprietary 
information submitted·-by the Grantee 
in the aooltcation. 

(\ 
l 

i._/ 

B-17 Functional Center 

Send the Competitive .bid total package ., 

to Contracts and Grants ·Office. 
a. Applicatio~ For Gr.ant 
b. Institute Control Form 
c. Grant Application Review 

Memorandum 

. 
C-29· Contracts and Grant.Office 

Receive t~e competitive bid total 
package from the Functional Center 
with: 
a. Application For Grant 
b. Institute Contr.01 Fonn 
c. Grant Application Review 

Memorandum 

10 (12) 

https://Contr.01
https://clear�.to
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(12) 

n 
C-30 Contracts and Grant Office 

Start contract procedures in motion 
as described in Institute Pamphlet 
No. 21. 

C-31 Contracts and Grant -Office 

Prepare and transmit Letter of 
Notification - Competitive Bidding 
to t~e potential Grantee notifying
him that the project is being
submitted for comoetitive biddina. 

I~ 

I 
A-9 Grantee 

eceive lettet that the Application
For Grant .is being submitted for 
comoetitive biddina. 

0 
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0 (D) Incomplete - Concept Good 

8-18 Functional Center 

The Application For Grant is found to be 
incom lete but the conce tis ood. 

8-19 Functional Center 

Contact the potential grantee to inform 
him that the Application For Grant is 
incom lete ~nd make su estions. 

8-20 Functional Center 

Return Application For Grant to Contracts 
nd Grants with Institute Control Form 

and enunciate action to be taken. 

C-32 Contracts and Grants 

Receive incomplete Application For Grant 
and return it to the potential .grantee 
with a cover letter· ex lainin. 

A-11 Gr ntee 

Receive incomplete Application For 
·Grant com lete it and resubmit. 

(G) 

A-10 Grantee 

Receive written or verbal notice that 
A lication For Grant is incom lete. 

0 
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V. Sample Forms. 

The forms currently available are contained in this section. They
are: 

Application for Grant (Final Proposal from Grantee) 

Institute Control Fonn 

Budget Review Statement 

Notice to Federal Agencies 

Grant Application Review 

Grant Award {Institute Concurrent Sign-Off) 

Grant Award - The Administrators 

Letter of Application Receipt Acknowledgment 

Letter of Notification - Approved

0 Letter of Notification - Disapproved 

Letter of Notification - Competitive Bidding 

Panel Review Board - Disposition Statement 

0 



Form LEAA•INST-1 
lEd. 3-24-69) 

Form Approved 
Budget Bureeu No. 43-R044 

D U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

-

LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION 

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF LAW
-f 

ENFORCEMENT AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20530 

Application is hereby made for a grant under Part D of Title I 
of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 
(PL 90-351) in the amount and for the purposes specified in 
this application. 

1. Short Title of Proposed Project: 

2. Kind of Application: ________ Original. 
(Cheek one) 

Total3. Project Duration 
Months 

Present Phase 

Prior Phases 

cessive Phases 

Total 

4. Applicant Agency or Institution. 
(Name, address, telephone) 

6. Financial Officer. 
(Name, title, address, telephone} 

APPLICATION FOR GRANT
NATIONAL INSTITUTE 

Page 1 

Application Number (For Official Use Only) 

Date Received 

Continuation of Grant No. ________ 

Financial
From To Support 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

5. Project Director. 
(Name, title, address, telephone} 

7. Official authorized to sign application, 
(Name, title, <!,ddress, telephone} 

8. Type of Agency or Institution. 9. Federal Tax Exemption Determination 

oD 0 Private 0 Yes. DatePublic 

0 No. D Pending 



0 U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION 

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF LAW 
ENFORCEMENT AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE

• Pa~2• 

10. Budget for Total Project 

Budget Categories - Present Prior Successive Totals
Phase Phases Phases**National Institute Funds 

Employees' salaries $ $ $. $ 

Consultants' salaries* $ $ $ $ 
Sub-Contracts $ $ $ $ 
Travel (Transportation and 
Subsistence} $ $ $ $ 

Supplies, Communications 
and Reproduction $ $ $ $ " 

Equipment $ $ $ $ 

Other Miscellaneous $ $ $ $ 
Indirect Costs $ $ $ $ 

Total Institute Funds 
$ $ $ $Requested 

Money $ $ $ $ 

Grantee Facilities $ $ $ $ 

$Services $ $ $ 

Other $ $ $ $ 
Total Grantee Contribution $ $ $ $ 
Total of Grantee and 
Institute Funds $ $ $ $ 

Project Duration in Months 

n ribution 

11. Federal Support. Will other Federal support be available for any part of this project? 
Yes__No__ If yes, identify and explain: 

12. Federal Submissions. Have other Federal agencies been contacted for assistance on this or similar projects? 
Yes__ No__ lfyes, identify and specify outcome: 

*Personal service consultants only. 
**When applicable. 

0 
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

0 LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION 
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF LAW Page 3 

ENFORCEMENT AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

13. Budget Narrative 

Explain, in one page if possible, the composition of the budget items shown on Page 2. All major components 
and items of the budget must be explained clearly. Major components of grantee contributions must also be specified. 
(If continuation pages are needed, number them 3a, 3b, etc.). 

0 



0 U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION 

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF LAW Page4 
ENFORCEMENT AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

14. Applicant's Agreement: 

It is understood and agreed by the Applicant: 

a. that funds awarded are to be expended only for the purposes and activities covered by the Applicant's a~ 
proved plan and budget; 

b. that the grant may be terminated in whole or in part by the Institute Director for failure to comply with 
these grant conditions or with the project goals, plan and methodology set forth in the grantee's application 
or for the convenience of the United States of America; 

c. that appropriate grant records and accounts will be maintained and made available for audit as prescribed by 
the Institute; 

d. that the applicant will comply with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (P.L. 88-352) to the end that no 
person shall on the ground of race, color, or national origin be excluded from participation in, be denied the 
benefits of, or be otherwise subjected to discrimination under any program or activity for which the Appli· 
cant receives Federal financial assistance from the Institute or the LEAA; and 

Q e. that project budget formulations and fund expenditures conform to the following conditions, namely (i) 
prohibition against obligation of grant funds or reimbursement of expenses incurred prior to the effective 
date of the grant, (ii} limitation of travel and subsistence charges to levels allowed by uniform travel regu
lations of grantee organizations; or, in the absence of uniform travel regulations, to levels allowed under 
current Federal Government travel regulations, including use of less than first-class accommodations in air 
and rail travel and current per diem subsistence limit, (iii) disallowance of certain types of costs, e.g., 
construction costs, real estate purchases, or payment of real estate mortgages or taxes, organization dues, 
entertainment expenses, purchase of automobiles, (iv) disallowance of indirect costs for public agencies, 
(v} limitation of approved expenditures to items specifically budgeted and requirement of approval for 
transfer of funds between budget categories, in excess of 10% or $5,000, whichever is less, and (vi) ·require· 
ment that all grant conditions and rules apply to organizations providing contract services to the project, 
including specific approval by the Institute of major subcontract arrangements (i.e. more than 10% of grant 
award) entered into after grant award. 

0 



U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE. 
LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION 

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF LAW Page 5 
ENFORCEMENT AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

14. • Applicant's Agreement (Continued) 

f. that grant funds may not be obligated prior to the effective date or subsequent to the termination date of the 
grant period. Obligations outstanding as of the termination date shall be liquidated within 90 days after tenni· 
nation date of the grant period. · 

g. that the grantee shall be notified of any decision to terminate for the reasons described in item 14b., and be 
allowed a reasonable time, where feasible, to terminate project operations or seek support from other sources. 
No termination shall affect grant obligations or costs incurred prior to receipt of notice of termination, pr~ 
vided such obligations or costs were incurred in good faith and are otherwise allowable. Funds shall not be 
considered obligated solely by virtue of grantee commitments to participating agencies or project contractors 
for work or services not yet performed. 

h. that interest on grant funds is to be returned by check payable to the Treasurer of the United States, and other 
income (sale of publications, registration fees, service charges or fees, etc.) will be applied for project purposes 
or in reduction of project costs. 

that title to personal property (other than consumable supplies) acquired in whole or in part with grant funds 
~d in accordance with approved grant budgets, shall vest in the grantee subject to divestment at the option of 
the Institute (to the extent of the Institute contribution toward the purchase thereof) exercisable only upon 
notice within 120 days after termination of the grant period. 

j. that the grantee shall maintain records and accounts concerning the expenditure of Institute and grantee
contributed funds consistent with generally accepted accounting principles and with sufficient accuracy and 
detail to allow for auditing and on·site inspections by the Institute, its designees or the General Accounting 
Office. The grantee shall submit the following reports to the Institute: (a) fiscal reports, consisting of (i) 
requests for advance of funds; (ii) quarterly expenditures and budget experience reports; and (iii) final finan· 
cial reports at the end of the grant period settjng forth costs and expenditures of the complete project; and 
(b) program reports, consisting of (i) quarterly progress reports and (ii) final report on completion of the 
grant project. 

k. that the grantee may publish the results of grant activity without prior review by the Institute with an 
acknowledgment of the Institute support, furnishing 25 copies to the Institute. However, each such publication 
must contain the following statement, or its equivalent: "The fact that the National Institute of Law Enforce
ment and Criminal Justice furnished financial support to the activity described in this publication does not 
necessarily indicate the concurrence of the Institute in the statements or conclusions contained herein." 

0 
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U.S.. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION 

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF LAW Page6 
ENFORCEMENT AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

1~. Applicants' Agreement (Continued) 

l. that where grant projects produce original books, manuals, films, or other copyrightable material, the 
grantee may coypright such, but the Department reserves a royalty-free, non-exclusive and irrevocable 
license to reproduce, publish, translate, or otherwise use, and to authorize others to publish and use, 
such materials. Where such license is exercised, appropriate acknowledgment of the grantee's contri
bution will be made. 

m. that if any discovery or invention arises or is developed in the course of or as a result of work performed 
in a grant project, the grantee shall refer the discovery or invention to the Department which will deter
mine whether or not patent protection will be sought, how any rights therein, including patent rights, 
will be disposed of and administered, and the necessity of other action required to protect the public's 
interest. 

n. that in all other matters relating to allowability or charging of costs to the grant project, the provisions 
and requirements of Bureau of the Budget Circular A-87 shall apply to those grantees which are agencies 
or units of government, and Bureau of the Budget Circular A-21 to those grantees which are universities, 
colleges, other educational institutions (including state universities and other institutions) within State 
higher education systems or private organizations or institutions. 

o. that, whenever feasible, as a condition of approval of a grant under Part D of Public Law 90-351, the 
grantee will contribute money, facilities, or services to carry out the purpose for which the grant is 
sought. 

15. Date 17. Signature of Authorized Official 
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION 

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF LAW Page7 
ENFORCEMENT AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

l8. Project Plan Summary 

Please summarize, in approximately 200 words, the most important parts of the statement of the project 
plan, called for in item 19, which follows. Please describe clearly the project objectives and the program impact, 
methods and evaluation. 

0 



0 U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION 

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF LAW Page8
• ENFORCEMENT AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

(9. Project Plan and Supporting Data 

Please state clearly and in detail, within twenty pages if possible, the aims of the project, precisely what will 
be done, who will be involved, and what is expected to result. 

Please use the following maj~ headings: J. Goals, II. Program Impact, III. Methods, IV. Evaluation, Y.. Dissem 
ination, and VI. Resources. SectionslandJ!should be in terms of the complete project. Sections III, IV,~ and VI 
should be principally in terms of the "Present Phase", with limited attention to the complete project. 

I. GOALS - The discussion of goals should indicate the problem being addressed, the manner in which the 
program will make a contribution to society. 

II. PROGRAM IMPACT -This section should describe how the program, if successful, will result in demon
strable change in the criminal justice system or other aspects of society. This section should clearly indicate whether 
the grantee considers it his role to develop such changes and to what extent he intends to participate in the develop
ment of such changes. 

III. METHODS - This section should describe how the project will be carried out, including the resources
R techniques which will be used and the types of personnel that will be applied to the program. Also a schedule of ve I activities should be provided. 

IV. EVALUATION -The grantee is encouraged to provide outside, objective evaluation as a continuing 
source of perspective to the project. It is recommended that the evaluation be developed as a tool for the grantee to 
improve each project as it proceeds rather than as a separate reporting system to the Institute. The lack of effective 
evaluation may result in a project being rejected as inappropriate for the Institute since we have authority to conduct 
only a research and development program. 

V. DISSEMINATION -Th~ project should recommend an appropriate dissemination program. 

VI. RESOURCES - Resumes should be provided of the personnel who are expected to participate in the 
project and information should be provided on the qualifications and resources of all organizations and agencies hav
ing a major role in the project. If the cooperation or participation of public agencies, other than the grantee is requim 
for the success of the project, letters of endorsement by appropriate officials should be attached. 

GPO 874-269 

0 
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Form INSTITUTE.-2 INSTITUTE CONTROL FORM 

Date Received Control No. 
~ tee._________________________________ 

Title·'Type -Re_q_u_e-st_:_N..,..e_w___R_e_v....is_i_o_n___F_o...,ll""'"o_w_o_n___o_f___N_o_.-----------
.Letting: Grant Sole Source No. FY
Funds: Asked --- Given --- Peri-od.....---- -----

Estimated Total Corm'litment Period 

Program Area Type Inst. 

1. Req'mnts., Stand., Eval. 1. Industry 
2. --Prev. &Rehabilitation 2. -- University
3. __ Detection &Apprehension 3. Courts 
4. Management &Systems 4. -- Prisons 
5. Crime and Society 5. Police 
6. --Statistics Center 6. -- Federal 
7. Demonstrations 7. State &Local Gov 1 t. 
8. Visiting Fellows 8. -- Individuals 
9. Director's Fund"' 9. Professional Associations 

l 0. Advisory Council 
11. Organized Crime 
12. --Violence 
13. Other 

Type Activity Payoff Lead Time Location 

esearch $ 1. 2 yrs. $ l. National $
Develop $------ 2. 2-5 yrs. $ 2. Indeter. $ 
Service $ 3. 5-10 yrs. $ 3. $
Testing $------ 4. Cantin. $ 4. $ 

Staff Action: - Application Incomplete (concept good but requires follow up.)
Approved__ Disapproved__ Inappropriate__ Competition__ 
Date
Pane-=--1_,,A,....c..,..t.....io_n_:_A_pp_r_o_v_ed-i:_-=:_--:__ Disapproved__ Hold__ Date________ 

Description:________________________________, 

t er:---------------------------------

\ Reviewer: ____________~------:---:'---------------
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Form DJ-lSO 
( Ed. 4-26-61) 44 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Memorandum 
TO DATE: 

FROM 

SUBJECT: Budget Review Statement 

A sample will be provided at a later date. 
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--0 INSTITUTE-3 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration NOTICE TO FEDERAL AGENCIES 

National Institute of Law GRANT AWARDS 
Enforcement and Criminal Justice 

/ Note: For Administrative Use Only/ 

For infonnation and any comments, we are sending summary data on the 

U grant award U contract award 

identified below. Please advise if you desire further infonnation or would like a 
copy of the grant or contract proposal. 

Grantee or Contractor Project Director 
(Name, address, and telephone) (Name, title, address, telephone.) 

Amount of Award: Period of Award:____________ 

1:3i1 Project Amount: Total Project Period:__________ 

Summary Description of Project: 

BY:---------------------



46 Form DJ-UO 
( F.d. 4-26-6S) 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Memorandum 
TO : Dr. Ralph G. H. Siu DATE: January 15, 1969 

FROM Dr. W. Jay Merrill 

SUBJECT: Grant Application Review - National Association of Attorneys
General (NAAG). 

This grant application is to conduct a comprehensive study of the 
powers, duties, and operations of the office of the Attorney General in 
the various states. Particular attention would be directed toward areas 
of current or emergent interest, such as participation in state plans to 
improve law enforcement. The expected outcomes will not only include a 
comprehensive report but legislative and administrative revision of the 
duties of the Attorneys General in the states. In addition, the basic data 
would be actively maintained by the NAAG and made available to members. 

The importance of collecting and analyzing data on the office of the 
Attorney General has long been recognized. The Association collected data 
on this subject in 1951 and 1961 but lacked funds to analyze and interpret
the survey results. The states themselves have recognized the importance
of such a study by their universal offer to actively participate in this 
project. The project plan and supporting data submitted by the NAAG are 
well written and thorough. In conclusion, this project provides the 
Institute an excellent opportunity to support a developmental project that 
would offer benefits to all of the states. 

The grant application includes a two-year proposed budget totaling
$142,470. The first year budget is for $68,254. The expenses are adequately 
explained and reasonable. 

It is recommended that a grant of $68,254 be awarded to the National 
Association of Attorneys General to fund this project. 

) 
S A M P L E 
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U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION 

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF LAW ENFORCEMENT .AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20537 

. Form JNSTJTUTE-4 

GRANT AWARD 

The National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice 

hereby awards to 

grant number in the amount of-$ 

for --------------------------
as authorized by the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 

1968 {P.L. 90-351, Part D). 

I 

This grant may be used until ____________, unless 

e~tended by the Institute, in •accordance with the plan set forth in 

the grantee's application dated·___________ and 

the Institute's current conditions governing grants. 

Date Director, National Institute of Law 
Enforcement-and ·Criminal Justice 

0 
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Form DJ-150 
( Ed.1.it..6-6,'J 

~-
'UNITED 'sTATES GOVERN!-.1ENT DEPARTMENT OF juSTICE 

Memorandum 
TO CCJOM Staff DATE: March 16, 1970 

Irving Slott 

•SUBJECT: Processing of Proposals 

Attached you will find those forms required to process a proposal
into a grant award. The first form immediately following this page is the 
grant award check list. In the left-hand column you will find numbers 
written which correspond to the attached sample forms to be used in the 
processing of grants . 

.o· 
/ . 

/
/ ., 

.f' 
I 0 
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GRANT AWARD CHECKLIST* 

1. ICC Number 2. Grant 3. Prepared------ by_________Number I'll---'-------

Title--------------------------------
5.' Letters and Forms Required 

Date Letter or Form 

(1) a. Application for Grant (Form LEAA-INST-1) Quality Checked - all 
requirements speci~i2d on the-application must be satisfied . 

·J.'il -fr b. Prepare Special Condition Statement (Form LEAA-INST-10). Prepared when 
a change to the original application is required. v 

·3 c. Update Institute Controi- Form (~EAA-INST-2). 
/ 

7- d. Prepare Grant Application Review (Memorandum).u.' 
~ e. , P.repare Budget Review Statement (Memorandum). 

-- f. Obtain ·Grant Number from ICC. NI------
- g ICC notify LEAA Financial Officer of impendin~ grant award. (Phone ~all). 

~ h. Prepare Letter of Noti fi cation Approved for Di rector. ( 2 copies - form) 

.:{ i ~ Prepare Grant Award by Director (LEAA-INST-4). Do not include an . 
individual's name. · Institutions only. Except for grants to individuals. 
DO NOT INCLUDE AWARD DATE. (2 copies) 

__f---'-_j. Prepare Grant Award l!.pproval (LEAA-INST-5). Do not includ;~n 
individual's name. institutions only. Excep~ for grants to individuals. 
DO NOT INCLUDE AWARD DATE. (2 copies). 

k. Functional Center Chief - Make preliminary ohone award notification ----- ·with caveat that it not be publicized.

'l 1~ Prepare Notice to Federal Agencies (2 copies) 
--~- (After award signed, ICC Xeroxes copies (3,cooies) 

1. Public !~formation Office 
2. Office of Law Enforcement Pro~rams 
3. Science Informa_tion Exchange {Executive Office) 

---- m. Notify ICC if gran~ is approved. Return all materia·ls- to ICC for filing. 

__.....__ n. Forward copy of Grant Award and Grant Award Approval to Financial Officer 
and Audit Division. 

' o. Send to Grantee (1) Letter of Notification - ·Approved, (2) Grant Award 
---- Approval, (3) Orininal and one copy of Grant Award by Director. 

Other. 

*This form is to be used in conjunction with Form LEAA-INST-2. 

0 
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Form LEAA·INST-1CD (Ed. 3-24-69) ·o rQrm Approved 
Bud!!'i't Bureau No. 43-R044 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
APP.LICATION FOR GRAN:fAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION 

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF LAW 

ENFORCEMENT AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20530 

Application is hereby made for a grant under Part D of Title I 
of the Omnibus Cr1me Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 
(PL ·90.3511 in the amount and for the purooses soecified in 
this application. 

1. Short Title of Proposed Project: 

2. Kind of Application: ________ Original. 
(Check one} 

Total3. Project Dur.1tion 
Months -

Present Phase 
, 

Prior Phases 

ssive Phases 
, 

Total 

4. Applicant Agency or Institution. 
.(Name. address. telephone) 

-

. 

6. Financial Officer. 
(Name, title. address, telephone) 

' 

-
. 

8. Type of Agency or Institution. 

Public Private..O J-
□ 

-· -

ttATIONAL INSTITUTE 
Page 1 

Application Number (For Official Use Only)
' 

Date Received 

Continuation of Grant No. ___________ 

Financial
From To Support 

; 

$: 

$ 

$ 

$ . . . 
5. Project Director. ,. 

(Name, title, address, telephone) ., 
-

' 

. 

7. Official authorized to sign application, 
(Name, title, address, telephone) 

' 
. 

.._ 
' 

. 

.. 
9. Federal Tax Exemption Detennination 

□ Yes. Date' 

□ No. - □ Pending 
. 

,: 
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Form LEAA-INST-1 

~-..........I~:----=---=~===--==-=--:-:-:-==-=-=----'---,---- ~----- ------------\ U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE -
aw tnforcement Assistance Administration Special Conditions Statement 

National Institute of Law 
Enforcement and Criminal Justice 

This Grant Award is contingent upon grantee's acceptance 
of and compliance with the following Special Conditions. 

. . 

11 j 111. Quarterly Reporting periods, i'tem of the ·general 
conditions, will be based on the award date, instead 
of calendar quarte_rs--!..· 

/ . .,,, 

/ 
/ 

... 

0 . 
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2 copies on wsite bond 

Special Conditions Statement 

The Institute' s Applicant's Agreement,. Current Ct>nd\i tions 
Governing Grants and the grante.e submission hereby form a 
part of this grant, except to the exte.nt ~ they may be 
modified in ¥ the following provisions: 

/ . 

/
/ 

,-,,• 

0 
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INST.ITlITE CONTROL FORM - 2 Rating __ 
:. Control 

·1: Title --------:--------------~--=--~-- No._______
Functional ________________ Subject_____....,....,,_..-=-----

Date Rec.---......-----.....,.,.--------..,;.. Reviewer Date Rev.FY Months ~ From --•10----,$~Re uest --$-G.,..,1....\1 

a. ject ves c. xpecte SU ts • Reconmen ations , 

/ 

/ . 

.:~::: . 

/ 
./
· 

st tute Fo etters, Memorandum, Conferences . 

c. ---------------------------------
!·' 



Form DJ-1~0 
(Ed. -4-~6-6U 

· UNITED 'STATES GOVERNMENT Dl<\PA ~T-'""ENTT OP TT ' S'T'T,...,,.,.
..................... 4, .&. JV J...lV.J.:l IfO Memorandum 

TO Henry S. Ruth DATE: 

FROM" : Paul Cascarano 

SUBJECT: Parole Decision-Making (P70-136) 

I attach-a copy of the above-titled proposal, submitted by the 

National Council on Crime and Delinquen~y on behalf of Don Gottfredson, 

Director of the NCCD Research Center. The grant request is for $152,730 of 
I -

. FY 70 funds {subject to possible reduction' due to aid of GSA in obtaining 

office space and computer telephone line), plus approximately $353,644 during 

FYs· 71 and 72 (suhje.ct to same possible reductions), I stron~ly support 

0 funding at the requested level~ 

This proposal originated in conve.rsations among _George Reed, Chairman 

of the U. S. Board of Parole, Dr. Gottfredson, Mr. Rogovin and myself. Mr. Reed 

was anxious to utilize parole experience data (such as the Uniform Parole 

Reports} in Board decision-making. Dr~ ·Gottfredson submitted a preliminary 

proposal which he discussed with Mr. Reed, a subcommittee of Parole Board 

members, Miss Siegel and myself. The attached proposal was submitted to the 
/ / 

Institute and to the Board in late November, at which time Dr. Gottfredson, 

Mis.s Siegel and I met with the fu11 Board to discuss the project. 
I 

As the propos·al states, the aim of the project is the -development 

and demonstration o'f model programs for providing information to paroling 
I • 

authorities in such a way that parole decisions may be improved by an increased 

· utilization of experience in decision-making. A prototype sys tern wi 11 .be 

0 
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/ ; 
. .

/ 
Henry S. Ruth, Director January 9, 1970 -
National Institute of taw Enforcement 

and Criminal Justice 

John P. Conrad, Chief 
Center for Crime Prevention 

and Rehabil 1 tat ion .... 

Mr. Goffus I Review of i-JCCD Proposal: ti Parole _Oecision-Makingn 

, ' I have just read Mr. Goffus' memorandum of 7 January, 
addressed to you. We will make suitable inquiry regarding sorae 

' of the points which will require resolution. In the meantime. 
I would like to dispose of those points raised by Mr. Goffus 
which can be clarified without further inquiry., 

- · 1. Mr. Goffus SU(Jgests that \te secure an endorsed apprai sa1 
of the proposal from various interested agencies. I question tha 
necessity of undertaking this chore, Mr. Reed, Chairman of the 
U. s. Soard of Parole has formally endorsed the project in a 
memorandum contained in the attached file. He has assured 11~ on 
1;,any occasions that he wfl 1 assist with any necessary arrange
ments required for the cooperation of the FBI 1 the Bureau of 
Prisons, and the Administrative Officer of the U.S. Courts. I 
would require that Mr. Carpenter be kept informed and will see 
to it that appropriate co1~1unication is maintained with his office. 

. 2. As to the question of requiring the p.roject's director's 
salary to be borne as a grantee contribution, I am puzzled as to 
the necessity for making this kind of stipulation. There is in 
the file a sta.tement as to allocation of overhead cost to which 
Mr. Goffus might refer, as the project director's salary is not 
1ncludad therein. · 

3. Project co-directoi:; I agree that Professor lJil kins 
should be asked for his formal agreefllent to serve as co-dir~ctor. 
This is an oversight on our part, and we will take iITTnedi ate steps 
to correct it. However, I wonder whether the issue of the com
parati-ve advantages to the government to pa.y his emolument on the 
basis of a consultancy or as a project employee ·ts worth the ti1:-ie 
re-qu.tred to ·negotiate. 

4. Part-time research assistants: I will make the necessary 
inquiries-.- However, it should be understood that projects of this 

- kind frequently require staff amnlification by semi-professional
research assistants. I doubt that Dr. eottfredson will be able to 
provhfe very much detail on an item which is essentially contfogent. 0 



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUS'f:1CE 

LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20530 

NATIONAL INST11'.UTJ! OP LA.W. ENFORCEMENT 
AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

/ 

Subject: Grant Award 

Dear Sir: 

We are pleased #to inform you of the aoproval of your 
pr-oposal _~o the Institute. 

Two copies of the grant award are attache~. Please sign
and return the duplicate copy of the grant award. In addition, · 
forms for reques~ing _funds and reporting expenditures are 
enclosed.0 Initially, ·the Grantee's Request for Funds form should be 
used to request advance funds to cover anticipated expenditures. 
For subsequent quarterly requests for funds, t:~: Grantee's Report
of Expenditures for· the preceding quarter must accompany the .r 
Grantee•~ Request_far Funds. · 

-
We are looking forward to the results of your effort. 

Sincerely, 

Henry S. ,,-Ruth, Jr. 
Director 

lo 
i 
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0 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

I.AW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION 

WASHINGTON, D .C. 20:HO 

G R A NT A WA R D 

, .Title 
--- ---•-Grantee Application 

~ Date 
Award . Date 

Award ·IAward '-- !Award
Amount Number Period From To 

In accordance with prov1s1ons of Part D of Title I of the Omnibus Crime Control and 
Safe Streets Act of 1968, P.L. 90-351, and on the basis cf the applicati-0n submitted, 
the National Institute of Law t:nforcement and Criminal Justice hereby a~oJards to the 
foregoing grantee a g~ant, in the amount shown above, for the period indicated. Thi~ 
award has been approved by the Administrators of the Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration. · 

(js grant is subject to the -Institute's current conditions governing grants and those 
forth in the Applicant's Agreement. it is also subject, if indicated below, to 
Special Conditions attached to this grant award . . 

This grant shall become effectfve as of ' the award -date indicated above. Grantee's 
acceptance of thi~ award as conditioned is indicated by signature of the d~ly authorized 
official and .return_of the siJned duplicate copy to the Institute. ..- · 

-NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF LAW ENFORCEMENT AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

Henry S. Ruth~ Jr., Director 
/

/ 

* * * 
Accepted for the Grantee . 

' "-

Signature of Duly Auth0ri.zed Gffici al Typed Name and Title of Official 

Grant Award Data 

( . ) THIS AWARD LS SUBJECT TO SPECIAL CONDITIONS (ATTACHED) 

-0 
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Title 

Grantee 

Award 
Amount 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF_ JUSTICE 

LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION 

W ASHIN(?TON, D.C. 20.530 

GRANT AWARD APPROVAL 

Appltcation 
~ Date 

a Award 
Date 

!Award !Award 
Number Period From To 

The Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 
hereby approves the grant award of the National Insti
tute of L~w-Enforcement· and Crimina~ Justice to the 
foregoi'ng grantee, in the amount shown above for the 
purposes set forth in the grantee application for the 
indicated period. This award i~ subject to the current 
conditions_ governing g_rants. 

/ . 

LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION 

Charles H. Rogovin,
/ 

Administrator 

Richard W. VeJde, Associate Administrator 

Clarence_M. Coster, Associate Administrator 



----------

.. 
:i'on;n~LEAA.!INST-3 , 
~u·. 3-17-69 

U. S. DEPAR'IMENT OF JUSTICE 
Law-En:f,'orcement Assistance Administration NOTICE 'ID FEDERAL AGENCIF.s 

National Institute of Law GRANT AWARIB 
Enforcement and Criminal Justice 

I Note: For Administrative Use OnJ.y 

For infonnation and any comments, we are sending summary data on the 

CJ grant award CJ contract award 

identified below. Please advise if you desire further in.formation or would like a 
copy of the grant or contract proposal.. 

Grantee or Contractor Project Director 
(Name, adm:ess, and telephone) (Name, title, address, telephone) 

Ot--------------------Period of Award:_ _ ____________.Amount of Award:---
Total Project Period:__________ 

/ , 
Total Project .Amount:-----------
Summary Description of Project: 

,,/ 

O r=- =============::;:::=============BY:______________________DATE:____________ 
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-- -

, 
I· lUes1rea ~tructureJ 

·4' ,. •. 
; ..,· .. :I• I .. .J ' .. III. Methods 
! 
I 

I 
l 

A. Objectives 
i 
i l. Objecti ve l. State 

I 
2. Objective 2. Ditto ~ . 
Etc. ~ 

B. Procedu~es (What activities\~ou will actually perfonn in order to , 
achieve each objective). . ,: 

'.1.· · Objective l. Repeat th ·· first objective. 

a. Describe point by p ·nt how it will be done. 
b. . • . . • 

♦2. Objective 2. Repeat th . second objective. 

a. Describe point by po.:nt how it will be done. 
'I ~-

l 
.! 
I 
I C. Data Sources 

Describe what sources of da you expect to use, and whether you . 
have determined the exis_ten ·_e and availability of the data for your use. 

D. Summary of Project Products} · •,:o 
. . 

The products of tne project' hould be described in meaningful milestones 
and final reports. Example of the type of infonnation required for 
substantive technical report.s are: ·· 

1. - Ffrs-t Repoit. Date: j 
a. Infonnation·concerning ••• 
b. A 1i st of . . • 

- c. -- Data ··and infonnation concerning 

2. Second Report. Date: 
/

/ 

a. Recommendations for . 
b. Method for overcoming obstacles in 
c. Method for-establishing mechanism for 

3. Final Report : Date: 

a. Data text. 
----, b. ·· Pres cri pti ve text. 

E. Pro--ject schedule to b~ produced in chart fonn. 
# ~ • .. 

l . Activity name. • 
2. Man months required to perform the activity. 
3. The beginning and end dates to complete the activity. 

\ 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
IN RULY PLEAS£ REFER TO 

LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20530 

G R A N T A W A R D 

. Tne Law Enforcement Assistarnce Administration 
hereby appreves the-gra~t •award ai ,the· Natiohal Insti
tute of Law Enforcement and Crimin-al · Justice to the 

in the am0unt of _____.,......._ for the purposes set 
forth in the grantee appplicatfon of -----.,.......---~·
This award is subject to ·the· ~urrent conditions governing0 grants. 

Administrator 

Associate Administrator 

Associate Administtator 

0 
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LETTER OF APPLICATION RECEIPT ACKNOWLEDGMENT 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
IN RULY PLEASE RMI TO 

LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20530 

February 24, 1969 

Dr. Leslie T. Wilkins 
University of California 
School of Criminology 

. 101 Haviland Hall 
Berkeley, California 94720 

Dear Dr. Wilkins: 

Your letter of January 29th to Dr. Ralph Siu and your 
very interesting proposal "A Survey of Public Attitudes 
toward the Police" has been passed a1on.g~to-the Institute's 
department~ of Prevention•·and Rehabi li'tati.on re~earch. 

Unfortunately our limited funds for fiscal year 69 
have all been committed; but we will be happy to keep your
proposal for· consideration in the 1970 budget. 

Sincerely, 

Helen Erskine, Ph.D. 
National Institute of Law 

Enforcement and Criminal 
Justice 

S A M P L E 0 

https://li'tati.on
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LETTER OF NOTIFICATION - APPROVED 50 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE0 IN lftJ'LY PLEASE RE:Ftl TO 

LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20530 

January 31, 1969 

Mr. John H. Hickey, Director 
Conmission on Crime and Law Enforcement 
304 Capitol Hill ·Building 
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201 

Dear Mr. Hickey: 

We are .pleased to infonn .yoa· of the ·.appr.oval .of 
your grant applicatior,:i ·;n· the amount of.. $6,500 for auto 
theft prevention· research and·demonstration. 

A copy ·of the grant award is attached. Payment
will be by equal quarterly installments. The •first payment
should arrive in the near future. 

We are looking forward to the · results of your effort 
in this important area of law ·enfor.cement. We hepe .that the 
model ·program ·which ·w111 grow ·out of your· research will have 
application throughout the country. 

Sincere1y, 

ROBERT L. EMRICH . 
Acting Directo~, National Institute 

of Law ·Enforcement· and Criminal 
Justice 

Enclosure 

S A M P L E 0 
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0 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
IN REPl,Y ~ IIUl:R TO 

LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20530 

LETTER OF NOTIFICATION - DISAPPROVED 

A sample will be provided at a later date. 

0 
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0 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
IN IEPI.Y l'UASE IIEFIR TO 

LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20530 

LETTER OF NOTIFICATION - COMPETITIVE BIDDING 

A sample will be provided at a later date. 

0 
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Form DJ-1'0 
(Ed. 4-26-6~) 

[_) 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Memorandum 
TO : Dr. Ralph G. H. Siu DATE: December 13, 1968 

FROM Dr. Robert L. Emrich 

SUBJECT: Panel Review Board - Disposition Statement 

The following is an analysis of the attached grant application from the 
Committee on the Administration of Justice for a management study of the 
U.S. District Court. 

The Committee on the Administration of Justice is presently engaged in 
conducting a study to design and implement an effective system for the 
organization, management, and operation of the courts of the District of 
Columbia through the application of management study and systems analysis
techniques. The study began in April 1968 with a $210,000 grant from the 
Ford Foundation and has received subsequent grants from other sources. 
At present, they have completed the initial analysis and identification phase
and the study team is about to proceed with an in-depth analysis and evaluation 
of each of the courts and work out immediate and long-range solutions. 

This grant application is specifically for an in-depth study of the U.S. 
District Court and the U.S. Attorney's and U.S. Marshal 1 s offices as they 
are involved in the court's administrative problems. The primary goal is to 
develop methods that will speed the processing of cases through the system.
This has been noted as a critical area by the District of Columbia and National 
Crime Commissions. The application of management principles to the court 
system can bring about changes in court administration which will substantially
improve both the speed and quality with which justice is dispensed. Among the 
specific improvements expected from this study are an improved personnel system
with better utilization of court employees, improved and better coordinated 
flow of cases through the court system, improved jury and witness systems,
reduction of unnecessary records and reports, and improvement of the court 
record systems. 

The District of Columbia should provide a favorable environment for this 
type of effort. The study team comprises highly qualified personnel and has 
been functioning as a unit for more than six months. Our participation in 
this effort should not only produce an improved court system for the Federal 
Court, but also result in substantial improvements in the entire court system
of the District of Columbia. In addition. this study should produce methodology
for diagnosing and solving problems in court systems throughout the country.
A Model booklet series will be issued to cover all aspects of the court management
study. 

It is recommended that a grant of $120,000 be awarded to the Committee on 
the Administration of Justice to conduct this study of the U.S. District Court 
and the U.S. Attorney's and U.S. Marshal's offices. 

S A M P L E 
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0 NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF LAW ENFO~CEMENT AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
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Draft Regulation No. NI 9 March 17 , 1969 

Personnel Processing Procedure Guide 

0 

Abstract 

This regulation contains a step sequenced,
time phased procedure guide for hiring an 
individual. 

. t~/\
Acting Director, N~tio~~7nstituteof 
Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice 
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I. Introduction 

A. Purpose \ 

The purpose of this regulation is to establish the procedures
and policies for hiring personnel. 

B. Objectives of the Institute Procedure 

l. Develop a uniform procedure for hiring an individual. 

2. Provide a central infonnation source on how to hire an individual. 

3. Delineate the organizational entities that are responsible for 
hiring an individual and enunciate their duties and functions 
in this regard. 

4. Provide a positive control mechanism to insure that an individual 
is being processed in accordance with the requirements. 

5. Serve as a vehicle for updating and amending the processing
procedure as appropriate. 

0 C. Structure 

This guide is organized and presented in five parts. They are: 

Introduction 

Forms and Offices 

Office Position Descriptions 

Step Sequence Procedure Flow Diagram 

Sample Forms 

0 
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1. Introduction. 

Contains a brief summary of the purpose, objectives and structure of 
the Personnel Processing Procedure Guide. 

2. Fonns and Offices. 

Part A of this section contains a summary listing of all the Forms 
and Reports cited in the procedure. Part B contains a simple listing
of all of the specific organizational elements directly involved in 
the personnel processing. 

3. Office Position Descriptions. 

This section contains a description of what a given office does in 
personnel processing. It is not time-phased. The position
descriptions include detailed information about the forms used 
and the interfacing agencies. 

4. Step Sequence Procedure Flow Diagram. 

This section contains a flow diagram of each of the steps involved 
in personnel processing. Each activity box drawn is titled with 
the office or organization that is responsible for the function 
described in the box. The interrelationship between organizational 
groups is also presented in a time-phased sequence. Each activity
box carries an alpha-numeric tag identifying it to the responsibility 
statements within a given organization as described in Section III. 
For example, the designator A-1 refers to Section III, paragraph A 
(Institute Personnel), responsibility statement No. l. 

5. Sample Forms. 

This section contains many of the sample forms which have been cited 
and described in the body of the report. Samples of each of the forms 
which are currently available are included. 

0 
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Procedure Control Center Summary 

nstitute Personnel 

LEAA Personnel 

Functional Center 

Main Justice Personnel 

0 Institute 
Justice Printin Office 

Personnel 

Civil Service Commission 

Iristitute Panel 

A licants - Main Justice 

0 
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II. Fonns and Offices 

A. Personnel Fonns 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

1 0. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

Standard Fonn 86 

Standard Form 87 

Standard Form 170 

Standard Form 171 

Standard Form 50 

Optional Form 8 

Memorandum 

Memorandum 

Memorandum 

Memorandum 

Standard Fonn 52 

Standard Form 75 

Form INSTITUTE 50 

Form INSTITUTE 51 

Memorandum 

Memorandum 

Memorandum 

DJ-84 

Memorandum 

CSF 1844(T) 

DJ-85A 

Security Investigation Data for 
Sensitive Position 

U.S. Civil Service Commission 
Fingerprint Chart 

Application for Federal Employment 

Personal Qualifications Statement 

Notification of Personnel Action 

Position Description 

Hiring Statement 

Selective Criteria 

Statement of Recruiting Efforts 

Advanced Within-Grade Hiring 

Request for Personnel Action 

Request for Preliminary Employment Date 

Personnel Processing Control Form 

Personnel Routing Form 

Recruiting Statement 

Advertising Statement 

Advertising form 

Notice of Vacancy 

Register Request 

Certificate of Eligibles 

Promotion Candidate List 

0 
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B. Offices 

1. Institute Personnel 

2. LEAA Personnel 

3. Functional Center 

4. Main Justice Personnel 

5. Justice Printing Office 

6. Civil Service Commission 

7. Institute Panel 

8. Applicant 

9. Applicants - Main Justice 

0 
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III. Office Position Descriptions 

A. Institute Personnel 

1. Obtain manpower planning requirements from Functional Center 

Chiefs and the Director of the Institute. The requirements 

should include the type, titles, number and desired GS rating. 

2. Submit manpower requirements to LEAA Personnel. 

3. Review the draft OF 8, make comments where appropriate and 

send to Functional Center for review. 

4. Receive reviewed copy of OF 8 from Functional Center. Type 

up a clean copy and send it to LEAA Personnel. 

5. Receive and log in the Position Description from LEAA Personnel. 

6. Receive approved copy of the Position Description from LEAA
0 

Personnel and log in the date of receipt. 

7. Maintain a file of approved Position Descriptions. 

8. Prepare a draft of Selective Criteria for each approved PD and 

send to Functional Center for review. Or prepare new Selective 

Criteria as a result of register rejections. 

9. Type up Selective Criteria in final form and prepare Recruiting 

Statement. 

10. Send to LEAA personnel (1) Recruiting Statement to Administrative 

Officer from Director, Institute {re: PD# ), (2) Selective 

Criteria. 

0 
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11. Receives the following package from LEAA Personnel: 

a. Certificate of Eligibles 

b. Personnel Qualifications Statements 

c. Department of Justice internal applicants. 

12. Return SF 171 and Certificate of Eligibles to LEAA Personnel 

with reason for reject. 

13. Receive the request to hire of an individual from the Functional 

Center with the SF 171, Personnel Routing Fonn and the rationale 

for hiring. Also rejected applicant and the Certificate of 

Eligibles. 

14. Prepare the: 

a. Hiring Statement - includes job opening, grade, and the 

status. 

b. Selective Criteria 

c. Statement of Recruiting Efforts. 

d. Letter of Intent. 

15. Prepare the Personnel Processing Control Form to monitor the 

personnel processing function through LEAA Personnel, Justice 

Personnel, and Security Clearance. 

16. Send the current package to LEAA Personnel for processing. The 

package will include: 

a. SF 171, Personal Qualification Statement 

b. Hiring Statement 

c. Selective Criteria 

d. Statement of Recruiting Efforts {when required) 

e. Certificate of Eligibles 0 
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B. LEAA Personnel 

1. Receive manpower requirements from Institute Personnel. 

2. Prepare Optional Fonn 8 - Position Description, for the 

personnel requested by the Institute. Rewrite disapproved 

Position Descriptions. 

3. Send draft OF 8 to Institute Personnel. 

4. Receive the corrected OF 8 from Institute Personnel and type 

it in fi-nal form. 

5. Submit the Optional Form 8 - Position Descri ption to Justice 

Personnel for review and send a copy to Institute Personnel 

for their files. 

6. Receive the Position Description and log in the date. Make 

Q a copy of the approved Position Description and send it to 

Institute Personnel. 

7. Prepare Recruiting Statement and Advertising Statement. 

8. Package and send the following personnel information to the 

Assistant Attorney General for Administration: 

a. Recruiting Statement (from LEAA Administrator) 

b. Selective Criteria 

c. Advertising Statement (enunciate the specifics for 

advertising} 

9. Receives the following package ahd sends it to the Institute: 

a. Certificate of Eligibles 

b. Personal Qualifications Statements 

c. Department of Justice inter~al applicants 
0 
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10. Receive the current package from Institute Personnel with 

the following: 

a. SF-171 

b. Hiring Staterpent 

c. Selective Criteria 

d. Statement of Recruiting Efforts 

e. Certificate of eligibles 

11. Review the package for completi'on and compliance to standards. 

12. Prepare the Personnel Processing Follow-Up form to monitor the 

personnel processing and to keep Institute personnel informed 

of progress and to take corrective action when processing delays 

are experienced. 

0 13. Send the following security forms to the applicant: 

a. SF 86 

b. SF 87 

14. Receive SF 86 and SF 87 from the applicant and log in date 

of receipt. 

15. Complete: 

a. SF 52 - Request for Personnel Action 

b. SF 75 - Request for Preliminary Employment Date 

16. Collate and check the total personnel package for submission 

to Justice Personnel. 

0 
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17. Send the total package to Justice Personnel. The package 

will include: 

a. SF 86 - Security Investigation Data for Sensitive Position 

b. SF 87 - U.S. Civil Service Commission Fingerprint Chart 

c. SF 171 - Personal Qualifications Statement 

d. Memorandum - Hiring Statement 

e. Memorandum - Selective Criteria 

f. Memorandum - Statement of Recruiting Effort (when required) 

g. SF 52 - Request for Personnel Action 

h. SF 75 - Request for Preliminary Employment Date 

i. CSF-1844(T} Certificate of Eligibles 

C. Functional Center 

Q l. Receive draft OF 8 from Institute Personnel, review and amend 

as appropriate. Return it to Institute Personnel. 

2. Receive and review Selective Criteria from Institute Personnel 

and amend as appropriate. Return to Institute Personnel. 

3. Review the personnel availability listings obtained through 

Notice of Vacancy and Certificate of Eligibles. 

4. Detennines status of application. Statuses are: 

a. Hire; target date and reason 

b. No hire; reason 

5. Infonn Institute Personnel that applicants are unsatisfactory 

and return applications to them. Provide reason for reject. 

0 
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6. . Infonns Institute Personnel of the desire to take action to 

hire with the rationale. Send the SF 171, Personnel Routing 

Fonn, and rationale for hiring to Institute Personnel. Also 

return Certificate of Eligibles. 

D. Main Justice Personnel 

1. Receive and review the Position Description received from 

LEAA Personnel. 

2. Disapprove the Position Description and return it to LEAA 

Personnel. 

3. Approve the Position Description and return it to LEAA Personnel. 

4. Receive the personnel package from LEAA Personnel containing the 

following: 

a. Recruiting Statement {from LEAA Administrator) 

b. Selective Criteria 

c. Advertising Statement (enunciate the specifics for 

advertising). 

5. Prepares Advertising Form and sends it to Justice Printing Office. 

6. Receives the Notice of Vacancy from the Justice Printing Office 
. 

and circulate it throughout the Justice Department including 

LEAA. There is a two weeks posting for GS-13 grade levels and 

above and a one week posting for GS-12 grade levels and below. 

7. Prepare and send the Register Request to Civil Service Commission 

(CSC) asking for register of applicants with desired bakcgrounds. 

0 
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8. Receive the following package from Main Justice: 

a. Certificate of Eligibles 

b. SF 171 Personal Qualification Statements 

Also receive Department of Justice applicant from posting of 

DJ-84, Notice of Vacancy. This package is sent to LEAA Personnel. 

9. Receive the total package from LEAA Personnel. The package will 

include: 

a. SF 86 - Security Investigation Data for Sensitive Position 

b. SF 87 - U.S. Civil Service Commission Fingerprint Chart 

c. SF 171 - Personal Qualifications Statement 

d. Memorandum - Hiring Statement 

e. Memorandum - Selective Criteria 

f. Memorandum - Statement of Recruiting Effort (when required) 

g. SF 52 - Request for Personnel Action 

h. SF 75 - Request for Preliminary Employment Date 

i. CSF-1844(T) Certificate of Eligibles 

10. Send the following to Civil Service Conmission: 

a. Certificate of Eligibles 

b. Rejected SF 171 1 s with rationale 

11. Process the applicant (i.e., payroll, security check, etc.) 

12. Establish the Enter On Duty date (EOD), and release date, and 

inform applicant. 

E. Applicants - Main Justice 

1. Review Notice of Vacancy and make inquiry. 

0 
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F. Civil Service Commission 

1. Receives request; goes to specialty desired; question of 

ranking arises at this point. If cut and dried, CSC does 

ranking. If 50 or 60 applicants with very little range in 

quality, CSC will request that the ranking be done by us. 

This latter entails appointment of a panel of Institute 

personnel. Panel must be of same grade or above as that of 

position vacancy. 

2. Receive findings from the Institute Panel and type up the CSF-1844(T} 

Certificate of Eligibles. 

3. Send the following package to Main Justice: 

a. Certificate of Eligibles 

0 b. SF 171 Personal Qua1ification Statements 

4. Receive: 

a. Certificate of Eligibles 

b. Rejected SF 171 1s with rationale 

G. Applicant 

l. Receive SF 86 and SF 87 from LEAA Personnel. Complete and 

return them to LEAA PersonTiel. 

2. Assumes a state of readiness to meet a new and challenging 

experience. 

H. Justice Printing Office 

l. Receive Advertising Fonn from Main Justice Personnel and prepares 

DJ-8 - Notice of Vacancy, and returns it to Main Justice 

Personnel. 
0 
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I. Institute - Panel 

1. Go to CSC, sit around small table where applications are 

brought to them. They evaluate the application and rank 

them. Their findings are given to CSC. 

0 
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Step Sequence Procedure Flow Diagram. 

Start 

I 
A-1 Institute Personnel 

Obtain manpower planning requirements
from Functional Center Chiefs and the 
Director of the Institute. The require-
ments should include the type, titles,
number and desired GS rating. 

A-2 InstHute Personnel 

Submit manpower requirements to 
LEAA Personnel. 

0 
B-1 LEAA Personnel 

Receive manpower requirements from 
Institute Personnel. 

(l) 
-

B-2 LEAA Personnel 

Prepare Optional Form 8 - Position 
Description, for the personnel
requested by the Institute. Rewrite 
disapproved Position Descriptions. 

, 

B-3 LEAA Personnel 

Send draft OF 8 to Institute Personnel .-

I 
(2) 
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(2)

0 
A-3 Institute Personnel 

Review the draft OF 8, make comments 
where appropriate and send to 
Functional Center for review. 

C-1 Functional Center 

Receive draft OF 8 from Institute 
Personnel, review and amend as 
appropriate. Return it to Institute 
Personnel. 

A-4 Institute Personnel 

Receive reviewed copy of OF 8 from 
Functional Center. Type up a clean copy
and send it to LEAA Personnel. 

' 

B-4 LEAA Personnel 

Receive the corrected OF 8 from 
Institute Personnel and type it in 
final form. 

(3) 

0 
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(3) 

I 
~B-5 LEAA Personnel 

Submit the Optional Fonn 8 - Position 
Description to Justice Personnel for 
review and send a copy to Institute 
Personnel for their files. 

A-5 Institute Personnel--
Receive and log in the Position 
Description from LEAA Personnel. 

D-1 Main Justice Personnel 
C 

Receive and review the Position 
Description received from LEAA 
Personnel. 

D-2 Main Justice Personnel 

Disapprove the Position Description and(-- return it to LEAA Personnel. 
D-3 Main Justice Personnel 

Approve the Position Description and t 
return it to LEAA Personnel. (l) 

I 

B-6 LEAA Personnel 

Receive the Position Description and ..log in the date. Make a copy of the 
approved Position Description and send 
it to Institute Personnel. 

I 
{4) 

0 
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0 
(4) 

I 
A-6 Institute Personnel 

Receive approved copy of the Position 
Description from LEAA Personnel and 
log in the date of receipt. 

A-7 Institute Personnel 

Maintain a file of approved Position 
Descriptions. 

{ 5)-

Institute Personnelh-a 
Prepare a draft of Selective Criteria 
for each approved PD and send to 
Functional Center for review. Or 
prepare new Selective Criteria as a 
result of Register rejections. 

1 • 

C-2 Functional Center 

Receive and review Selective Criteria 
from Institute Personnel and amend as 
appropriate. Return to Institute 
Personne1. 

(6) 

0 
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0 (6) 

A-9 Institute Personnel 

Type up Selective Criteria in final 
fonn and prepare Recruiting Statement. 

A-10 Institute Personnel 

Send to LEAA personnel (l) Recruiting
Statement to Administrative Officer 
from Director, Institute {re: PD# ) , 
(2) Selective Criteria. 

' 

(' 
B-7 LEAA Personnel 

Prepare Recruiting Statement and 
Advertising Statement. 

B-8 LEAA Personnel 

Package and send the following personnel
infonnation to the Assistant Attorney
General for Administration: 
a. Recruiting Statement (from

LEAA Administrator)
b. Selective Criteria 
c. Advertising Statement (enunciate the 

specifics for advertising 

(7) 0 
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0 {7) 

l 
D-4 Main Justice Personnel 

Receive the personnel package from 
LEM Personnel containing the 
following: 
a. Recruiting Statement (from

LEM Administrator)
b. Selective Criteria 
c. Advertising Statement (enunciate the 

~pecifics for advertising) 

D-5 Main Justice Personnel 

Prepares Advertising Form and sends 
it to Justice Printing Office. 

0 

H-l Justice Printino Office 

Receive Advertising Form from Main 
Justice Personnel and prepares DJ-8 -
Notice of Vacancy, and returns it to 
Main Justice Personnel. 

I 

D-6 Main Justice Personnel 

Receives the Notice of Vacancy from the 
Justice Printing Office and circulate 
it throughout the Justice Department
including LEAA. There is a two weeks 
posting for GS-13 grade levels and above 
and a one week posting for GS-12 grade
levels and below. 

I 

I 
(8) 
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0 (8) 

'• 

D-7 Main Justice Personnel 

Prepare and send the Register Request 
to Civil Service Comnission {CSC)
asking for register of applicants
with desired backgrounds. 

F-1 Civil Service Corrmission 

Receives request; goes to specialty
desired; question of ranking arises 
at this point. If cut and dried, CSC 
does ranking. If 50 or 60 applicants
with very little range in quality,

SC will request that the ranking be 
one by us. This latter entails 

appointment of a panel of Institute 
personnel. Panel must be of same 
grade or above as that of position 
vacancy. 

I-1 Institute - Panel 

Go to CSC, sit around small table where 
applications are brought to them. They
evaluate the application and ran~ them. 
Their findings are given to CSC • 

• 

F-2 Civil Service Commission 

eceive findings from the Institute 
Panel and type up the CSF-1844{T),
Certificate of Eligibles. 

I 
(9) 

E-1 Aoolicants - Main Justice 

Review Notice of Vacancy and make 
inquiry. 

.' 
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0 
(9) 

I 
F-3 Civil Service ColTITI1ssion 

Send the following package to Main 
Justice: 
a. Certificate of Eligibles
b. SF 171 Personal Qualification 

Statements 

14-------:----(10) 

D-8 Main Justice Personnel 

Receive the following package from 
Main Justice: 
a. Certificate of Eligibles
b. SF 171 Personal Qualification 

Statements 
lso receive Department of Justice 

applicant from posting of DJ-84, 
Notice of Vacancy. This package is 
sent to LEAA Personnel. 

B-9 LEAA Personnel 

Receives the following package and 
sends it to the Institute: 
a. Certificate of Eligibles
b. Personal Qualifications Statements 
c. Department of Justice internal 

applicants. 

,' 
{11) 

0 
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I 

a -11 Institute Personnel 

Receives the following package from 
LEAA Personnel: 
a. Certificate of Eligibles
b. Personnel Qualifications 

Statements 
c. Department of Justice internal 

applicants. 
' 

C-3 Functional Center 

Review the personnel availability
listings obtained thr(j)ugh Notice of 
Vacancy and Certificate of Eligibles. 

C-4 Functional Center 

Detennines status of application.
Statuses are: 
a. Hire; target date and reason 
b. No hire; reason 

C-6 Functional Center 

Infonns Institute Personnel of the 
desire to take action to hire with the 
rationale. Send the SF 171, Personnel 
Routing Form, and rationale for hiring 
to Institute Personnel. Also return 
Certificate of Eligibles. 

' t 

0 (12) 

C-5 Functional Center 

Inform Institute Personnel that 
applicants are unsatisfactory and 
return applicati.ons to them. Provide 
reason for reject. 

A-12 Institute Personnel 

Return SF 171 and Certificate of 
Eligibles to LEAA Personnel with 
reason for reject. 

I 
(5) 
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0 
(1?) 

A-13 Institute Personnel 

Receive the request to hire of an 
individual from the Functional Center 
with the Sf-171, Personnel Routing
Fonn and the rationale for hiring.
Also rejected applicant and the 
Certificate of Eligibles. 

A-14 Institute Personnel 

Prepare the: 
a. Hiring Statement - includes job

opening, grade, and the status • 
• Selective Criteria.

I Statement of Recruiting Efforts.
d: Letter of Intent. 

,· 

' 

A-15 Institute Personnel 

Prepare the Personnel Processing
Control Form to monitor the personnel ' 
processing function through LEAA 
Personnel, Justice Personnel, and 
Security Clearance. 

(13) 

0 
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I 
( ~ -16 Institute Personnel . 

Send the current package to LEAA 
Personnel for processing. The package
will include: 
a. SF-171, Personat Qualification

Statement 
b. Hiring Statement 
c. Selective Criteria 
d. Statement of Rectuiting Efforts 

(when required) 
e. Certificate of Eligibles 

B-10 LEAA Personnel 

Receive the current package from 
Institute Personnel with the following : 
a~ SF-171 
b. Hiring Statement 
. Selective Criteria 
• Statement of Recruiting Efforts 

e. Certificate of Eligibles 

B-11 LEAA Personnel 

Review the package for completion
and compliance to standards. 

' 

B-12 LEAA Personnel 

Prepare the Personnel Processing
Follow-Up form to monitor the personnel
processing and to keep Institute 
personnel informed of progress and to 

~ ake corrective action when processing
elays are experienced. 

I 
(14) 
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I 
B-13 LEAA Personnel 

Send the following security fonns to 
the applicant: 
a. SF 86 
b. SF 87 

G-1 Annlicant 

Receive SF 86 and SF 87 from LEAA 
Personnel. Complete and return them 
to LEAA Personnel. 

. 
-

b -14 LEAA Personnel 

Receive SF 86 and SF 87 from the 
applicant and log in date of receipt. 

B-15 LEAA Personnel 

Complete: 
a. SF 52 - Request for Personnel Action 
b. SF 75 - Re~uest for Preliminary

Employment Date. 

t 
' 

B-16 LEAA ·Personnel 

Collate and check the total personnel 
~ckage for submission to Justice 
ersonnel. 

I 
(15) 

v 
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0 
(15) 

I 
B-17 LEAA Personnel 

Send the total package to Justice 
Personnel. The package will include: 
a. SF 86 - Security Investigation Data 

for Sensitive Position 
b. SF 87 - U.S. Civil Service 

Commission Fingerprint Chart 
c. SF 171 - Personal Qualifications 

Statement 
d. Memorandum - Hiring Statement 
e. Memorandum - Selective Criteria 
f. Memorandum - Statement of Recruiting

Effort (when required) 
g. SF 52 - Request for Personnel Action 
h. SF 75 - Request for Preliminary

Employment Date 
i. CSF-1844{T) Certificate of Eligibles 

0 
D-9 Main Justice Personnel 

Receive the total package f.rom LEAA 
Personnel. The package will include: 
a. SF 86 - Security Investigation Data 

for Sensitive Position 
b. SF 87 - U.S. Civil Service 

Conmission Fingerprint Chart 
c. SF 171 - PersoTial Qualifications 

Statement 
d. Memorandum - Hiring Statement 
e. Memorandum - Selective Criteria 
f. Memorandum - Statement of Recruiting

Effort (when required) 
g. SF 52 - Request for Personnel Action 
h. SF 75 - Request for Preliminary

Employment Date 
i. CSF-1844(T) Certificate of Eligibles 

(16) 0 
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0 
(16) 

D-10 Main Justice Personnel 

D-11 Main Justice Personnel Send the following to Civil Service 
Commission: 

Process the applicant (i.e., payroll, a. Certificate of Eligibles
security check, etc.) b. Rejected SF 171 1 s with rationale 

1 

D-12 Main Justice Personnel F-4 Civi 1 Service Commission 

Establish the Enter On Duty date (EOD), Receive: 
and release date, and infonn applicant. a. Certificate of Eligibles 

b. Rejected SF 171 1 s with rationale 

Aonlicant0_,, -2 
~ 

Assumes a state of readiness to meet a 
new and challenging experience. 

END 

0 
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0 

V. Sample Forms. 

The forms currently available are contained in this section. They
are: 

Security Investigation Data for Sensitive Position 

U.S. Civil Service Commission Fingerprint Chart 

Application for Federal Employment 

Personal Qualifications Statement 

Notification of Personnel Action 

Position Description 

Hiring Statement 

Selective Criteria 

Statement of Recruiting Efforts 

Advanced Within-Grade Hiring 

Request for Personnel Action 

Request for Preliminary Employment Date 

Personnel Processing Control Form 

Personnel Routing Form 

Recruiting Statement 

Advertising Statement 

Advertising Form 

Notice of Vacancy 

Register Request 

Certificate of Eligibles 

Promotion Candidate List 

0 
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CASE SERIAL NO. (CSC uN onq) 
~~ 1"6rm.S6 _'.:.!::!H's~~ -'!!£SECURITY INVESTIGATION DATA 
U.S. CIVI~ SHVICE COMIIUSI0N 
(F.P.M. CHAm11 136);; '.-:~ ~ b'-'~wc;, 1 FOR S!NSITIVE POSITION- ......,. --, 

INSTRUCTIONS.-Prepare in triplicate,1cuaing a typewriter. Fill in all,iterns. If the answer is "No" or "None," so state. 
ia,,needed r~r, any item, continue under iterp. 28. 1 1 ':.. tI Pl ' 

t:Oi TE OF BIRTH 

6. 0 SINc,;L!;. ~\ u . . ,,OR ~f>~MF;R Sf'OYSE. , INCLUDE7. IF MARRIED. WIDOWED, Oil ~WORCED. GIV&F LL NAME.AND, DATE'Ag~OE OF, BIR'?',p b ~IJ~E - .· 
. ' WIFE'S M~fP.EN NAME GiV..,DATE AND P_LA(;E OF MA~RIAG:E OR OtvvRCE. '• ·• . 1"' ·, ' 

1El MARRIED)'' - '1 '(o;.,. fi.Jil"ilatorba11iiola 're,-,din, all prefioue muri•~ ■tt~:!ft; ·' . ~j !GU! pr; >!pt, 2,,0:<. ;, l' ~ >oou,1, re, J'> ·1 
... I l t{ II. t <ln rq uq ,,, ' II / c.l ll llll ·' !!r .-.(!'7{, l lOI ,u. C,<lfl:1•11, )IJ I' im.G 'JlJ.:>OJll.lU<-U[' p11C.-, .,'IJ>r r 'J q11-

1D Wl ':_>pW(ER\ dit ,/ ("1 ,:(}. eG w,~~~, i> •O JU'} ~i'il'Ull''I c11!1l>c.e: -~'? rnr; bhlt, c>'1t-b1c-;_,1.1c UL 'SM/-~,· v!,br;uq1~' • I i '](,l 'J' 
,..._ D DIVORCED . -- - - - :-:;:7;. - • . _-;:'-::;-;- ;t. .--::,-::-:- b--:,: - ~ - - - - - -
-8. DATES.AND PLACES OF RESIDENCE. (II ,actual pJ,a~ of. ,~J.iJ..JiJfer°:1l,;;a.~lie4awiJ~:~adr'-¥:.ea, l.urniah.Aad.ideati~ botlt-1Je,;n with pr-nt 

and_.o IHlclc ,to J•nUllfT 1. 1931. Contin~ und•r ~t-~ 33 ~ -other aide ii ~ <:~ L()I 'f. ~• u ., •~u•,_ w;, ._,!t ,. j " ,.. :sn) 

._ 1 ~ "-FROM , •II M TO NUMBER ANO STREET CITY STA-TE 

P'J!"l "" 11t~ u 'G~ rn goo<J lll'fr.p-
I Cli:t.<.Urt iv•• H•- .,.i,u,.1 ,2 l' >ig(; p, 1.1,G OU tvr~ \,OLut ell tl.n<,· .. owt.1<.,,· ,,..,q cou.,:.r fO JJ• p,ar Ol Wh J<.UO ,,1:;qt:G utiq 

CE~.U.c1CVJ.IO:V. 
R"-Y'•·" '!g trn".: +JfiZ lOI W c;n.,,- ,19',j;, Oh<.L ,. !O ll .1,:, ~:u.c AC/I _ps,., ;,u,..u.,hri 11·; clc<.tP0U.2 FIJJA :rnq C,'Lt,c;rJ,'-

9. OBYBIRTH D NATURALIZED ALIEN REGISTRATION NO. DATE. PLACE. ANO COURT 

c:i,!:lE',O~.I. OI 11>\L)~ 1/.t 1 [)l'/\!T,C,uf't (l.\' • •t>1< "' "'<\ 10\ \;.13. n,o·) :J,'4 £ 
=U.S. CITIZEN·•- - ---------------------------,----------------------,; ■CERT. NO. PETITION NO. 

D DERIVID,PARENTS CERT. NO(Sl. 

□ ALIEN REGISTRATION NO. NATIVE COUNTRY DATE AND PORT OF ENTRYI 
10. EDUCATION. (All aohoola 1160"• e/ement•ry.) 

NAME OF SCHOOL ADDRESS FROM (Ye,a,) TO(YHI) DEGREES 

Ouon,ll);l' "t:':;St".e 0\0 ) 

,a '1>VCE t.Oo COIA ;l!(lt1•e 'tl,12MEH2 l.O Q,lh.C,$ OF\1!2-,!.101~;? (?\IO~ ·~QUI ,:nw>pl>l.• ,., -v,c.v ...,.....~LO Qb'tJ,k 'f\\SIC\J -. -~b...,.,. \IN\ l\ l';;t•;•,. UOl 

(\tii,O ·q_\ ~~.h'S-a~f•~li:CU ·;.,;r~-:l' ,.~,.\O\ ~"-n~ 11"tuUc.11,~,rasi"~ 1.\ ~illl~.:)......__ -- --,..,. ... - -· - - ------
l:El)fWJr e()/,flH' ,'iD-Ul O >r:1 .0 110' (\\ 'l.wa ..,., ....Q. la ,.1,.,a•.. a\""' '"' ,\~U.. 3.1;• <,) W<> .,,._W$ .,,_I•'.,; \IJ....~,1~~,-.i~ -all_•u~'II. il) •\)C wbb1..~~ ,.,.. I.. 

) 1.CI AO(lli i<,.04ffE®E' 1-l\'l\t: f 11 E/,1;;1:1 BEl'i>l I.HE :>f,81£~,t. Or. '! Ull f' 1;I cro 0~ i:.11rv.el(on1,rn bt!S~vr "1fi!'2.i'DV.Ll0!,1 BJ. 'lf"1A YeEJ.{CA OL .u-lt 
• -- --·- • - - - -- -~.........,___ -- ---- - - •• ~ - ~- - --- ~- - ------ ---·- ,.___ ;,,._...__.;1. 

THIS SPACE FOR FBI USE. (See aleo item 29.) 12. SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 

13. MILITARY SERVICE (l'ut or '"8Nnt) 

~RIAL NO. , BRANCH OF SERVICE 
(II none, ,;... ""<!•or r11tin, (Artn.1' Nnr Air Force etc) FROM (Yr.) TO (Y,. )

11at •pa,at,on) c, =' /IL • • , · "'\ ,; >.~t 

(;J!hJHi \.\l\.9w 'b'1,'a(lt,.I,!" UC' \.\l\'a.,.\J'-,.;, \..t. C.,llfL 
, ..,_,_ 

https://c>'1t-b1c-;_,1.1c
https://1"6rm.S6


26a. REFERENCES. (Name tht'ee persons, not relativea or emp/Oyera, who are aware ofyour qualifications and fitness. ) 

NAME IN FULL • HOME ADDRESS 1J l - BUSINESS ADDRESS YEARS KNOWN 

l. 
J I, . '' I 
J r 

26b. CLOSE PERSONAL ASSOCIATES. (Name three persons, such as friends, schoolmates or collea/jues, who know you we,11.) 

NAME IN FULL HOME ADDRESS BUSINESS ADDRESS YEARS KNOWN 

'D. TO YOUR KNOWLEDGE. HAVE YOU EVER BEEN THE SUBJECT OF A FULL FIELD OR BACKGROUND PERSONAL INVESTIGATION BY ANY AGENCY OF TJIE 
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT1 0 YES ONO. (JI your ana,rer i• "Yea," •lao,., in item 28, (/) the n,cme of the in.a•till..tir,4 11/lrmc:, (2) the apprmr.imate 
date of inveatillation, ,end (j) the le,el ol,ecurit:, clearance 11ranted, ii 1<nown.) 

28.SPACE FOR CONTINUING ANSWERS TO OTHER QUESTIONS. (Sh- item nuinbere to •hich ana•ere •Pl!'T· Attach a aeparate ahHt ii there ie not 
enou4h epace here.) 

C ,..' , 

I • 

29. REPORT OF INFORMATION DEVELOPED. (Thi• apace reeerved for P'Bl uN.) DATE: 

Before signing thie form check back over it to make sure you have answered all questions fully and correctly. 

CERTIFICATION 
I CltRTIPY that the ■tatementa made by me on this form are true, complete, and correct to the best of my knowledge and 

belief, and are made in good faith. 

P'alN atalM!Mnt 811 tllls fwffl 
(SIGNATURE-Si/In orillinal and llrat carbon copy),. punlshallle ~·-· 

INFORMATION TO IE-FURNISHfD BY "AGENCY 

INSTRUCTIONS TO AGENCY: See Federal Personnel Manual Chapter 736 and FPM Supplement 296-31, Appendix A, for details 
on when this form is required and how it is used. If this is a request for investigation before appointment, insert "APPL" in the 
space for Date of Appoi'ntnient and show information about the proposed appoiiitinent in the other spaces for appointment data. 
The o,·igi"al and the first carbon copy should be signed J,y the aP.plicant or appointee. Submit the origi11al and the 1msig11ed 
carbon copy of the form, Standard Form 87 (Fingerprint Chatt), arfd any investigative information about the person received on 
voucher forms or otherwise, to the United Stares Civil Service Commission, Bureau of Personnel Investigations, Washington, D.C., 
2041S. If this is a request for full field security investigation, submit these forms to the attention of the Division of Reimbursable ln
vestigatio~s; if this is a request for preappointment national agency checks, submit these forms to the att~ntion of the Control Section. 

RETAIN THE CAUON COPY OF STANDARD FORM 16 (SIGNED BY THE APPLICANT OR APPOINT-EE) FOR ·YOUR FILES . ,, 
DATE OF APP91NTMENT TYPE OF APPOINTMENT CIVIL SERVICE REGULATION NUMBER OR TITLE OF POSITION AN.D GRADE OR 

OTl-lER APPOINTMENT AUTHORITY SALARY
□• EXCEPTED 

0 COMPETITIVE. (l:u.iude indefinite •nd tea,
porar:, types ofcom-titive •Ppointmente.) 

J < 

DEPARTMENT OR AGENCY DUTY STATION SEND RESULTS OF PREAPPOJNTMENT CHECK TO: 

THI8 18, A SKNIITIVK POIITION 

er,• l 
(SIGNATURE AND TITLE OF AUTHORIZED AGENCY OfFICIAL) 

U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE :i964- 0-75S--I 47 #18-E 



19. HAVE YOU EVER HAD A NERVOUS BREAKDOWN OR HAVE YOU EVER HAD MmlCAL TREATMENTTFOR A MENTAL CONDITION? ovES □ No. 
(If :,our a,,_.,. i• "Y../' lin detail• in item 28.) 

20. FOREIGN COUNTRIES VISITED (SINCE 1930). (lhcluain ol militar:, ..rrice.) 

COUNTRY DATE LEFT U.S.A. DATE RETURNED U.S.A. PURPOSE 

21. ARE YOU NOW, OR HAVE YOU £VER BEEN, A MEMBER OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY, U.S.A.• OR ANY COMMUNIST OR FASCIST ORGANIZATION?J.0 YES ONO.-... ~ ..,:; 

;< ' ' ti 

'. \22. ARE YOU NOW OR HAVE YOU EVER BEEN A MEMBER OF ANY FOREIGI'! OR DOMESTIC ORGANIZATION. ASSOCIATION. MOVEMENT, GROUP. OR COMBINATION OF 
PERSONS WHICH IS TOTALITARIAN, FASCIST. COMMUNIST, OR SUBVERSIVE. OR WHICH HAS r.DOPTED. OR SHOWS. A POLICY OF r.DVCXATING OR APPROVING•nu. 
COMMISSION OF ACTS OF FORCE OR VIOLENCE TO O~Y OlllER PERSONS TllEIR RIGHTS UND!,:R TllECONST!TUTION OF TllE UNITED STATES, OR WHICH'SllKS 

- TO ALTER TllE FORM OF GOVERNMENT OF TME UNITED STATES BY UNCONSTITUTIONAL MEr.NS? 0 YES ONO. 

23. 1F YOUR ANSWER TO ouEST10N 21 OR 22 ABOVE 1s .:YES." STr.TE rni Nr.i.tes OF ,ir.f SUCH ORGANIZATiONs: r.ssoc1r.T10Ns. MOVEMENTS. GROUPS. OR coM
B1Nr.T10NS OF PERSONS ANO Dr.TES OF MEMBERSHIP. IN ITEM 21 OR ON A SEPr.RATE SHEET TO SE ATTACHED TO r.ND MADE A PART OF TlllS FORM. GIVE COM-
PLETE DETAILS OF YOUR ACTIVITIES THEREIN ANO MAKE ANY EXP,LANATION '(OU PESl!g REGARDING YOUR MEMBERSHIP OR 'ACTIVITIES. __. , _, . 

N"AME IN FULL ADDRESS FROM TO OFFICE HELO-
•v' '--

MEMBERSHIP IN OTHER ORGANIZATIONS. (Liet all orfani•atio,.. in •hioh jou a,e no• a membe, o, hare been a at.embe,, e:ccept thOH •hich ehow 
reliliou• orpolitical afflUatio,...) (11 none, - etate.) 

NAME JN FULL ADDRESS TYPE FROM TO OFFICE HELD 

25. RELr.TIVES. (Pa,ente, epou•, diroroed epou.., ohild,en, b,othe,e, andeietere, lirinl or dead. Name ol epou.. ehould include maiden name and 
a•othel .,._br s,,erio,a mauia,e. 11 pereon i■ dead. ■tate "dead" afte, rel11.tion■hip and lurni•h inform11.tion for other colum,.. •• ol time 
al deatll.) 

YEAR OF COUNTRY OF PRESENT 
RELATION NAMEINFUU BIRTH ADDRESS , BIRTll CITIZENSHIP 

LO 

Q 



14. HAVE YOU EVER BEEN DISCHARGED FROM THE ARMED FORCES UNDER OTHER THA~ HONORABLE CONDITIONS? 0 YES ONO. 
(II ,.,.....er i• "YN," five detail• in itam :ZB.) 

. EMPLOYMENT. (List ALL emplo]fment dat.. atartin, ..,ith JfOUI" pr-nt emmo]fment. Give boll, month andyea, for all datea. Sho.., ALL d•t•• 
and addr..... ..,hen unempJO]ffld. Give name under ..,hioh emplo,,ed ii dillerent from name now u••d.) 

NAME OF EMPLOYER (Firm or al,enc]f) ADDRESS 
ANO SUPERVISOR (Full name, ii known) (Wi>e,-e employed) TYPE OF WORK REASON FOR LEAVING 

\.\U~ ., 

-c-t.· .,n; • u .. "'"'' 
H,. /~4p c. 

... ,. "'·'" 
"" , ..., 

' 4V ,I 

Ii• ~ 
.,, 

'"111 

'4 '\ 
\ ~) ,a 

't"- l! 11 r,. ,, 
• 

~•.v,.•·, 
• 1t1,•. ,9•., ''°';.' ">\,/' \ 

\I': ... \_.l;_,.'\.,~ 11.,..1..;\u: .-.. 
'\.:i \,l 

,_ • -t 

I I -c.-,;,: j, 

.•.r.t 

I. .. \f..'-t'!t-
t.J.~'C" . 

... .. ,:, 

V I r -1 ' .. 
:.1,t 1( 

... ·~u ; .. Q. -.. 

16. HAVE YOU .EVER BEEN DISCHARGED (FIRED) FROM EMPLOYMENT FOR ANY REASON? 0 YES O NO. 

17. HAVE'Y0U EVER RESIGNED'{OUl'O AFTER Bl!NG INFORMED lliATrYQUR EMf!LOYEij JPff.£!.fD~J'Q 0ISQIARGE (FIRE). YOU F.0R ANY REASON? 0 YES ONO. 
s:r (Ii:,oui ~mwu to' 16 or 11~~ l• '! Ye," l,ive detail• in ite~:Z~. ~~"ti:; ~'P!_e a.f!f , ,</d,r.;.. _of eFP,IOTei, eppr<>4m'ate date, •a}id ,.....119'1'" 'iii1

Neb ~- _Thi• inlormatlo~ ■Muld al.re'e with the atateirnen/e ,r;,.Je f_n· item lµllM_PLOYJl!llliT.) •. - ' ' ~ 

, • • ,,. • -.. •.c. . L1 , , Wt. ' i ; • 
18. HAVE YOU.EVER BEEN ARRESTED{ (AKEN INJTO CUSTPDY, HEL.0 FOR INVESTl~T.lo,,l·OR QU.ESJ'IONING. OR CHARGED BY ANY LAW ENFORCEMENT AUTH0~IJ.Y.? 
(You _,,¥~:JJ) 'l'ra!fio •~~~ti!J~ or -,,,hicliT(l" ~d ~l~~Mf'Jf30 o.: i~t ~?'.ctW .•~tffl~ i h~a'if!'lii!pened.6-l_?f~rour lft",'blfJ'1.,tjp:''/iiJI ~tf'¾ 
incident• mu•t be included, even· t1toui1> th•T were d,am,_i:I or ]fou metel; for/e,!ed oollat1'1'a1.) EJ YES ONO. 

IF YOUR ANSWER IS "YES," GIVE FULL DETAILS BEi.OW: 
LAW ENFORCEMENT 

~, DATE, ., ~ ,; r_ 1 fl.ACE- ,Al.l,T,MORITY,~ , ACTION TAKEN ·1..,.,'" 

\~ ., i .l..,t 

,-,1; . I ,•l ,l!Ofll 1 i.£:: r ] v,') 



C s C I UAYE THI$ SPACE •LANK LAST NAME FIRST NAME MIDDLE NAME 

SIGNATURE OF l'UtSON FINGIIRPRINTEO HEIGHT (lncllee)U.S. CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION FINGERPRINT CHART 
OIIPARTMIENT, BUllltAU, AND DUTY STATION (Cit7 e.nd State) 

DATE OF BIRTH 

RESIDENCE ADDRESS 

lll!:IUAL NUIOIBl!R (CSC u.., onl.T) IPl.AC.IE OF BIRTH 

POSITION TO WHICH APPOINTED COLOROF"J£YIES LBAVB THJS SPACE BLANK 

•1GNATURE OF OFFICIAL TAKING FINGIIRPRINTS COLOR OF HAIR 

WEIGHT 
CLASS•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Tin.IE AND AIXIIIEIIII 

s-x 
REP'. ·····················································•·· 

I, RIGHT THUMB 2. RIGHT INDEX ll. RIGHT MIDDLE A. RIGHT RING I, RIGHT L.ITTLE 

.. . 

I-
1 

'. ,• 

I. LEFT THUMB 7. LEFT INDEX I, LEP'T MIDDLE I. LEFT RING 10. LEFT LITTLE 

-
. 
-

LEFT FOUR FINGERS TAKEN SIMUL.TANECUSLY Lm'TTHUM• RIGHT THUM• RIGHT l'OUR r'INGEl'IIS TAKEN SIMUL.TANKOUSLY 

• 

·,.·, f' 

~ ..... 
Standal'C1 Form 8'1, Revieed December 1950, Civil Service Commluloo DO NOT P'OLD 

87-102 

0 



INSTRUCTIONS 
To obtain cla..ifiable fincerprinta: 

1. U1e printer'• ink. 
2. Diatribute ink evenly on inkinc alab. 
3. Wa■h and dry finger■ thorouchly. 
4. Roll fingers from nail to nail, and avoid allowinc fincer■ to llip. 
5, Be sure impres■ion■ are recorded in correct order. 
6. If an amputation or deformity make, it impo■■ible to print a fiqer, make a notation to that effect in the individual fincer 

block. 
7. If aome phy■ical condition make111 it impossible to obtain perfect impressions, submit the beat that can be obtained with a 

memo atapled to the cud ezplaining the circumatances. 
8. Examine the completed prints to see if they can be cla■■ified, bearinc in mind the followinc: 

Moat fin1erprint1 fall into the patterns shown below (other pattern■ occur infrequently and are not shown he,-e): 

01. LOOP 2. WHORL 3, ARCH 

CENTER 
DELTAS 

OF LOOP 

DELTA 

THE LINES BETWEEN CENTER OF THESE LINES RUNNING BETWEEN IARCHES HAVE NO DELTASLOOP AND DELTA MUST SHOW DELTAS MUST BE CLEAR 

(a) A delta (~) ie the point at which the line, formin& the loop or whorl pattern spread and becin coin& in different dircc• 
tions. All loop prints have one delta. Whorl prints have two. 

(b) L<><ip print• cannot be cla11ilied unle■■ the center of the loop and the delta, and 
the linea between them, are clear. 

(c) Whorl print, cannot be classified unless the two deltas and the linea connec:tin& 
the deltas ue clear. 

(d) Arch lin1erprint1 can be classified if a aufflciently clear impreNion ia obtained to 
permit identification of the pattern as bein& an arch. .. 

9. If, upon examination, it appear, that any of the impressions cannot be cla..ified, new 
prints should be made. If not more than three impressions are unclassifiable, new 
printa of theee fincer• may be taken and pasted over the defective ones. If more than 
three are uncl&Mifiable, make a new chart. 

U.S. GOVERN11£!1T PRINTINa OITICE , ltS-0-5105511 0 
..... 



PERSONAL 
QUALIFICATIONS 

STATEMENT 
L 

.l 

INSTRUCTION RELATING TO SPECIFIC ITEMS 
IMPORTANT ITEM 10. LOWEST GRADE OR SALARY 

READ THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY 
• Enter the lowest grade OR the lowest salary you will accept.BEFORE FILLING OUT YOUR STATEMENT 

You will not be considered for any lower grade or salary; you 
All requested information must be furnished. The informa will be considered for higher grades or salary. If you enter 
tion you give will be used to determine your qualificationa srade, do not enter salary. 
for employment. 

It is IMPORTANT that you answer all questions oo your ITEM 18. EXPERIENCE
Statement /~ and #Cet1rllle'1; failure to do so may delay its 

- -consideration and could mean loss of employment oppoinl• • Take time to fill io thesr experience blodi'i carefully and com• 
nities. pletely. Your qualifications rating depends in a large part on 

your experience and employment history. Failure to give complete Il an item does not apply to you, or if there is no information 
details may delay consideration of your Statement. Answers given to be given, please wtite in the letters "N.A." for Not 
in this item may be verified with former employers. Applicable. .. , '· • When the block contains experience. io more than one type ofI 

work (examples: arpenuy and paioting, or personnel and budg
et) estimate and indicate the approximate percentage of timeGENERAL INSTRUCTIONS spent in each type of work. Place these percentages in parentheses 

• Use typewriter if available. Otherwise. write legibly or print at the end of the description of the duties. 
clearly in dark ink. • General Inf0""4tio-If supervision over other employees was 

• If you are applying for a spedfu: d"il service examination, fol- one of your duties, be sure to indicate the number and kind (and 
low exactly the directions in the examination announcement as grade,. if Federal Government) of employees supervised by you, 
well as the instructions for fillins out this form. and explain your duties as a supervisor under description of 

• Por a 'written ex~tion, th" adrnissiott card tells you what to duties. 
do with this Statement. • Indicate in each block of Item 18 the name under which you were 

• If the examination involves no written test, mail this Statement employed if it was different from the name in Item 4 of tbis 
to t!Je office named in th~ examination annowu:ement. Be sure to Statement. Show former name in puentbeses after "Description 
mail to the same office any other forms required in the of Work." 

announcement. " • Use separate blocks if your duties, responsibilities, or salary level 
• Notify the office with which you file this Statement of any changed materially while workiog for the same employer. Treat 

change in your Dame or address. each such change as a separate position, 

8 EX •m••· Bl!AR &Aft••tAU&, ~-.........._....A.... --......,.., .... 9&.lllr ruee-r 
• rl 



ITEM 18. EXPERIENCE-(ContinuedJ - •r- period of active duty for training under the "6-month" Reserve 

• Blo,k I-Describe your present position in this block. Indicate 
in this block if you are now unemployed or if you have never been 
employed. .. 

• Blorks 2 and 3-Describe in Block 2 the position you held just) before your present position, and continue to work backwards 
using Block 3. 

• Need for additional blo,ks-Il you need more experience blocks, 
use Standard Form 171-A, Continuation Sheet, or a plain piece of 
paper. If you use plain paper, each experience block must contain 
all of the information requested in Item 18 of the printed State• 
ment. If there is not enough space in any of the experience blocks 
to describe the positions held, continue the description on a plain 
piece of paper. Identify each plain sheet at the top by showing 
your name, ,birth date, examination or position title, and the block 
under Item 18 from which the description is continued. Attach 
these supplemental sheets to the top of page 3 at place marked, 
"Attach Supplemental Sheets or Forms Here." 

• Include your military or merchant marine service in separate 
blocks in its proper order and describe major duty assignments. 

• Experience acquired more than 15 years ago may be summarized 
in one block if it is not applicable to the type of position applied 
for. 

• Account for periods of unemployment in separate blocks in order. 

• Section 3311 of title 5, United States Code, provides that in exam
inations in which experience is a factor, credit will be granted for 
any pertinent religious, civic, welfare, service, and organizational 
activity which you have performed either with or without compen• 
sation. You ,aa7, if you wish, report such experience at the end 
of your employment history if you feel that it represents qualify
ing experience for the position(s) for which you are applying. 
Show actual time spent in such activity. 

• Indicate estimated number of hours worked per week in the 
space provided if you were on part-time work. 

) ITEM 23. ACTIVE MILITARY SERVICE 
AND VETERAN PREFERENCE 

• Five-point preference is granted to veterans if they are honorably 
separated from the armed forces: (a) after active duty during the 
periods April 6, 1917, to July 2, 1921, or December 7, 1941, to 
July 1, 1955; (b) after more than 180 consecutive days of active 
duty after January 31, 1955 (not counting service under an initial 

or National Guard programs); or (c) after service in a campaign 
for which a campaign badge bas been authorized. 

• If you claim five-point preference, you are not required to furnish 
records to support your claim until die time of appointment. 

• T~-point preference is granted in some cases to disabled vet• 
erans. including veterans a.warded the Pwple Heart, to widows 
of veterans, to wives of disabled veterans, and to mothers of de
ceased or disabled veterans. See Standard Form 15, Oaim for 10-
Point Veteran Preference. 

• If you claim ten-point preference, complete Standard Form 15 
and attach it, together with the proof called for in that form, to 
this Statement. 

ITEM 25. MEMBERSHIP IN ORGANIZATIONS 

• Answer each part of this question carefully. Admitted past 
membership and participation in an oiganization of the type to 
which this question refers does not by itself disqualify you for 
Government employment. Consideration will be given to the 
nature of the organization, tbe extent of your participation, and 
any other relevant facts and circumstances. 

ITEM 31. RELATIVES EMPLOYED BY THE 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

• A Federal official (civilian or military) may not appoint any of 
his relatives or recommend them for appointment, and a relative 
who is appointed in violation of this restriction can not be paid. 
There are also restrictions in making a career or career-condi
tional appointment in the competitive service when a person is 
not entitled to veteran preference and two or more members of 
his family are already serving in the competitive service under a 
career or career-conditional appointment. Thus it is necessary to 
have information about your relatives who are working for the 
Government. 

CERTIFICATION 

• Be careful that you have answered all questions on your State
ment correctly and considered all statements fully so that your 
eligibility can be decided on all the facts. Read the certification 
carefully before you sign and date your Statement. 

• Sign your name in ink. 

• Use one giveq name, initial or initials, and surname. 

' I 
PLEASE DETACH THIS INSTRUCTION SHEET BEFORE SUBMITTING YOUR STATEMENT 



Budget BureauPERSONAL QUAUFICATIONS STATEMENT Approved 50-R0387 

la. Kind of position (job) you arc filing for (or tit/to/ ,xamination) b. Announcement number 7. Binh date 8. Social Security Number 

Month I Day I Year 

C. Options for which you wish to be considered (1/ listtd in ,xanunation ,1n1to11nrtmmt) I I 
9. If you are currently on a register of eligibles for appoint• 

ment IO a Federal position, give the name of the examina-
d. Primary place(s} you wish 10 be employed tion, the name of the office maintaining the register. the 

date on your notice of rating, and your rating. 

2. Home telephone 3. Business telephone 

Arca Code! Number Area Code Number 

,• I 
4. Name (Last) (First) (Middlt) ( Maidm, ifa,iy) □ Mr. D Miss 0 Mrs. 10. Lowest pay or grade you will acccpl 

I PAY I I GRADE I 
~- Number and street, R.D., or Post Office box number Is per loRI I 

I 11. Arc you willing to travel? ( Ch«lt 12. When will you be 
available? 

6. Ciry Staie ZIP Code NO SOMEon,) Fl~ IOFTEN I 
. I. I 

13. Will you accept: (C) Will you accept a job in:YES NO YES NO 

(A) Temporary appointment of -1 month or less? -Washing1on, D.C.? 

- I to 4 months? -any place in the United Smes? 

-4 to 12 months? -oursidc of the United States? . 
(B) Lc,ss than full time work? (Lm tha,i 40 hoNn p,r w,d) -only in ( sp,cif, ): 

14. EDUCATION 

( A) Did you graduate from high school, or wiU (B) Name and location (rity and Statt) of last high school attended 
you graduate within the next nine months.' 

YES MONTH YEAR I NO I l<IGHEST GMOE COMPLETEO I 

I I I I I I 
(C} Name and location (rilJ, Slalt, a11d ZIP C-odt if known) ofcol- Oates attended Years completed Credits completed 

Type of Year oflege or university. ( If1011 txpirt to grad11t1lt withi,r 9 m011lhs, gi,,. Semester Quarter degree degreefrom To Day Night hoursMONTH andJ"'' you ,xp,ct dtgrtt. ) hours 
1 

Credits.comol~ted . , , c;:...,,,its comole1ed~ 

(D) Chief undergraduate college subjcc1s Semester Quarter (E) Chiefgraduate college subjects Semc!ler Quarter 
hours hours hours hours 

, ' 

(F) Major field of study at hi&hcst level of college work 

(G) Other schools or wining (for ,xttmpk, trad,. ""'"liona/, ,.rwwJ form, or businm). Give for each the name and location (fitJ, Stat,, 4nd ZIP CtNh if ltnow,r) 
ofschool, dates attended, subjects studied, certificates, and any other pertinent data. 

I~. HONORS, AWARDS, AND FELLOWSHIPS 16. FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
llECEIVED Enter foreign languages and indi • Reading Speaking Undemanding Writing 

cue your knowledge of each by 
placing "X" in proper columns Exel Good Fair Exel IGood Fair Exel Good Fair Exel Gooc fair 

' 

17. Special qualifications and skills (limises; skills with ma.hin,i, pattnts or in11111tio11s; p,,b/irt1tio11s-do not 111bmit topits 11nlm l'tf/Ntlltd; p11blir sp,ttki11g; 
mnnbtrships in profmional or sm111ife so(itli,s; IJPing or shortht111d spud; tic.) 

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER Standard Form 1 71 ( Formedy SF , 7) 
July 1968 U.S. Civil Service Commis!ion 
171-101 



r PLEASE BE SURE TO READ ATIACHED INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE COMPLETING ITEM 18 
18. EXPERIENCE (Start with ,a11r PRESENT po,itim, a,rd won fHd) 

jYESINO
May inquiry be made of your presenc employer regarding your character, qualifications, and record of employment? 

I I 
Daces ofemployment ( 1110111h. Jt•lr) Exact title of position If Federal service, classification series 

1 and grade 
I 

From To PRESENT TIME 
Salary or earnings Avg. hn. Place of employment Number and kind of em• Kind of business or organization 

Starting S per per week City: ployees supervised (""'1111/IKttJring, ll((OIJlfti,rg, illllJflltltt, 

'"·)
Present S per State: 

Name and tide of immed iatt supervisor ,N,me of cmplorer (firm, qrg,111iu1io,r, 11t.) and address {i11tf11di11g ZIP CtHU, if /tr,own) 

Area.C!>de abd phone No. if known 

Reason fur wanting to leave 

Description of worlc 

I For agency use (st.ill codt,. ,tc.)
1-------------------------------;I 

Dates of employmenc (mo,11h. ""') Exact title of posicion If Federal service, classification series 
2 and grade 

From To 
Salary ot earnings Avg.-hrs. Place of employment Number and kind of em Kind of business or organization 

per week ployees supervised ( -•11/«11,ri11g, 11«ou11ti11g, i111ur1111a. 

I 
Starting S City: 

If(.) 

Final s per Stace: 

Name and title of immediate supervisor Name ofemployer (firm, org1111iu1io11, 11(.) and address ( i11d11tli11g ZIP CtHU, if inouw) 

A,ea Code and phone No. if known 

Reason fur leaving 

Desoription ofwork 

1For agency use (1l,il/ tot/ts, tic.)
1--------------------------~I 

IDates of employment (monlh. "'") Exact title of position lf Federal service, classification series 
3 and grade 

From To 
Salary or earnings Avg. hrs. .Place ofemployment Number and kind of em Kind of business or organization 

per week ployees supervised ( 11141111f«t11ring, 11.co11nti11g, i11um1na,Starting S per City: 
ti(.} 

Final S per State: 

Name an<I title of immediate supervisor Name ofemployer (firm, o,g11niiatio11, tit.) and address (i,rd11di11g ZIP CtHU, if lmoU/11) 

Area Code and phone No. if known 

Reason for leaving 

Description of work 

) 
J For agency use ( slti/1 tod,s. tit.)

1--------------------------~7 
IF YOU NEED ADDITIONAL EXPERIENCE BLOCKS USE STANDARD FORM 171-A OR BLANK SHEETS 

SEE INSTRUCTION SHEET 



- -

I 

ATIACH SUPPLEMENTAL SHEETS OR FORMS HERE 
Answer all questions correctly and fully 

·19. If you have ever been employed by the Federal government as a civilian, 20. Binh place 21. Legal or voting residence 
give your wt: (Stat,) 

City:
Grade Job Title 

1,
·St'!lte ( or For,;gn 
Co11nt,y): 

22. REFERENCES. List three persons who are NOT related to you and who· hav.e definite knov;ITP of&jucdualifications and fitness for 
the position for which you are applying. Do not repeat names of supervisors listed under Item 18, E PER N . 

Pull Name ~t Business 0£-Home Address (Nllttlbtr, Jtmt, ·&it7, St,111 a11d·ZIP C~J Business or Occupation 

' 
23. VETERAN PREF1l~ENCE. A. ~ave ~u ever served on active duty in the United States military service? ( Exclurl, to1m of Yes No 

actttlt rl111J C" lr'atnml 111 a ruenmt or 11ardsm11n.J . ................ . .... .. .. . ....... . . . ... . . . .. . .... . .. . ... .. 
If "Yes;· compete Items through E below. :- .. . . 
B. List for all active miliwy service: C. ttav~. you ever been d1Kbarged trom tile armed services Yes Noun<ler,other·-th~,honorable,conclitions? (You may omit 

Dates (Fl'Ollt-To) Branch .~ :or.Service Number any _such dischu~.c,!>aased to:honorable by a Discharge 
Rcv,ew Board or s;milar authority.) .... . ....... . . . . .. 
lf"Y11" ,:;,,, lktlli/1i111"111 34, 

] D. Do you claim ,-point preference based on active duty in Yes No 
the armed forces? .... ... . . ........ . . . .. .. .... .. .. . 

If "Y11," JO• 111i/l bl ~t/~irtd to f11rnisb mords lo support 
JOit' ,l11im at 1h, Jim; 7011 art appoi11t,d. 

E. Do you claim 10-poinl pieference?...... . . .. . ... . .... . Yes No 

1/"Y,s," '°"'pl,t, a11d 11ttach St,111dard Form i,, " Claim 
for 10-poi11t Vtttf'd/1 Pr,ftr,nu," tog,thtr with 1h, proof 
taludfor in tha1 fo,,,,, 

ANSWER ITEMS 24 THROUGH 33 BY .PLACING AN "'X" IN THE PROPER COLUMN Ye, No 

24. Are you a citizen of the United StateS? . . ... . ......... . ....... . .... . .......... . .. . ...... .. . . . . ........ . . .. .... 
If "No," give country ofwhich you are a citizen: .. 

2~. Before answering this qsestion tead Item 2~ :in the attached instructions. 
A. Are-you-now, or ""ithirrthe -last-ten .years have you been, a member of: 

(1) The Comm\inist Party, U.S.A., .. or an~ubdivision of the Communist Party, U.S.A.? ....... . .... . ...... .. .. ... . 
(2} An otganizarion that to your present , o'll(lc:dge advoaites the overthrow of the constitutional form ofgovernment of 

the United States by force or violence or other unlawful means? .......... . ... . ........ . .... . . . .... .... ... . 
B. If your answer to Item A(l) or A(2) is "Yes,"' write your answers to the following questions in Item 34 or on a separate (tM :}ft

piece of paper: fM -~❖ire 
(1) The ~ame of the organization? (2} The dates of your membership? (3} Your understanding of the aims and pur• 

poses of the organ~tion at the time of your membership? Wfill fi! 
26. To insure that you are not placed in a position which might impair- your health, or which might be a hazard to you or to 

others, we: neCld information about the following: Do you have, or have you had, heart disease, a nervous breakdown, epilepsy, 
tuberwlosis, or diabetes? ........................... . ........ . .... . ... .. . . ... . .... . . . .. . .. . . . ... . .......... 
Ifyour answer is "Yes," concerning any one ofthese, gi11e <ktai/J in Jinn 34. 

27. Within the last five year~ have you been fired from any job for any reason?.. ............ . ......... . ... . ......... . .. 
28. Within the·last five years have you fit a job after being notified that you would be fired? . ....... .. .. . . . ......... . .... 

If yo11r answer' to 17 or 18 abtwe is " es," gi111 tktails in Jinn 34. Show the nam, and address (inc/11ding ZIP Cod:/i t employer, 
approximate date, and reasons in each cas,. This i11formation should agm with you,- answers in 111111 18, EXPERJ N E. ::;::!:~:Wlt~ 

29. Have you ever been convicted of an ofrense against the law or forfeited collateral, or are you now under charges for any offense 
against the law? (You may omit: ( 1) traffic violations for which you paid a fine of $30.00 or less; and (2) any offense com-
mitted before your 21st birthday which was finally adjudicated in a juvenile court or under a Youth Offender law.} ...... . . 

30. While in the military service were you ever convicted by general court-mutial?... .. ........ . .. . . . . . .. ... .... . .. . . . . . 

If you,- answer to 19 or 30 is "Yes," gi11e tktails in Item 34. Show for each offmse: (1) rlate; (1) charge; (3) place; ( 4 )court; f1:'.~l!itt::;: and. (5) action taken. ~~3--:.;~;: 
31A. Does the United States Government employ in a civilian capacity or as a member of the Armed Forces any relative of yoursf;'Y blood or marriage)? ( See Item 3 l iii die attached instruction sheet.) ......... . .... . . . ...... . ..... . . . .. . . .. . . . . 

B. o y~upve with, or within the past 12 months have you lived with, any of these relatives who are employed in a civilian 

'!j',a.c;;r-,,·n~-,;,,,~ ·t~.X ;; ~;..;,~s;,; gi;,,· ;~ ii;,;, -34)~,' ;~,i," ~~iari~,~..· r"i"ii;,i'~~~;)ij'p;,,;;n,. ~ii~~; 'r;~~iudi~g 'iiP co°J~j ; 
(3) ,.,/ationsht; ( 4) fkpanm,nt, agmfi, or branch of the AN1111d Form. Ifl:"r answer to B is "Yrs," also gi111 t he kind of M·-~ijappointment he rl by the relatilli( s) 1011 itie with or have /iwd with within I past 12 months. :%1>-·· 

%Ml lll~ 
32. Do you receive or have you applied for retirement pay, pension, or other compensation based upon military or Federal civilian 

T1-r:!~~?;,;,iwe,,· ;; r.¥tiYi/w ~;,;ti ·/,dinti ~.- · · · · · .. · · · · · · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
33. Are you an official or employee of any State, territory, county, or municipali~f . . .... . ... . . .. .. . . . ... . .. ... .......... 

If"Yes," gi111 typ, ofpos,tion or nallU of office, and location, in Jt,m 34. Jndu whether el«ted or appointed. 



34. Space for detailed"answer.;. Indicate Item numbers to which answers apply. 

Item No. 

:, 

If more space is requiced, use full sheers of paper approximately the same size as this page. Write on EACH sheet your name, birth date, and examination 
( or j)otition) title. Attach all sheets to this Statement at the top of Page 3. 

ATIENTION: READ THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPH CAREFULLY BEFORE SIGNING THIS STATEMENT 
A false answer to any question in this Statement may be grounds for not employing you, or for dismissing you a~er you begin 
work, and may be punishable by fine or imprisonment (U.S. Code, Tltle 18, Sec. 10011. All statements are subject to lnvestlgatiDII, 
including a check of your fingerprints, police records, and former employers. All the Information you give wlll be considered In 
reviewing your Statement and Is subject to Investigation. A false answer to Items 25 A or B could deprive you of your right to 
an annuity when you reach retlrem.ent age In addition to the penalties described above. 

SIGNATURE (S,gn in ink)CERTIFICATION 
I CERTIFY that all of the statements made in th is Statement 
are true, complete, and correct to the besr of my knowledge DATE SIGNED
anJ belief, and are made in good faith. 

DO NOT WRITE IN THIS BLOCK-FOR USE OF EXAMINING OFFICE ONLY 

0 Refer for medical action 0 Medical action Approved by D Disapproved (rtason): 
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Standard Fonn 50 - Notification of Personnel Action 

Not available 

0 



. 
1, Cbeok oae: 4. A18DC7 J)Olltlon No. 
Dept1O Field 0~tlonal Fol'In 8 1·2. 01llelal heaclquarten; 

b.l. b~IL SERVICE 00MMISSI0N 
FPM Cb.296 
6008--104 a. RelaoD for mbmlallon: 6. 0 . s. c. eertllk,atlon No. 

(a) U Wa l)Olltlon raplacel IIIIOths (l. ~a change of dodel 
fD Bil enat.lng p08lt!OD), Identify 111=.=kiD by U\1e,POSITION DESCRIPTION aJloo,Uan (een1oe, eerle9, pade), ud Uo1l DIIDlbel' 

6. ~teof carUllcaUon 

8. CLAS81FICA.TION A.CTION 
(b) Other (IIP8Dlf7) 7. Date received from o. s. O. 

1, 

~TIONBT c:r.tJlll TlTLB o• P081TION 
a.A.88 

nnn.u.s l>J.TJI 
Serriee Serles Grade 

a. Civil Service Commlsslon 

b. Department, acenc,y, or . 
establlabmen& 

e. Boreao 

d. Field office 

e. Recommended by lnltlat,.
qoJllo& 

9. Orpolsational title or poeitlon (IfanrJ 10. N1111i. ofemployee <lf-..er, lf/M:lh v-1, I,,, or 4) 

11. Department, agency, or eetabllllhmeot e. Third aobdivialoa .. 
' 

a. Flrat mbdivlaloD d. Fourth aobdivlslon 

~ 
" 

b. llecond aobdivlalon e. Fifth llllbdivlalon -

2. TIiis .. a complete and accarate deeerlplJon of tile dlat.. aacl ._.....u,m11e1 of l3, Tlllslaaeonipleteancl-te~tlono(tllecla&lel ucl...........,llllllllof..._ 
a,,-ltlon ,-lllolll 

(Signature or Immediate aupemaor) (Date) 

(Signature of employee) (Date) Title: 

14, Cer6eatlon b7 ...aorbmean, 4ffllilolll. lold olllee. • ..,..._tecl ...-n1au.e 16. Certllcatlon b7 cleparta.nt, .,.IIC7, • -.bu...nt 

(Slp,ature) (Date) (Sigoature) (Date) 

Title: Title: ~ ,.•.... 
16. n-rl,tlonofdlaU. uclreapomlbWU. '. 

~ 
•. .' 
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.. 

~ I ~ 
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' I• ~ 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

1"tfemorand11m
0 

DATE:TO 

FROM 

SUBJECT: Hiring Statement 

A sample will be provided at a later date . 

0 

0 



0 

0 

SELECTIVE CRITERIA: 

Organization: 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 

National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice 

Detection and Apprehen_s ion Development Center 

Position: 

Communications Engineer GS-855-15 

1. (a) A Master's degree in electrical (electronics)
engineering; or 

(b) A Bachelor's degree in electrical (electronics)
engineering and two years work experience
equivalent to advance study in the discipline. 

2. Two years of professional electrical (electronics)
engineering experience subsequent to l(a) or l(b). 

3. Item 2 must include at least one year of experience
in state or local law enforcement communications 
engineering and progressively more responsible
experience in the conduct of, administration of, 
and evaluation of research, including research 
contract administration. 

APPROVAL: __________ 

DATE: 

S A M P L E 
0 



0 

Q 

0 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Memorandum 
TO Mr. Kenneth J. Stallo DATE: January 29. 1969 

Director of Personnel 

FROM Robert L. Emrich, Acting Director 
National Institute of Law Enforcement 
and Criminal Justice 

sUBJEcT: Statement of Recruiting Efforts - Communications Engineer 

Since the National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal 
Justice was established within the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, 
an extensive recruitment program has been in effect. General announcements 
have been posted throughout the Department of Justice and its bureaus, and 
have appeared in various LEAA and professional publications. 

Specific recruitment efforts for the Communications Engineer
position have been use of the CSC's referral service of appropriate
applicants and referrals from knowledgeable individuals in the field. 

As a result of these efforts eight applications were received. 
Three of these applicants meet the selective criteria. These men were 
interviewed and references reviewed. Two of the applicants withdrew their 
application, based on more lucrative offers from private industry. 

Based on the above recruiting efforts, the administrators have 
tentatively selected Mr. John Smith has a Master's degree in electrical 
engineering and approximately ten years of experience in the field . He 
has been involved in research , contract administration1 and research 
evaluation much of that time. He is the only electronics engineer known 
to be employed by a major police department in the United States. During
the past year he has concentrated on the development of a new personnel
radio for the Chicago Police Department. Consequently, he is particularly
qualified to work on the priority project of developing a new personnel
radio for use by police throughout the nation. We believe it would be 
virtually impossible to find a better qualified person for the Institute 
position. 

If the Civil Service Commission requires a pa~el to review 
additional applicants, Mr. Louis Mayo and Dr. Robert Emrich will represent
LEAA. 

S A M P L E 
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UNITED' STATES GOVERNMENT . DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Memorandum 
TO : Wi 11 i am E. Cal dwe11 DATE: December 6, 1968 

~ 

FROM Robert L. Emrich 

SUBJECT: Advanced within grade hiring of John Smith 

It is requested that permission be granted to hire John Smith 
as a Mathematician, GS-15/4. This would allow us to approximate his 
present salary of $21,800 with a private research corporation. Mr. Smith 
possesses outstanding qualifications including a Ph.D. in statistics and 
highly responsible and varied experience .in mathematics, systems analysis,
and operations research. One of his recent projects dealt with organized
crime, one of the highest priority areas in our program. · 

Mr. Smith has been tentatively selected for a position with the 
National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. He would be 
assigned to our Criminal Justice Management and Systems Center which is 
responsible for the systems analysis of law enforcement and criminal 
justice and the application of operations research techniques in the 
reduction of crime and the dispense of justice. His knowledge and 
experience in mathematics and related fields would be invaluable assets 
in these areas. Mr. Smith's expertise is especially required in the 
developmental phases of our program. In view of the fact that many of 
our projects will involve grantees and contractors, his experience in 
project management is another significant qualification. We feel that 
it is vital to our mission to attract personnel of this caliber to the 
Institute. 

S A M P L E 

0 



.._...,,.. form s2-•-· July 1968 
U.S. Civil Service Comminion REQUEST FOR PERSONNEL ACTIONfPM 0,. 29.5 

PART I. REQUESTING OFFICE: Unless otherwise instructed, fill in all items in this part except those inside the heavy lines. 
If applicable, obtain resignation and separation data on reverse side. 

1. NAME (CAPS) LAST-FIRST-MIDDLE MR.-MISS-MRS. 2. (For11gn,e, IIS~} 3. BIRTH DATE 4. SOCIAL SECURITY NO. 
(Mo., D111, Yur) 

A. KIND OF ACTION REQUESTED: B. REQUEST NUMBER C. DATE OF REQUEST 
(1) PERSONNEL (Sptt:if, 11ppo;,,,,,,,,,,, russignmml, rt!Signalio11, et&.) 

(2) POSITION (Sptt:i/1 esklhlish, rn,uw, aholiJh, et&.) D. PROPOSED EFFECTIVE E. POSITION SENSITIVITY 
DATE 

! 
~VETERAN PREFERENCE 6. TENURE GROUP 7. SERVICE COMP. DATE 8. HAtlDICAP CODE 

I-NO l-1D PT. l>ISAB. 5-10 PT. OTHER 
2➔ PT. 4-10 PT, COMP. 

9. FEGLI 10. RETIREMENT 11. (For CSC 11s,)I-COVERED (REGULAR ONLY-DECLINED OPTIONAL) 
11-cs l-FS rOTHER 

] 2-INELIGIBU :I-WAIVED 4-COVERED (REG. a OPT.) 2-FICA 4-NONE 

12....ATURE OF ACTION 13. EFFECTIVE DATE 14. CIVIL SERVICE OR OTHER LEGAL AUTHORITY 
(Mo., Da1, Yur) 

CODE I 
15. FROM; POSITION TITLE AND NUMBER 16. PAY PlAN AND 17. (al GRADE (bl STEP 18. SALARY 

OCCUPATION COOE OR OR 
LEVEL RATE 

I 
19. NAME AND LOCATION OF EMPLOYING OFFICE 

Izo. TO; POSITION TITLE AND NUMBER 21. PAY PLAN AND 22. (al GRADE (bl STEP 23. SALARY 
OCCUPATION CODE OR OR 

LEVEL RATE 
I 

I 
24. NAME AND LOCATION OF EMPLOYING OFFICE 

25. DUTY STATION (City-co11n'1-Skllt) J26. LOCATION CODE 

'£/. APPROPRIATION 28. POSITION OCCUPIED 29. APPORTIONED POSITION 
I-COMPETITIVE SERVICE FROM: TO: STATE 

I 
I-PROVED-1I I2-£XCEPTED Z-WAIVED-ZSERVICE I 

F. REMARKS BY REQUESTING OFFICE ( Co11ti11ut in ilnn F on rrvtrst suu, if 11t&<SSllrJ) 

G. REQUESTED BY (SignahltY 11r,d tillt) (l..ea11t 1,/,,nl, on tYsipotions) I. REQUEST APPROVED B'I': 

SIGNAT\JRE ______________ 

H. FOR ADDITIONAL JNFORMATION-cAU. (N11mt and t,kphor,e nuttd,,r) 

TITLE: 

PART II. TO BE COMPLETED BY PERSONNEL OFFICE (Item• i111ide heavy line, in Part I above alao to be completed) 
J. POSITION CLASSIFICATION ACTION[=:J IDENTICAL ADDITIONAL ~VICE CJ REGRADED~NEW 

I(. CLEARANCES lnitialo « Sipawn O..te (7) REMARKS: (Not,: Use ilnn 30 0# tY11n-s, for S1a11Jard Form ,o 
(I) rr11111rlts) 

(2) CEIL. OR POS. CONTROL QUALIFICATIOl'I 
STANDARI>:mCLASSIFICATION 

t4) PLACEMENT OR EMPL 

(5) 

(&) APPROVED BY: 

52-108 



PART Ill. TO BE COMPLETED BY EMPLOYEE 
RESIGNATION (IMPORTANT- NOT£ TO EMPLOY££: G;,. sptcl/ic ,,,.,on,/or IIO'I' rui1nollon. Aoo/4 fttt<ro//u,/ '"''°"'• ,uch., ''ill hu/lA," "pm.,,ol rro,on.") 

RESIGN FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS: 
(/)alt nsig11a1;011 h u·rifll'1) 

TH£ £FF£CTIVE DATE OF MY RESIGNATION WILL BE ___________ 

(.~i[(lld/1/rt) 

PART IV. SEPARATION DATA 
FORWARD COMMUNICATIONS. INCLUDING SALARY CHECKS AND BONDS. TO THE FOLLOWING ADDRESS: 

//\umhrr ,md StrttlJ I Cil_yJ (s,,,,,) (ZIP Cod,) 

PART I. (Continued) 
F. REMARKS BY REQUESTING OFFICE: 

PART II. (Continued) 
30. STANDARD FORM !iO REMARKS 

□ SUBJECT TO COMPLETION OF I YEAR PROBATIONARY (OR TRIAL) PERIOD COMMENCING -------------------------

□ SERVICE COUNTING TOWARD CAREER (OR PERMANENT) TEt;URE FROM: ---------------------------------

□ SUCCESSOR POSITION-EMPLOYEE RETAINED IN THE COMPETITIVE SEIIVICE 

□ EPITRANCE PERFOJIMANCE RATING SATISFACTORY 

SEPARATIONS, SHOW REASONS BELOW, AS REQUIRED. CHECK, IF APPLICABLE, □ DURING PROBATION □ FROM APPOINTMENT OF 6 MONTHS OR LESS 

U.S. GOI/ERIIMENT PRINTING OFFICE, 1961-0-300-463 #41H 



0 

Stand•nl Fonn 75 
April 1965 REQUEST FOR PRELIMINARY .EMPLOYMENT DATA 

U.S. Civil Service Commission 
FPJrl Snpp. 29Hl (Sffls••rd ,._ co•lde■tial Hhre of the data o■ this for•) 

ffPE 01 PRINT THE NAME AND AD• 
HESS OF THE ACTIYlff TO WHICHr 7 THIS FORM IS IEING SENT. U■cl■de 
..o■sh laforaatlo■ to ldatffy -ploJ• 
i■s ot1c..1

.• 

o. ')' 

DATEI __________ 
.) 

_J 

• Please furnish the information for. ihe items CIRCLED on the reverse of this form and for those items listed below (if any) 
for the applicant whose name appears -beiow and who has been tentatively selected for an appointment in the department or 
agency to which this form is to be returned. Only those. items needed to complete.the employment process have been CIRCLED 
and LISTED, and,only those items need to be filled in. •~ • ' vf - . · · " 

If the person is separated and the Official Personnel Folder is in the Records Center, complete items 1, 18, 19, and 20 on the 
reverse and return the form to the address below. If this information has to be obtained from another office, that office 
may return the form direc~ly to the address below. 

·DO NOT FORWARD THIS FORM TO THE RECORDS 'CENTER 
t ' 

P~RT ,I-TO I~ COMPLETED IY THE Acr_lYITY ~EQUESTING tNlolMATION 

UST-flRST-MIDDLI-MAIDEN 2. DATE OF BIRTH 3. SOCIAL SECURITY NO. 
(Mo,, dq,,,-) 

I, • Ci' ,1,1 p, ,, 
4. NAME Of PERSON REQUESTING (OR RECORDING) INFORMATION: S. POSmON TITLE 

l J. 
1• 

7. ADOITl<?ML ITEMS. (nt,~ i4/or~ br npufifl// ocUllflr to GbCai,a "'4 -.W"'a rin(lk ..,..,,_ Additional ftnat ~ b,fln toilA No.16.) 

C 
..,. ' . . E... ~ .,l • 1 r .. , ;;,ru,.r,)I I l 

I~ bE I J. 

*N;,OTE: If a~plicant's name differs from that on the latest SF 50, indicate difference _____________________ 

' ~ -

r 
L 

7 

I ; i > 1Jq 



PA_R,~ JI.-TO BE COMPLETED BY THE ACTIVITY GIVING INFORMATION 
r-

Insofat as possible complete the items CIRCLED beiow, and those listed under item 7 on the reverse, if any, and return this 
form at an early date. 

QSEP,\/lATED. GI'/[ DATE AND !!EASON <N.'l'JRE or ACTION} FOR SEP~RAT:ON 17. IS THERE ADVfRSE INFORMATION IN THE OFFICIAL PERSONNEL FOLDER. SUCH AS (A)RE, 
MOVAL oq SUSPENSICN ON SECURITY GR OTHER GROIJNDS, (8) CHARGES PENDING. UNSATIS. 

: NATURE OF ACTION, 
HE OFFICIAL PERSONN•L FOLOER HAS BEEN SENT TO THf. RfCOROS CENTER. COMPLETr PERI'. RATING. (C) LETTERS OF WARNING OR REPIIIMANO □ NO □ YES. IF " YES," GIVE 

ITEMS I. !8, 19, AND 20, AND RETIJRN THIS rORM TO THE R[QU~ST!N<; OfFICE. NAME AND ADDRESS (OR PHONE NO.) OF PERSON TO CONTACT FOR INFORMATION: 

2. IF THE Of'F IS NOT IN THE OFFICE TO WHICH TIHS •ORM ISADDRESSCD. FORWARD THE FORM 
TO THE OFFICE IN YOUR AGENCY THAT HAS THE FOLDER. GIVE THE AODRE~S BELOW, 

l8. HAS A FULL FICLD (OR BACKGROU"IO) INVESTIGAT:ON BEEN COMPLETED? □ NO 
,-.-SOC--IA_L_S_E_C_U_R_!T-Y-NO-.-,------------------------r □ YES-DATE COMPLETED: □ NOT KNOWN 
• 1 c., ..q t ._. J;l 

. COMPUTED BY (A~~'!"!) , --------••.•·-·..:·--·-·-······ ···--· ···--·-·---···-·•···-.•••4. Vi Tf.~A~ PRffERE?fili ,, -·· . '!:;. ,· , , ,~• f' '• 
□ NO □ 5 PT. L_j 10 PT. OISAB. □ 10 PT. COMP. □ ID PT. OTHER PEl'IDING IN (,'1.gtnc!~ ••••·-·-· ··•·····•••···-- -····-·•·-•••• •••--····--•··•·•······-·· · 

I. IF PERSON COMPLETED 3 YEARS OF SUBSTANTIALLY CONTINUOUS SERVICE THAT IS CREDIT, 
ABLE FOR CAREER Tl::NURE. GIVE TYPl OF A~rT(S) AND INCLUSIVE DATES OF PERIOD(S): (Omit 19. HAS NAC a I INVESTIGl,TION BEF.N COMPLETED? (Chtek tlJJ applicable) : □ NOT KNOWN 

f/S-year period ~tgan wilh 11•• currt>II or la,t appl.) □ CLEARED UNDER E.O. 5835 □ READJUDICA TED UNDER E.O. 10450 

□ CLEARED UNDER SEC. 3(A) E.O. 10450. RESULTS SENT TO: ·-·--··-··--····--·-····-·· 

········· -·· ·-·-··-··-·· (Agency) . IF AN INVESTIGATION IS PENlllKG, SPECIFY TYPE, IK'IES• 
6. SERVICE COMPUTATION DATE: TIGA.TIVE AGENCY.AND DA!E INITIATED. 

7. HANDICAP CODE (if•ho•on ;,, ,,.. OPF): 

8. Ff.GLI ·□ COVERED □ INELIGIBLE □ WAIVED. IF WAIVED. GIVE DATE OF 1./NCAN-
CELL,fD WAIVER: IF INVESTIGATIVE FORMS SENT TO CSC, GIVE OFFICE (CENTRAL OR REGIONAL): 

9, RETIREMENT □ CSC □ FICA □ FS □ OTHER □ NONE 

10. ,P.A,TE ,PF, CURRENT or LAST fPl'Qll'ITMENT: ,, 0.,. . c ' ,, 20. IS THERE ADVERSE SUITABILITY INFORMATION /\BOUT THIS PERSON IN FILES OTHER TH,t,N 

IF lfOW
0 

SERVIN.G AS CAREER-CONO .. GIVE BEGINNING OATE OF SERVICE COUNTING TOWARD rHE 0Fr1c1AL PERSONNEL "OLDER1 D NO D YES D NOT KNOWN 
CAREER TENURE: 
I IF "YES,"OR, " NOT KljOW'!," GIVE,THE NAME AND ADDRESS (or pl,011tNo.) OF THE OFFICE 

CR PERSON TO CONTACT POR THE INFORMATION. -
(Omit lf '""" n• oimi in iltm 10) 

;It. TYPE OF APPT. (IIICLIJSIVE DATES) AND AGF.NCY UNDER WH ICH COMPETITIVE STATUS (OR 
ELIGIBILITY FOR STATUS) WAS ACQUIRED; 

f -+ ·t- ' .•· ;1. .1 

·csc OR OTHER LEGAL AUTHORITY FOR APPT: 
''"\..t'>-------- ------- ----- -------- ----1 2!. HAS ,HIS PEASON EVER SERVED IH Al'l APPCRTIONEO POSITION ~NDER A STATUS APPTI 

ITION TITLE. PAY PLAN, SERIES, GRADE (OR LEVEL), STEP OR RATE. PAY BASIS. AND □ □ 
I • . RY OF PRESENT OR LAST POSITION. (i.,.. ,.,.,, . '"'"r-rntlfl .. proh<t!iOM(, r,ic.) . NO YES. 

N ( E ) F , · .; (HF.(F'E1<T this information only when t he position t\> ho fill~•l is uprortioncd.1,11 •GRADE OR L'£V L ' ROM: • ' - ltEl'L\"t.o t hisriuestioni~notl't'qulrctl if ~ r•ou l~now acurcor ern1•Joyc,•or ha.s n !t.cr :m 

DATE ~F LAST D WITHIN ~RADE D EQUIV~LEtir INCl'lEASf } ~•· , J>n'fl'tt>M.•.) _ • • • 
( Clltck appropriate bar) ... .,_, ·' i"t' 1 () ll ~- • · •-~ · • , , , •. iz._H A_CTH BENEFITS ( Compkt• or chtck, ... ap~lcabZ.)

D DENIED LASTWITHIN GRADE INCREASE-DATE DISAPPROV~D-, --- ENROLLMENT CODE: CARRIER'S CONTROL NO.: 
10

·, · •• - , j -13. NAME AND LOCATION Of OFFICE IN W~ICP. c'u~~NT--L-Y,....,.,r'"i-wi.ci"'""..,...,.Y-Eb"', -,- ,- - - .,.,-~--, ,·· · o· ' , \' • ;·~· m · -IJ ' ' - □ 
' . ELECTED NOT TO. ENROLL c..J CAN CELLED ENROLLMEN.T INELIGIBLE 

.. ,·,:r, f. :- • .i ~ •• ' ' 
,. ..t. ' · - • l ~:-1· .- .,, zl. HAS nils PERSON TAKEN LW0PiDuR1l'IG THE LAST 1z MO~THST D NO IJ YES-1· 

... ( • ' , · I I I •• ,. r"~J 
IF "YES," GIVE NUMBER DI\YS: 

1~. H~G'HES)'f~A ~IFJCt TION, ACT G,RADE ~fl !?,, '" ,.,. ' -·1~;::~~ !'er.;)04 ratn NAME AND PfiCNE NUMBER OF PERSON TO CONTACT RE:GARDING LEAVE RECORD, 
~ ~.. ' . . If ,. •.1 1l}L:.. ~ . . ~~-~~-~:;~ ,~~~ /' : _.·, , . 't•t ~~~ ·.,··~··- ~ ' h] YCS 'D ~o , , •t ·- 'I· rn. 

1 \ J. J..) 

t r ., . , ~ . i ~ I ...!5, IF NO;TCOVE.Rl!O IN ITRM 14.'GIVE Hltjl'EST; 5)1[ AltY EARNr;Q UNDER f. FEDER~~ APl'OINT. • J-

MENT NOT LIMITED TO 90 DAYS OR LESS-SALARY: 

.c.E,t,....R_N_E_D_F.... .... I 2<. EOD OP.TE DESIRED BY REQllESTING ACTIVITY: •. - ••···· ·-···· - ···-······ ··-········ ··•RO.c....M_:____________T.::O.c:________________ 

15. COMPLETED A ,PROBATIONARY PER100 D YCS □ NO. IF NOW SERVING PROBATION. \ IF NOT ftCCEPTAllLE. GIVE EARLIEST POSSIBLE Df.7!:: ···-· ··-··· -··--··-······ · ·-···· OR 
GIVE DATE IT BEGAN: I ' 

NAME C'F PERSON TO CCNTACT FOR RELEASE PATE, 

NAME OF PERSON GIVING INFORMATION: TE~. NO. OR CODE AND EXT. , OATE lPOSITION TITLE: 

~-:J. ... ,,. ,:; 9 ""'J. ~ , ., 

I I 
REMARKS: !When ,,,ing thi.• ape.cc for atldWonal iuformation, ~,lirity gitiR/i informa//011 ,/'ill sptcify ilrm n.11mbtr lq.__>ch ic,\ informotion opp/its) 

,11. 
t,l'l~-J! t • l.:,l,J 't~lt )4. -~·-1.w:I- -·~~,..,..~~ 

~!. t-,•.;,• ,1& i:IM, . .!"'" ,• . , 
,~n~t ofu .,.hf ~.,.·.1.tt1.._, ,we.·

4-:.:off na ,..ir-:1 ., --~-r: zt.1)1..,...-:~ ....~) =- ~y_: ... 

Q ~ ~- ___..... ........ _ -... - ...,.:- - --·-· .__ .,. 

.! 
: •1 •. 

* U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING o,ric1: IHS 0-7N-t70 

https://c'u~~NT--L-Y,....,.,r'"i-wi.ci


----------------------------------

Name_______________._________ Sworn In_:_________ 

Title,_.___________________________~-----

a plication Date:_____ Target Start Date:_____ Start Date:____/___ 

i
Grade; _____ C·learance:_--'------------ Pay Start:_______ 

t 
Registry Search.________ Building Pass_______ Federal I.D._____ 

·oate Date Date to Date 
Forms Assiqned Comolete Justice Return Status 
Pers. Qual. 
SF 171 
Security SF 86 
Investiaation 
Finger 
Print SF 87 
Position {OF a, 
Descriotion 
Selective 
Criteria 
Recruiting 
Efforts 
Hiring 
Statement 
Request SF 52 
Pers. Action · 

(jquest SF 75 
1e. Emolov. 

Other 

Oenter:______________________~---------------

Institute - 50 P~R$0NNEL PROCESSING CONTROL FORM 



-------------------- ---------
-----------------------------

Name: ________________ Log No._______ Dat~=------

Qtle: Birth Date: 

sition Desi red: 

Curre ryt Salary:________ Desired Salary:________ GS Grade:____ 

Route to: (l) ----- Rqmts. &Stds. (2) __ Prev. &Rehab. (3) _...,.,,,..Det. &Appreh.
(4) Mgmt. &Sys. (5) Law &Society (6) -=---=- Statistics (7) --.-...-. Demon. 
(8) -- Fellows (9) .....,D=:-,i,-r-ector (10) __ Advis. Counsel (11) __ Violence 
(12) Organ. Crime 

Action Examples: No Interest, Bring in for Interview, Obtain Addtl. Information, etc. 

Interviewer:_____________ Action_______________ 

Interviewer:_____________ Action_______ ________ 

Interviewer: _____________ Action_______________ 

Interviewer: _____________ Action_______________ 

Final Action Taken by Personnel:_______________________ 

Institute - 51 PERSONNEL ROUTING FORM 

0 



0 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT . DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Memorandum 
TO DATE: 

FROM 

SUBJECT: Recruiting Statement 

A sample will be provided at a later date. 

0 



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

I Memorandum 
TO DATE: 

FROM 

sUBJECT: Advertising Statement 

A sample will be provided at a later date. 

0 

0 



0 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Memorandum 
TO DATE: 

FROM 

SUBJEct: Advertising Form 

Asample will be provided at a later date. 

. !.:· 

•. 
' ' 

t' '. 

I :, •. 

' 

O· 
,, 

! . . I ' 

," 



0 

0 

Farm No. DJ-M 
(Ed. 2·2·59) 

NOTICE OF VACANCY 

1. Ust Number: 

2. Date: 

3. NUll■IUI OP' 5, LOCATION OP' POSITION 6, o•ADLINE P'OR ACCE~T• 

YACANCUU 4. TITLE AND GRADE (DIVISION AND ■UILDINGt ANCE OP' APPLICATIONS 

7. Persons interested in any of the above positions may secure additional information about job requirements 
and application procedwe from--------------------------

0 



0 

0 

INSTRUCTIONS 

This form may be used to publicize vacancies as required by the Department's Merit Promotion 
Plan. The following information should be entered in the numbered spaces on the reverse side: 

l. List number assigned. Lists should be issued in numerical order 
within the numbering system established by each division or office. 

2. Dale list is issued. 

3. Number of vacancies advertised. 

4. Title and grade of position advertised. 

5. Name and location of office in which vacancy exists. 

6·. Deadline for acceptance of applications. 

7. Office <Room and Telephone number) from which additional information 
may be secured. 

Note: This form, together with other documents or memoranda relating to publicity of vacancies, 
should be kept on file for post audit'by the Civil Service Commission. 

. . .·•· ·:': 
0 



0 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Memorandum 
TO DATE: 

FROM 

SUBJECT: Register RegtJest 

A sample will be provided at a later date. 

0 



0 

CSF 1844(1) - Certificate of Eligibles 

Not available 

0 



0 

FDffll DJ-850 
{Ed. 4·1-66) 

Date__________PROMOTION CANDIDATE LIST 
(See instructions on reverse side) 

Grade__________1. Title of Position:_______________________ 

2. Division or Office:____________________________________ 

3. Area of consideration: ___________________________________ 

4. State reason for extension, if any: 

6. MEETS CIVIL SERVICE 
REQUIREMENTS (X-118*) 

(Check one) 7, PANEL 8. CHECK CANDIDATE 
5. NAMES YES NO RATING SELECTED 

• For. Field Offices, C1v1 I Service requirements w1I1 be checked by the Personnel Office m Washington 

when the Request for Personnel Action (SF-52) is submitted. 

0 



0 

INSTRUCTIONS 

This form is to be used for recording the names of all persons recommended or applying 
for promotional consideration for vacancies which are publicized under the Department's 
Merit Promotion Plan (Memo 214, S. 3). This form, filled out as indicated below, should 
accompany each recommendation (SF-52) for promotion. The fol lowing information 
should be entered in the numbered spaces on the reverse side. 

1. Title and grade of position. 

2. Name and location of office in which vacancy exists. 

3. Indicate area from which employees were considered, i.e. normal (Division level or office), 
or extended to include other divisions, boards, or offices. 

4. When area of consideration has been extended, indicate reason. 

5. List name of each employee who applied or was recommended for consideration. 

0 6. Indicate "yes" or "no" by check mark in the appropriate column. 

7. Rating assigned to each candidate by panel, i.e. I, 11, or Ill. 

8. Check name of employee selected for promotion. 

0 
... 
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